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Senate Local Government Comon
Tax Reform Act of 1985.
chaired the
ing. Senator Ruben Ayala,
Craven, Senator Newton Russell, and Senator Rose
hearing. Also present was Jo
Representative for U.S. Senator
presented a statement on behalf of Senator
in this report.

government representatives who testified at
, described the specific difficulties
local governments will
if the Tax Reform Act passes in its
current form. Many offered recommended changes to the Act.
who spoke, lists the highlights of the
the Committee's background staff report,
testimony submitted by both the witnesses
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F st Vice President
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The Parsons Corporation
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Edward R. Gerber
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Written testimony from all the witnesses is reprinted in this
report. In addition, the following individuals submitted
ls which are also included in the report:
e
e

Richard B. Dixon
Los Ange s County Treasurer and Tax Collector

E.
Securities Association
, Morrison & Foerster

•

Dona
Luns
Placer County Executive Officer

•

Gilbert T. Ray
Partner, O'Melveny & Myers

•

William A. Wittee
San Francisco Mayor's Office of
Housing & Economic Development

FOUR MAJOR CONCERNS
During the hearing, Committee members voiced their particular
concern over several features of H.R. 3838. Although the Committee did not adopt a
statement of findings, these four
issues attract the
special attention:
•
•
•
•

The
The
The
The

January 1, 1986 effective date of H.R. 3838.
"early issuance"
arbitrary nature
the bill's restrictions
profound effect on California's housing industry.

• January 1 Effective Date. Witnesses repeatedly told the
Committee that the January 1, 1986, effective date has brought
the tax-exempt municipal bond market in California to a
standstill, even though
s bill is not law. Theresa Molinari
of the California Debt Advisory Commission highlighted this point
by stating that
two
financings have been
completed in California since January 1. Members questioned why
a proposed b 1 would have an effective date that precedes its
enactment. Members also expressed serious concern over the
possibility that a tax-exempt bond issued in 1986 could be made
retroactively taxable to January 1 if the tax bill becomes law,
unless
e
is
to the date of enactment or
later.
e Early Issuance Date.
of the Committee members
objected to the bill's feature which makes tax-exempt bonds
taxable if 5% of a
's
are not spent within 30 days
remainder of the proceeds are not
after the
of
and
spent
noted that these restrictions
state and local competitive bidding
and contract preparation. They concluded that many local governments would be unable to comply
s rule.
no policy rationale
or for including certain
under the new volume cap, but
excluding
They also noted that
the
stinction between essential" and "nonessential" bonds
lude tax-exempt f
ing for projects with a public
purpose.
e Housing Burt. Est
California Debt Advisory
sion show that H.R. 3838 would require California to reduce
multi-family housing bonds by more than 90%. The "total issuance
cap" would limit multi-family bonds to $936 million, far below
the $5.1 billion issued in 1985. Likewise, the bill would reduce
single-family housing bonds by
70%. The federal tax bill
would serious
hurt Cali
ic-private partnership to
produce more affordable hous

- 4 TESTIMONY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The participants commended the Committee members for their interest in the consequences of the federal tax bill and urged them to
maintain their interest throughout the federal legislative
process.
Subsequent witnesses all agr~ed with representatives of Orrick,
Herrington & Sutcliffe that the volume cap, early issuance rule,
and arbitrage restrictions will significantly reduce both the
amount and type of bonds that local governments can issue as well
as substantially increase their borrowing costs.
George Friedlander of Smith Barney told the Committee how the
volume cap, early issuance date, and new 10% tax-exempt threshold
will prevent local governments from financing their shortfall in
local infrastructure (i.e., public works) needs.
Pamela Hamilton, San Diego Centre City Development Corporation,
and Ed Gerber from San Francisco gave the Committee information
on specific projects that would be abandoned or delayed in their
communities if the new restrictions in the federal tax bill are
enacted.
Dan Wall, representing California counties, placed the topic in
the context of the severe fiscal constraints already faced by
urban, suburban, and rural counties. He noted that California
counties could loose up to $180 million in federal funds as a
result of the Gramm-Rudman deficit reduction bill. The combined
effects of Gramm-Rudman and the tax reform bill would be
devastating for counties whose discretionary revenues are already
lower than their rate of growth for population and inflation.
Adding it all up. Theresa Molinari informed the Committee
in 1985, local governments in California issued $22 billion
or 72% of the state's tax-exempt debt. Single-family and
family housing bonds accounted for the largest share of
long-term debt issued last year at $6.4 billion. The new
uni
volume "cap" would limit the annual issuance of
tax-exempt debt for exempt facility bonds and other qualified
bonds (including housing and redevelopment bonds) to $4.6
billion. If the volume cap had been in effect last year, local
tax-exempt bonds worth $8 billion could not have been issued.
Few options.
If the bill is enacted, Martin Coren of Katz,
Hollis, Coren told the Committee that local governments would
have to rely on more costly taxable bonds or pay-as-you-go
financing.
Bob Davidson from Parsons Corporation stressed the
importance of developing financing alternatives that involve
cooperation with the private sector.
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Public-private partnerships restricted. Tim Masanz
explained how the new 10% threshold restricts public-private
partnerships. He
that many public power agencies would not
able to continue to sell
excess capacity to privately!
without loos
tax-exempt status.
Costly new reporting requirement. Gary Peterson, Fresno
County's Auditor-Controller discussed the financial burdens to
California's counties
the new requirement that county
auditors provide each propertyowner with an annual written notice
of
amount paid in property taxes. He stated that this
requirement
to approximately 10.5 million parcels in
California.
In Fresno County he estimated that mailing costs
alone would cost $300,000. Placer County estimates the cost of
postage, new forms, and data processing changes to be $100,000.
Volume cap too broad. Most of the recommendations focused
on the new uniform volume cap.
Pamela Hamilton urged the
Committee to state that tax allocation bonds are traditional
public purpose bonds and should not be included in the new cap.
Terence McCarty of E.F. Hutton stated that including SOl(c) (3)
hospitals under the cap will
the public access to adequate
health care. Ed Gerber predicted that the volume cap will remove
local government from decision-making about tax-exempt financing
for hous
and economic development. Scott Sollers from Stone &
Youngberg pointed out
ity to
sue single family bonds
in 1987. He sugges
that these bonds be exempted from
limit and applied to the limit for
Martin Coren noted that
finitions for "qualified
older eastern states and do
in California. Ed Gerber
new income 1
for single family bonds
bond issues primarily finance the purchase of
whereas
California 60% of the bond proceeds
new
ts.
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- 7 THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1985: THE IMPACT ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT

On December 17, 1985,
House of Representatives passed
most far-reaching
of federal income tax codes in
ars -- the Tax Reform Act of 1985 (H.R. 3838, Rostenkowski,
D-Ill.). Buried among the new limits on dozens of tax deductions
and credits are significant changes to the rules affecting taxexempt interest on state and local bonds.
Although Pres
Reagan's proposal to eliminate state and local
tax deductions is not part of the House bill, the proposed changes will dramatical
affect the timing, cost, and future of many
locally funded publ
projects. If local bonds loose their taxexempt status, local borrowing costs will increase and project
costs will also be driven up. Some may even become too expensive
to finance. For California's local governments, these changes
threaten $15.4 billion worth of tax-exempt bonds issued in 1985.
In light of these impacts, Senator Milton Marks called a special
hear
for January 29, 1986 to investigate how the federal tax
bi
will hurt California's local governments. The testimony
given at the hearing will then be forwarded to the U.S. Senate
Finance Committee so its members and staff have an opportunity to
examine
impacts to California's local governments. The Senate Finance Committee has scheduled its own hearings in early
February.
Accord
Ways and Means Committee Report on the
bill,
bond changes is to reduce
the
reached "unjustifiably high levels." A second major purpose
to restrict the use of taxexempt financ
"private" purposes.
ights major changes found in the tax-exempt bond
11.
changes apply to bonds and other
governmental obligations issued after December 31, 1985. This
ef
may cause
local issuers to delay f1nancing
until
tax re
process
over.

This paper

According to the House Ways and Means Committee Report, these
changes are collectively estimated to increase federal revenues
by:

•
•
•
•
•

$132
1986;
$395
1987~
$637 mil
in 1988;
$831 million in 1989;
and $1,100 million
1990 •
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creates

new
are el
are met, and
are

are
would also come

current

must

tax-

maturity date of
0 year or 50%

THIS
LOWER THRESHOLD MAKE PROINELIGIBLE FOR TAX-EXEMPTION?

ing for:

•
•
•
••
••

ties1
ities;
as part of an airport):
electric energy or
ities; and
ity is available for
bas
For example,
sional sports team
, financing of
borrowTO WHAT

CHANGE BOOST LOCAL BORROWING

for
1

lowing
targeting

section on New

•
•
•
•
••

bonds;
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t

tax-exempt
volume "cap").

of California C
projects are
threshold. In addition, many
more
10% of the
asses
project area. Whether
changes
suing any tax
location bonds is not clear.
SHOULD TAX ALLOCATION BONDS BE SUBJECT TO THESE NEW
? TO WHAT EXTENT WILL THESE
REDEFINE THE
FUNCTION OF REDEVELOPMENT IN CALIFORNIA?

current law.
NEW RESTRICTIONS BE MET
small
11

, construct,
and operated
termination dates
I

SHOULD THE SUNSET DATES BE

- 1

New
limits or "caps" for
mortgage bonds and veterans'
a unified volume
bonds. This new cap
resident or $200 milcap for 1986 equals $4.6 bilcontinues until 1988 when
ly to:
certain airport, dock,

501 (c) (3) bonds
addition, the volume
the nongovernmental
function bond (e.g., a
bond for schools or roads)
ling, the bill fixes a new
nonprofit Section
resident. This allocalature or Governor.
ified redevelopment
city may revise. The
that the initial "cap" for
$207 million. Last
issued about $650 million
administered in the
current law. Unless
state's cap must be
, qualified mortgage bonds,
Within that portion,
bonds and one-third
and veterans' bond
exempt facility bonds
and solid waste disposIn

i
{CDLAC)

location Committee
al development bonds
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Cali
revenue
state
ies.
two Committees
is unknown.
FORCING COMPETITION AMONG LOCAL AGENCIES TO FINANCE
WITH FEWER DOLLARS, TO WHAT EXTENT WILL THE NEW
VOLUME CAP MEAN PUBLIC PROJECTS WILL
BE FUNDED? WILL THE NEW
ALLOCATION PROCESS PREJUDICE THE
AGAINST LARGE-SCALE
PROJECTS?
New Arbitrage And Refunding Restrictions
Interest on arbitrage bonds is taxable
current
Arbibonds are bonds for which more than a minor portion of
are invested in higher yielding
s.
can generate revenue by borrowing at lower tax-exempt rates
sting at higher taxable market rates. This revenue can
to reduce the amount of outstanding
The bill
to all tax-exempt bonds additional
trage restrictions
to those
sently applicable to IDBs and to mortgage
All
prof
earned on
bonds must
1 government,
ss the bond proceeds are
in s
mon
from
of issuance. The bill
prohibits advance refundings for
nonessential tuncbonds and places new restrictions on advance refundings for
1 function bonds.
TO WHAT EXTENT WILL THESE RESTRICTIONS PREVENT LOCAL
TAKING ADVANTAGE OF FAVORABLE MARKET CONDITIONS TO
BORROWING COSTS AND PRODUCE ADDITIONAL REVENUE?

i
to
Revenue Service identical to those now
11 have to file these
bond sale. The bill
for IDBs to
also extends
1 noness
be i
after
local
suer holds a public
the bonds are
by
legislative body or,
ively, are approved
referendum.

ARE THESE

ADDITIO~AL

REQUIREMENTS TO LOCAL

3

tax bill arbitrarily
ing for a wide varipubl
benefits. Los
s of tax-exempt financing
a
by 2.5%, which in turn
costs by more than 35%. Other
curtail local governments'
public works. If the
, a tax shift to
others will be
hearing.
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Materials from the following reports contributed to the preparat
of this background paper:
Kutak Rock & Campbell, Memorandum Regarding the Effects of
H.R. 3838, The Tax Reform Act of 1985, On Tax-Exempt Financing,
January 17, 1986.
League of California Cities, Legislative Bulletin, December
23, 1985.
Los Angeles County, Federal Income Tax Reform Proposals,
December 1985 and January 1986 ••
Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe, Summary of Tax-Exempt Bond
Provisions Contained in H.R. 3838 As Passed By the United States
House of Representatives, (Draft) January 1986.
Public Securities Association, Washington Newsletter, November 6, 1985 and January 10, 1986.
Smith Barney, The House Tax Reform Bill: A Devastating
Effect On State and Local Government Finance, January 14, 1986.
The Tax Reform Act of 1985, Report of the Committee on Ways
and Means House of REpresentatives on H.R. 3838, December 7,
1985.
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s background paper was prepared by Leslie McFadden of the
Senate
Government Committee staff with assistance from
, the Committee secretary.
to Christine Minnehan, Federal Relat
tor, for her assistance in researching this topic.

SENATOR MILTON MARKS
(916) 445-1412

MARKS

Marin) will hold a
federal tax reform
The Senate Local
January 29 at 9:30

Government
a.rn

U.S. Senate to know what havoc the tax reform
governments," said Marks.
"They
hearing will show it really
taxpayers," he added.
to

a statement

u.s.

Senator Alan Cranston,
Senate Local Government
testimony from bond experts and local
j

sentatives passed the Tax
re-write of federal tax law
hearings on the bill this
Secur
Association, the federal
tax-exempt status from one-third
These changes will
over the next four
high costs, while
Ilion.
on bonds for air
, convention
ects would then have to
ing local borrowing costs
volume of housing,
California to no more
ifornia local governments
affordable housing bonds.

45 POLK STREET

CALIFORNIA

SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94 102
PHONE: (415) 556-8440
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eStates
WASHINGTON. DC 20510

' 1986

. Chairman and
I am very

eased to

on
I

un

the Senate

spec

ab

to

my st

hear

I

new tax bill and its impact on

very much appreciate the need to retain tax

exempt financing for use by
the

l

governments.

f

in the Ways and Means tax reform bill affecting tax
ing are among the most controversial in the entire bill.
an extreme

exempt financ
loc

the

I
t

t

may be

part

a rly

important means used by
d for their communities.

s to accompl

tha

And, the need to keep

deduction for payment of state and local taxes.

prov
ex

f member, Jo Kuney, sit

tax reform.

rstand your concern

local governments.

tee on Local Government,

e
s tax bil
jur
to

of t

a
i

provisions in

to tax exempt financing
ia cities and counties,

larly, tax allocation or tax increment bonds.

ause of the comp

as the Committee acts with

y of t

ing closely with California
e action on the floor.

respect to tax f
, I
off ials well
, thank you
am cert

that t

me to
which

ipate in this hearing.

I

11 be given today will prove

able to me as the debate on the issue of tax reform continues
in t

Senate.

of State
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irman, Members

name is

the

serve as Senior

m Masanz and I currently

ion, Trade and Economic

for the

State Legislatures.

i

1/2 years, I have analyzed federal revenue

For the past 7

ing decisions and indecision

for NCSL, and lobbied the Congress and the Administration on behalf of the
itions

NCSL

I have been invited today

bri

you up-to-date on federal efforts at tax

reform, to briefly outline how tax reform could affect local governments
including tax exempt financing, and to share with you my best guesses on what
11 happen to tax

copies of
exempt

in 1986.

icy

current NCSL

your information, I have attached ·
itions on federal tax reform and on tax

nancing.
STEPS TOWARD TAX REFORM IN 1985

In his State-

Union

in 1984, President Ronald Reagan

announced that the Treasury Department had been asked to study ways to make the
federal tax

si

drafted

er
presented

proposal be "revenue
increase.
not to

On

more

II

itable.
him

end of 1984.

He asked that the

be a disguise for a tax

i.e.

ifted, the total tax burden was

i1e

changed

He asked that a proposal for

is proposal.

, 1984, the

President its plan entitled:

Department published and sent to the
Tax Reform for Fairness, Simplicity and Economic

-1-
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as a

one

' it

ining proposed changes in both the indivi

income

, a second volume of more complete descriptions

the proposed changes,

a

volume describing the Department's views on a so-called Value-Added

, or V.A.T.
ident's

I.

The first two volumes became known as
s of revenue neutrality, lower

It met the

rates, and

and near poor from those required to file tax
Throughout the year public opinion polls, including one done annually by
U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, had found the
income tax to be the most unpopular or unfair tax

those at any 1

Numerous studies pointed out major corporations which had
payment of any taxes in the early 1980s, and that actual effective
varied inconsistently from taxpayer
There appeared to be signi

cant

tax reform.

so in 1984 the Treasury department was
i

taxpayer even if incomes were

in a study on

1

ip of the federal government and states and 1

y

deducti
as
discussion,

or

in a few weeks of the study's release, a wide range of taxpayer groups
were formed to oppose certain sections of tax reform proposal.
to repeal the deductibility of state

local

In

to
and
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local government groups pointed out that the deductibility was not an abuse
needing to be

xed--nor was it even a voluntary deduction.

They also pointed

out that the proposed treatment of tax exempt bonds would force nearly 80% of
the current volume of issues to be treated as taxable bonds.

This was not

reform of tax exempt financing, it was nearly a repeal of the provision.

The

general analysis of the proposal was that it hurt too many taxpayers.

The next iteration of tax reform was a plan endorsed by President Reagan,
The President's Tax Proposals to the Congress for Fairness, Growth and
Simplicity.

It was published and forwarded to the Congress May 29th, and

consisted of an outline of proposed changes and brief descriptions of the major
provisions totalling 460 pagees.

It soon became known as Treasury II.

With the

President's endorsement, this proposal became the first focus of thorough
analysis and poli

cal

The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) reviewed

the proposal and found it

be a tax cut yielding over $25 billion in

additional deficit over the

rst five years, cutting individual taxes by $147

billion and raising corporate taxes by $122 billion.

Further, CBO stated that

because of optimistic economic predictions, the plan hid the fact that even more
revenue would be lost annually after the
Briefly, what

Presi

rst five years.

had done was

distribute billions of dollars

in revenues back to certain categories of taxpayers in an attempt to win more
support for his proposal.

Treasury II raised revenues to pay for these changes

in the following
1. Mathematics:

Treasury I earned a net $12 billion versus Treasury II's
-3-

CURRENT LAW

NOVfMSEi 1984
TREASUIY
PROPOSAl. J'OR2 0

(1986)

1986

1'986

Tu-exempt

1~

1~

nile

PltESIOENT'S
-PROPOSAL

ROSTY

5~

rule

II

rule

or

rule
Tax-exempt

Taxable

Tauble

Tax-exempt. apped

Tax-exempt,

app~

tiilrget~

Tax-exempt

Taxable

Tii!Uble

app~

revenue
Sl'l'liilli iuue idbs
T.u: ii"'CC'1!ment
bonds

Water, sewer, solid

capped
targeted

targeted

Expire 1986 except
for miilnufacturins
Tu-exempt

Tii!Xiilble

Taxable

Tii!Xiilble

Tii!Xiilble

Tii!Xiilble

Tii!Xiilble

Tu-exempt

Tii!Xiilble

Taxable

Tu-exempt

Tii!Xiilble

Tii!Uble

Tu-exempt,

Tax-exempt, capped

Tu-exempt

Taxable

Tii!Xiilble

Tii!Xiilble

Taxable

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

Yes/modified
No
Yes/modified
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes/modified

Yes
Yes

No
No

No
No

Yes/modified
No

Yes

No

No

No

14 rate brackets
from 11 to 5~
indexed

3 rate bnaels 15,
25, & 35~, indexed

$1,080, indexed

$2,000, il'!dexed

Tu·exempl, capped

Tax-exempt

wute
Pollution control
bonds
0

Individual
~tues

Saleswes
Income tues
Pemm.;al property
wa
Tu

Credit
iuCr~it

JobsTu

Renewal
Comenation Tax
Credit
ll'!dividual Tax Rata

No

4 rate brackels
15, 35 l!c 38%
indexed

$2,000, indexed

Non-itemize!'!!

$2,000, index~;
itemizen, $1 ,500
indexed

$2,000, indexed

$2,000, ll'!dexed

$1,500, indexed

$2,-'80, Indexed
SJ,6i0, indexed
Sl.~o. il'!dexed
Yes, {$540 muimum)

$2,800, indexed
$3,800, ll'!dexed
$3,500, indexed
Yes, indexed

$2,900, indexed
$4,000, il'!dexed
53,600, indexed
Yes, indexed

lndelled
indexed
$3,000, not indexed
Yes, indexed

$4,800, indexed
$4,100, indexed

Not wed

Tued abow a ap,
$300 for family

Tued

Not wed

Deductible by
itemizers al'!d nonitemizers

Deductible (above
2~ of Adjutted
Cron Income) for
itemiz.ers, but no
deduction for nonitemizers or for
unrealized pins on
contributed p~
for

Deductible for
itemizers, but no
deduction for !'lonitemizers

Deductible lor
itemizers, but no
deduction for nonitemizers

Deductible, nonilemizen
deduction
contributions
excess ol $100

Deductible, for
residencn

Deductible for
residences

il'!dexed

Head' of Household
bmed income ~it
Fril'll!! benefits
provided
Itemized deduction
Oaribble
contributions

inlerest

Deductible

prind~

-4-

!o 5110 for

Yes, indexed
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net loss of $25 billion.
Yi

d:

$37 billion

2. Proposed Retroactive Tax:

Established an excess depreciation windfall

profits tax covering 1980 to 1986:
Yield:

$57 billion

3. Continued the oil windfall profits tax until its scheduled sunset date.
Treasury I would have sunset the tax upon enactment.
Yield:

$6 billion

4. Changed the transition rule determining which purchases and investments
would be covered by the investment tax credit before its repeal.
Yield:

$19 billion

These changes allowed the President to distribute over $100 billion in tax
breaks to certain taxpayers which he felt suffered too much in Treasury I.
Litle if any of these changes favored states or local governments.

A chart

comparing major provisions of tax reform in various proposals is attached.
Chairman Daniel Rostenkowski of the House Ways and Means Committee began
hearings on the

an a few weeks after it was published.

Chairman Robert

Packwood of the Senate Finance Committee commenced Senate hearings a few weeks
later.

The House held over two months of hearings; the Senate, seven weeks.

NCSL and other state and local interest groups presented testimony or statements
and met with committee staff on the issues of deductibility and tax exempt
financing.
Regarding deductibili
could be no way to fund tax reform.

was concern that without its repeal, there
On the topic of bonds, there was concern

-5-
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ily ncreasi
concern

volume

mean

it

businesses

certain

i

i

what was intended as a public benefit.

luxury condominiums
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embarked on a three month long mark-up
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promised clarifications in the language regarding the treatment of service
contracts and lease contracts in public programs funded by tax exempt bonds were
nowhere to be found.

Because of the massive size of the project, problems are

still being discovered in the legislation.

The bill totals 1379 pages;

section on state and local government debt is 160 pages;

the

the committee report

is another 1076 pages.
Final House passage was negotiated before the Christmas recess with a
number of small amendments being adopted on the House floor.

One of them was a

sense of the House resolution that key legislative leaders and Treasury
Secretary James Baker would review the bill and change the effective dates for
certain provisions.

A similar Senate Resolution was also adopted.

attached to my statement.)

The exercise has yet to be completed.

(Both are
The final

version of this bill, known as Rosty II, has now been sent to the Senate.

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT CONCERNS IN H.R. 3838:
FEDERAL TAX REFORM LEGISLATION
U.S. House of Representatives has enacted a bill (H.R. 3838) to reform
tax code which contains many provisions affecting state and local
The following are issues of major concern to states and local
governments which are likely to be addressed as the Senate begins its work on
tax reform.
1. Effective Dates
The House bill contains a January 1, 1986 effective date for most
provisions.

This is most troublesome for the sections relating to tax

-8-

- 25 DATES

HOUSE
RESOLUTION to express the sense of the House of
Representatives wtth respect to the effect1ve date of
certam provts1ons of tax reform.
Whereas the prospect for
reviSIOn of the Tax
Code has been pendmg for over a year and may contmue
for the greater part of next year;
Whereas because of the poss1b1lity of
tax
changes occurnng with an effective date
January 1.
1986. many md1v1duals and busmesses have been unable
to determtne w1th certamty how to plan !he1r mvestments
in the near future and for the long term;
Whereas such uncertamty over the prospects of tax
reform and 1ts effect1ve date may result m an adverse
econom1c 1mpact on the country as a whole;
Whereas 1! IS necessary to mm1m1ze the economic
impact of any delay or uncertamty whtch major tax
reform may create: and

wnereas some provistons of current tax law w1ll exp1re
the necessity for thetr extenston m order
to prevent an adverse effort on economtc growth: Now.
therefore. be 1t
Resolved. That it is the sense of the House of Representatives that the chatrman and rank1ng member of the
House Comm1ttee on Ways and Means are hereby mstructed. m
unctton w1th the Secretary of the Treasury and the chairman and the rankmg member of the
Senate Committee on Finance. to make publiC not later
than December 31. 1985. an agreed upon statement
whtch would have the effect of postponmg the effecttve
date unt1l January 1987. of those selected 1tems of tax
reform the delay of whtch would reduce the adverse
economic effects which might otherw1se be caused by
the uncertamty as to the date of fmal enactment. wh11e
still recognizmg the need for some retroact1ve dates for
certam exptnng provtstons.

m 986.

SENATE RESOLUTION 281 ON EFFECTIVE DATES
RESOlUTION
Prospect1ve Etfecttve Date tor Tax Reform:
Whereas the Senate will requ1re adequate t1me to
consider tax reform leg1Siat1on proposed
the President
and the House of
and to prepare legislation wh1ch will maxtm1ze fam1ess and
economiC growth and mm1m1ze short-term economic disruption: and
Whereas. 1t
l1kely that such action will not be completed before
, 986. and
Whereas. the lax
as prepared in the House
of Representatives by the Comm1ttee on Ways and Means
contams effect1ve dates of January 1. 1986 and earlier;
and
Whereas. 1t 1s unreasonable to expect taxpayers to
comply wtth fundamental
m the tax laws before

they are enacted and they can be certam what those
changes w111 be: and
Whereas. uncertamty as to the future of partiCular tax
prov1sions is causmg taxpayers etther to delay deC1S1ons
that they otherw1se would make or to rush mto transactions that. absent tax cons1derat1ons. they would enter
into at a more appropnate t1me;
THEREFORE. BE IT RESOLVED that 1t 1s the sense of
the Senate that the effective date of any fundamental tax
reform
should generally be January 1. 1987
wh1le recogmzmg that appropnate trans1t1on rules may
be necessary to avo1d unmtended adverse effects both on
taxpayers and the Umted States Treasury and recogn,zfurther. that retroact1ve etfect1ve dates may be
necessary to extend certam prov1s1ons wh1ch exptre
before January 1. 1987.

-

exempt financing (Section 703).
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Several states have already been faced

with the reluctance of bond counsel to provide assurance that proposed
general obligation bond issues would be tax exempt.

Unless this

effective date is made more realistic (either date of enactment or
January 1, 1987}, states will face serious difficulty in getting
favorable opinions from bond counsel on most projects.

The specific

proposals affecting tax exempt bonds are described below.
2. Major New Reporting Requirement Imposed
A last-minute provision inserted into H.R. 3838 requires (1) state and
local governments to file 1099 forms for payments of income and property
(real and personal) taxes received during a year on a
taxpayer-by-taxpayer basis and (2) furnish the taxpayer with a written
statement showing payments received from the taxpayer.

Effective

January l, 1987, the first return to individuals would be required at
the end of January 1987, and to the IRS by the end of February 1988.
Aimed at improving taxpayer compliance, this provision places
significant financial burdens on state and local governments to assemble
information, prepare tapes and pay postage on mailings (Section 145).
3. Deductibility of State and local Taxes
H.R. 3838 retains the deductibility of all currently deductible state
and local taxes.

However, because of the lower

t~x

rates and the fewer

number of taxpayers who will itemize under the proposed law, one third
of the current value of deductibility will be lost.

The Senate Finance

Committee has already discussed the possibility of limiting or ending
this deductibility.

The proposals to retain deductibility of income and
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to issue traditional governmental bonds.

It imposes new and severe

restrictions on governmental bonds and increases public project costs.
If the present law definitional approach is not retained, the Internal
Revenue Service will need to prepare a new set of regulations, which
often take years to complete, and it will be permitted to exercise
discretion to further restrict state and local governments through the
regulatory process.
The House tax reform bill includes the following facilities in the
nonessential bond category:

airports, docks and wharves, mass commuting

facilities, water facilities, sewer facilities, solid waste facilities,
and tax increment bonds (now called qualified redevelopment bonds and
subject to new restrictions).

The inclusion of these types of

facilities when publicly owned and operated in the nonessential function
bond category illustrates flaws in the redefinition of bonds in H.R.
3838.
Other nonessential function purposes authorized to be financed on a
tax-exempt basis are:

rental housing, single family mortgages (until

December 31, 1987), small-issue industrial development bonds, student
loans, and not-for-profit hospitals and universities (50l(c)(4) bonds).
The following nonessential function purposes which are permitted under
present law are prohibited tax-exempt financing under H.R. 3838 if they
fail the governmental-purpose tests:

convention and trade show

facilities, sport facilities, parking facilities, hydroelectric

-
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"temporary" periods during which investments are unlimited and (4)
requiring state and local governments to rebate arbitrage earnings to
the federal Treasury if the gross proceeds of the issue are not
completely spent within six months after the date of issue.
t

A new early issuance restriction will make tax-exempt bonds taxable if 5
percent of bond proceeds are not spent within 30 days after the date of
issue and the remainder of the proceeds (except a reasonable bond
reserve) are not spent within three years.

Competitive bidding

requirements alone make this provision unworkable in many states, and
impossible in the

stat~s

where issuers are required by law to have all

funds on hand before going to bid.

The three year time limit would rule

out major capital projects, and the provision that the Treasury
Department could issue individual rulings allowing longer time periods
because of "undue hardship" only adds to the confusion and uncertainty.
1

New restrictions on the refunding of bonds more than 30 days prior to
the date the bonds are retired limit the flexibility issuers will have
to reduce interest costs and restructure their debt in order to
eli

burdensome convenant provisions.

For example, no bond issue

be refunded more than twice and the aggregate amount of successive
refundings may not exceed 250 percent of the original bonds (except to
reduce interest costs.)
t

Individuals must report all tax-exempt interest on their income tax
returns.

t

All issuers must file a report on every bond and note issue with the

IRS.
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housing set aside and half from the allocation that is generally available.
7.

Provisions Reducing the Market for Tax Exempt Bonds
Three separate proposals will have a major impact on the bond market:

the

alternative minimum tax, the repeal of the interest deduction for banks and
financial institutions, and certain provisions affecting property and
casualty insurance companies.
A. Alternative Minimum Tax:

the interest earned on municipal obligations

will be subject to taxation because individuals and corporations subject
to the alternative minimum tax will have interest earned on tax-exempt
"nonessential function" bonds issued after December 31, 1985 taxed at a
25 percent rate in tax years beginning after December 31, 1985. These
include many public purpose bonds.

The bill contains specific language

that property and casualty insurance companies will be required to pay
an alternative minimum tax of 20 percent beginning in taxable years
after December 31, 1987 which includes tax-exempt interest earned on all
tax-exempt bonds acquired after November 14, 1985. Thus, even general
obligation bonds will be affected.
NCSL does not oppose a minimum tax.
affect

However, such a provision will

1 bonds issued as their tax exemption becomes a matter

requiring further research.

Once the market is partially taxable,

taxpayers might expect further changes.

Treasury's insistence on

inclusion of this bond interest as taxable ignores the data which
Treasury has produced.

These figures show that high income individuals

and corporations do not avoid taxation because of municipal bonds.

They

-
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rely on a plethora of preference items to shelter their income.

A

minimum tax on these other preference items is an appropriate means for
making the tax system fairer.
B. Deduction for Bank Carrying Charges:

The 80 percent interest deduction

banks and financial institutions are permitted for interest costs they
incur to carry or purchase tax-exempt obligations has been eliminated in
most instances as of December 31, 1985.

A three-year transitional

exception beginning January 1, 1986 allows up to $10 million in bonds
annually for small local issuers to be eligible for the 80 percent
interest deduction as long as (1) the obligations purchased are not
nonessential function bonds and (2} the bonds are acquired by a
financial institution authorized to do business in the state of the
issuer.

These securities are often used by depositories as collateral

securities to secure public deposits that are not insured.
C. Property and Casualty Insurance Companies:

in addition to their

separate treatment under the alternative minimum tax, these companies
will be further discouraged from buying tax-exempt obligations as a
result of another proposed tax code change.

For tax years beginning

after December 31, 1985, the deduction taken by property and casualty
companies for loss reserves must be reduced by 10 percent of all the
tax-exempt interest earned by the insurer.
15 percent after December 31, 1987.

The percentage increases to

-
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PROSPECTS FOR FEDERAL TAX REFORM IN 1986
Senate Finance Committee last weekend held a 24 hour retreat in

Vi

inia on the subject of tax reform.

As a result of votes taken, the

Chairman, Senator Robert Packwood of Oregon, has been charged with drafti
for the committee to consider.

a

Neither the House bill nor

ident's proposal were acceptable to the members.

The chairman had

begin mark-up in late February, but this new assignment may delay the start.
One of the votes showed a majority of the members favoring some reduction
in

the deductibility of state and local taxes.

The Chairman's proposal wil

probably propose ending the deductibility of sales and personal property taxes.
ides the greater competition for tax dollars inherent in double taxation
the loss of deductibility, Merrill Lynch testified before the House that
ctions in the deductibility of state and local taxes would result in
higher bond

ra~ings

and thus greater interest costs for states and localities.

Regarding tax-exempt financing, there is sentiment on the committee for
as treated in current law.

ons on

Since the greatest concern

ttee members has been preserving an environment

c

ion after tax reform, the Senate Finance Commi
in i

as

treatment of bonds.

Much of the money

is

by the House proposal on bonds is generated by folding so many new uses

under the volume cap.

Thus the long list of intrusive and problematic

ions and requirements will not be of the same importance as in
proposal.

Thus even though they will be pressed to find money to pay for

ir
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proposed changes, the Senate

nance Committee is not likely to find these

provisions necessary.
There continues to be concern about the ever increasing volume of bond
issuances.

The table on the next page shows the increases from 1975 to 1984.

The 1985 volume of $160 billion represents a 40 percent increase on top of a 23
percent increase the year before.

Pending federal tax reform does account for

some of the higher 1985 volume, but the members will feel constrained to try to
get greater control of this tax expenditure.
The first question is whether the Republican Senate can pass a tax reform
bill in an election year.

The next question is whether Gramm-Rudman will force

the committee to focus on spending issues so much that it doesn't have time for
tax reform.

The third is whether Gramm-Rudman will force the tax reform bill to

become.a tax raising measure to soften the programmatic cuts needed to reach the
new deficit targets.

President Reagan recently addressed Republican

congressional leaders and reiterated his opposition to new taxes such as a
business transfer tax or an oil import fee.
There is little question but that there will be a lame duck session this
year and that tax reform's only hope is to reach a compromise during the final
days.

The breadth of the bill's impact and the volatile nature of tax decisions

on the economy guarantee the longest look, the latest decision and the maximum
political safety.
I believe that the two tax

ting committees will soon negotiate an

agreement on the effective date for the bond provisions, reviving the market and

-
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1.-Volume of' Lonr·Term Tax-Exempt Bonds by Type of' Activity, Calendar Yean 1975-1984
[In biUioM of dollars]

1975
Total

i.lsue~,

long-term tax exempt bonds

1 • ••••••••••••••••••••••

tax-exempt bonds ....................................
bonds:

· v mo~e subs~ bonds ..................

yr11n

& ..........................
bonds .......................
Private exem~ entity bon '········································
Student loan nds ...........................................................
Pollution control IDS. .....................................................
SmaU·i.lsue IDS~ ...............................................................
Other IDS. • ......................................................................

Veterans' pnem.l

Other tax-exempt bonds

housing

obl~tion

5 .......................................................

-.

197G

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

30.5

35.0

46.9

49.1

48.4

54.4

55.1

84.9

93.3

8.9

11.4

17.4

19.7

28.1

32.5

30.9

49.6

57.1

1.4

2.7
0.7

4.4

6.9
3.4

2.5

0.1
3.0

0.3

0.5
2.5
9.7
2.5

4.8
2.8
1.1
0.9
4.1
1.1

17.0
11.0

2.9
0.6
4.3

14.0
10.5
2.2
1.3

14.6

1.4

12.1
7.8
2.7

4.3
13.3

5.9
14.7

2.7

22.0

24.2

0.9
0.6

.

0.6
2.5

2.1
1.3
2.3

2.1
1.5

1.8

21.6

l.O

1.2
2.9

1.6

2.5

2.4
3.2

3.2

3.2
0.6
2.5
7.5
2.2

23.6

:;,s.(>

29.3

20.3

0.1

2.8
3.6

3.3

9.0
5.1

HIS~

-,l.LI

0.5
8.5

5.3
0.7
11.7

5.1

1.8

3.3

1.1

4.1

6.0

14.0

35.3

36.2

42.6

1811111.

volume from &nd Buyer Mu.nicipcl State Book f1985J adjusted for privat~!y placed small-i.lsue ms..
does not reflect amount~ bort'OWI!'Ii pursuant to installment sales ~menta. fmancing leues, or other. non-bond. borrowing
government~~. Sft. ll.A .• above, for a dillcusaion of the tax treatment of theae types of debt.
t'nvatAM~xelnpt entity bonds ar11 obliiatioM i.lsued for the benefit of aection 50llcM3l OI'J&nizationa such u private nonprofit hospitals
N~n!'tA!d

include oblilatioM for private busines~~e~ that qualify for tax-exempt activities, such u
may be noncovemmenta.l bonds.
Note.-Totals may not add due to rounding.
Source: Office of the Secr1!tary of the Treasury, Office of Tu Analysis.
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444 North Capitol Street, N.W.
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Washington, D.C. 20001
202/624·5400

President David E. Nething
Majority Leader
North Dakota Senate

Executive Director
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STATEMENT ON FEDERAL TAX POLICY
Adopted by the Committee on Federal Taxation, Trade and Economic Development
December 13, 1985
The National Conference of State legislatures recommends and supports an
overhaul of the federal tax code to create a simpler and more equitable system
of taxation which respects state and local revenue systems.
When considering changes in the federal tax code, NCSL calls upon the
federal government to avoid a negative impact upon state revenue systems and
balanced federalism. The integrity of state revenue systems must be maintained
as a healthy federal system requires fiscally sound state governments. In
addition, balanced federalism can only be reached when all partners have the
fiscal capacity to respond to their appropriate governmental responsibilities.
During the last several months the NCSL has carefully reviewed the pending
tax simplification proposals. We believe they must continue to be scrutinized
to determine the long-range effect upon state and local governments of the
proposals to remove or reduce the investment tax credit and existing
depreciation allowances, the proposals to remove or reduce the expensing of
intangible drilling costs and the natural resources percentage depletion
allowances, and tax credits or incentives involving energy conservation and
renewable energy resources, and arbitrarily taxing life insurance cash values.
We further believe that with respect to employee benefit plans, including both
401 (k) and 457 plans, that state and local employees should be on equal footing
with employees in the private sector.
As state legislators dedicated to a balanced federalism, our concerns remain
undiminished over the proposals to eliminate or modify the deductibility of
state and local taxes, and the placing of constraints upon the issuance of
tax-exempt bonds for public purposes. NCSL believes these concepts, if
implemented, will adversely affect federalism and state and local revenue
systems.
federal government should continue to rely upon
best source of revenue. A federal decision to initiate
as a value-added tax or consumption tax would result in
administrative costs and increased difficulty for state
decisions.

the income tax as its
an entirely new tax such
greater federal
and local revenue

Since 1980 federal tax rates have declined substantially. However, state
tax increases have consistently been needed because of a sluggish economy,
additional responsibilities assumed by the states within our federal system, and
because states are required to have balanced budgets. Operating surpluses of
state governments are not a signal that the federal government should cut back
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on its responsibilities; rather they are the product of responsible state tax
and budgetary policies. Changes in federal tax policy should not penalize
states for having acted responsibly these past four years.
Since major federal tax changes affect state tax systems, consultation and
cooperation between federal and state policymakers is essential. In no event
should federal tax changes be retroactive, depriving states of duly deliberated
and legislated revenues.
As genuine federal governmental partners, the states, and state legislatures
as the policymaking branch of state government specifically, must participate in
federal government tax simplification decisions.

CoDference
of State
Le&i•latu.res

444
North

Pnsidenl

Sarett,
Suitt 203

Wulillns:toa. D.C.

JohnT. Brag
Deputy Speaker
HOWle of Repraentati"es
StauofTe~

Exewtlve Director
EarlS. Mllldtey

FINANCING
August 8,
85
A fundamental
federal system of
government is the
of reciprocal
immunity. Therefore, the federal government cannot tax the
interest on obligations issued by states and local governments
for their facilities and
and local governments cannot tax
the interest on federal obligations. No federal tax should be
imposed, either directly or indirectly, on the interest paid on
state and local government obligations issued to provide
services to the public.
Notwithstanding the Constitutional basis of the exemption
from tax of interest on obligations issued to provide services
to the public, it may be possible to restrict the issuance of
bonds that are for the primary benefit of private users. The
increased volume of tax-exempt finances has adversely affected
the cost of borrowing for "public purposes." So, a workable
definition of "public purpose" should be developed to preserve
the tax-exempt market for governmental borrowing.
The
Conference of State Legislatures does not
support restrictions that
state and local governments'
ability to finance the
infrastructure of our states,
counties, cities
special
• If these facilities are
not provided, industrial and commercial activities that rely on
governmental services such as highways, streets, sewers, water
systems and schools will not be able to operate efficiently or
survive financially.
Recoqniz
restricting ta:~-~~X~!m~)t
Conference
"public purpose
financing for:

•

federal interest in
users, the National
a definition of
lenqed tax-exempt

revenue bonds that are used to
general
igation
as schools, roads, bridges and
finance such proj
government buildings;
industrial
are
to provide
public services such as airports, docks, wharves, and
water and sewer facilities;

-
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bonds for facilities that provide publ
services that
are financed on a public/private partnership basis
as resource recovery facilities; and
bonds that primarily private users
are
areas of economic distress or to specific purposes
where it is in the public interest to continue
tax-exempt financing.
The National Conference of State Legislatures opposes
changes in existing federal tax laws, regulations or
interpretations which could diminish the value of tax-exempt
bonds for governmental purposes. These bonds should be
severely restrictive arbitrage limits such as the requirement
rebate investment earnings on bond proceeds to the u.s.
Treasury, prohibitions against all advanced refundings, and
burdensome reporting requirements. Additionally, the National
Conference of State Legislatures believes arbitrary volume caps
are not an appropriate way to restrict tax-exempt bonds.
The National Conference of State Legislatures urges the
Administration and Congress to work with members of NCSL and
determine and implement proper restrictions on the uses of these
bonds.
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House of Representatives Passes Tax
Reform Bill of 1985

On December 17, 1985, following substantial
political efforts by President Reagan and the
House Democratic leadership, the House of Representatives on a voice vote passed H.R. 3838, the
Tax Reform Bill of 1985 (the "Bill"). The Bill
would restructure substantial portions of the Internal Revenue Code and would, for the first time
since 1954, recodify the entire tax law, to be
known as the "Internal Revenue Code of 1985."
The general effective date set forth in the Bill is
January 1, 1986. The Senate Finance Committee is
expected to start hearings on tax reform later this
month, with mark-up of a bill expected to start in
March.
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to mortgage
and a comvu'-"''·"'"' web of rules would be added in new
Code Sections 141
150.
we are providing a summary of
in the Bill relating to tax exempt
financing for our clients and friends. Readers
should
review these
and consider how the proposals would alter their plans
and
practices. We urge readers to contact
Orrick's Public Finance or Governmental
for interpretation or further information about the Bill and the progress of the tax reform
process.
A. EFFECTIVE DATES
Title VII of the Bill, relating to tax-exempt
would apply to bonds 1 and
obligations issued on or after
Both the House of Representatives and the Senate also passed non-binding
instructing members of the Ways and
the Senate Finance Com,.,,,.. ...... t,. •..,, of the Treasury to issue a
statement
end of 1985 postponing the
effective dates relating to some provisions of the
Bill until at least January 1, 1987. A confused
colloquy on the House floor indicated that at least
some Congressmen favored deferring some of the
dates relating to tax-exempt financing. As of the
date of this
the group designated by the
and Senate Resolutions has not met and no
effective
have been announced.
with the
in
the Senate
the conferadd or substitute
set
rules but retain the January l,
1986 effective date. As a result, there is substantial
in the tax-exempt market. The
consensus of the financial market seems to be
unless Congress makes a much dearer stateobligations of state and local
will be referred to as "bonds."
an tax reform proposals would apply
to other governmental obligations such as
notes, certificates of participation, leases or installment
contracts.
1

In this

"'"'""'··~

present law.
B.
DIFFERENCES
REFORM BILL AND

new
and clarification of the new
rules.
1.
Function Bonds. Until the
drawn a
distinction between
bonds"
and
bonds." The
what were
called
bonds as "nonessential
Although the BiB does not
use
term, the
and Means Committee
refers to
bonds as "essential function bonds." The

persons.
essential function bond is any
obligation that is not a nonessential function bond.
As discussed
aU
bonds must
meet new
and nonessential function bonds are taxable unless

a new

bonds. As described
more fully in Part III(B)(l2) of this Report, these
are tax increment bonds used for
limited purposes. The addition of this category of
nonessential function bonds indicates that
the House
intends to
other
of tax increment or tax assessment financings where a
of the orc1ce•Pds
are used
tal persons.

-

3. Arbitrage Rules. The Bill spells out in more
detail the new arbitrage rules that would apply to
all tax-exempt financings, including essential
function bonds. As expected, the rebate and
restricted investment rules generally would follow the industrial development bond ("IDB")
arbitrage rules contained in H.R. 4170, the Tax
Reform Act of 1984. Even though all arbitrage
profits generally must be remitted to the United
States government, detailed temporary period investment rules would increase the risk that bonds
will become retroactively taxable years after they
were issued (without increasing federal revenues,
limiting the amount of tax-exempt bonds issued,
or promoting tax simplicity). In addition, at least
5% of net bond proceeds would be required to be
spent on the governmental purpose by 30 days
after issuance of the bonds, and 100% of net
proceeds would be required to be spent on the
governmental purpose by three years after issuance of the bonds. These rules would make it
extremely difficult (or impossible) for many issuers to issue mortgage subsidy bonds, student
loan bonds, or other blind pool bonds. In many
cases these new rules may conflict with state laws
requiring that all financing be in place before a
governmental unit may contract for acquisition or
construction of a project, and would make complete financing impossible when construction of a
project will take more than three years.
In summary, substantive changes from earlier
proposals contained in the Bill continue the trend
of making the issuance and monitoring of taxexempt debt more difficult, more expensive, and
fraught with risks even for traditional general
obligation bond and revenue bond issuers, with
little or no revenue enhancement to the United
States. We urge state and local government officials to
explain to their Senate and House delegations the
difficulties they will have in complying with the technical provisions of the Bill related to tax-exempt financing and the burden of such compliance relative to
federal revenue enhancement. For further information regarding what you can do, feel free to
contact members of the Orrick, Herrington &:
Sutcliffe Public Finance or Governmental Affairs
department.
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II. Summary of Tax Reform Provisions
Relating to AU Tax-Exempt Bonds
A. GENERAL
The Bill contains provisions governing all taxexempt obligations. Provisions relating to all
types of tax-exempt bonds are summarized in this
section. Provisions relating only to nonessential
.function bonds are summarized in Part III below.
Issuers of traditional general obligation bonds,
grant, revenue and tax anticipation notes, and
traditional revenue bonds should review this section carefully. In addition, they should study the
definition of nonessential function bonds, for
many traditional forms of financing would be
classified as nonessential function bonds under
the Bill.
B. ARBITRAGE RULES
As under present law, the Bill would provide
that no "arbitrage bond" may bear tax-exempt
interest. The definition of arbitrage bond, however, would be substantially changed from current law.
1. Rebate Requirement. The Bill generally
would require that all arbitrage profits from the
investment of "gross proceeds" of a bond issue be
paid to the United States government. The Bill
would require that issuers or their delegates annually perform a series of calculations to determine arbitrage profits. At least once every five
years the arbitrage profits (plus earnings on the
profits) must be paid over to the United States
government. "Gross proceeds" subject to this
rebate rule include not only original and investment proceeds of the bonds, but also any
moneys pledged to the bonds, replaced by the
bonds, or expected to be used to pay debt service
on the bonds. Thus, reserve fund earnings and
earnings on moneys set aside to pay off the bonds
generally must be taken into account. An exception to the rebate requirement would be available if all "gross proceeds" (other than debt
service funds) are spent by six months after the
date the bonds are issued. (Thus, this exception
could not apply if a reserve fund were established
for the bonds.) Additionally, if all earnings on the
debt service funds are less than $100,000 in any

- 47 year, such earnings would not need to be taken
into account for purposes of the rebate calculation. Failure to comply with the rebate rule at
any time after the bonds are issued could result in
of interest on the bonds applied retroactively to the date the bonds were issued. (The
separate rebate rules provided for single family
housing bonds would be retained and extended to
qualified veterans mortgage bonds as well.) The
rebate requirement would not apply to earnings
on tax-exempt investments or on obligations acquired to carry out the purpose for which the
bonds were issued.
Similar rebate rules have been in place for a
year now with respect to most industrial development bonds. The rules have resulted in larger
bond issues (to make up for the amount required
to be paid to the United States), more complicated
bond documents, and ongoing administrative
compliance costs for the borrowers.
2. Limitation on higher yielding investments.
Notwithstanding the fact that any arbitrage profits must be rebated to the United States government the Bill would limit the amount of "gross
proceeds" that may be invested without regard to
yield. Failure to comply with this rule could
result in retroactive taxability of the bonds.
Essentially, the investment rule provides that no
more gross proceeds may be invested at a yield in
excess of the yield on the bonds than an amount
equal to 150% of the scheduled debt service during any year. Exceptions are provided for construction and acquisition funds during permissible temporary periods.
The Bill would replace
temporary period rule with
periods for construction
Any proceeds associated
property would
a maximum temporary period of 30 days.
The temporary period for proceeds used for construction would end on the earliest of (a) the date
when the project is 90% complete or is abandoned, (b) the date when an amount (from whatever source) equal to all bond proceeds has been
expended on the project, (c) three years from the
beginning of construction, or (d) three years from
the date the bonds are issued. For purposes of
this rule, the Ways and Means Committee Report
provides that whenever a project is delayed (other
than brief delays occurring in the ordinary course

of business) or abandoned, the project is deemed
to be 90% completed and the related nr.r~r'"'',;
must be invested at a restricted
until expended. As a result, the temporary period
end well before actual completion of construction
because of a strike, an act of God, or other delays
beyond the issuer's controL No other guidance is
given issuers in determining when a project will
be considered 90% complete.
Although no guidance is provided for distinguishing parts of a project that will be treated
as "acquisition" and parts that will be treated as
"construction," the Ways and Means Committee
Report makes it clear that for projects involving
both construction and acquisition elements, different temporary periods will apply to the different elements. For example, when proceeds are to
be used to acquire a computer and build the
building to house it, the moneys related to the
acquisition would get only a 30-day temporary
period, even though the computer may not actually be purchased until after the building is
completed.
The temporary periods for tax and revenue
anticipation borrowings, mortgage subsidy bonds,
and student loan bonds apparently would remain
the same as under current law. It is unclear
whether the current law temporary periods for
investment proceeds and proceeds held in a revolving fund would be permitted to the extent
these proceeds will be used for the acquisition or
construction of facilities.
As discussed above, investments during temporary periods generally would be subject to the
rebate rule unless aU gross proceeds are
by
six months after the date bonds are issued. Thus,
the temporary period rules often will
simply as technical rules giving the issuer
investment flexibility during those time
However, an issuer taking advantage of such rules
must be careful to monitor investments at the end
of the temporary period, since failure to restrict
yields at the end of a temporary period could
result in retroactive taxability of interest on the
bonds even though all profits are paid to the
United States. If an issuer does not take advantage of a temporary period or upon expiration of
the temporary period, the issuer may be forced to
invest either in United States Treasury Securities-State and Local Government Series
("SLGS"), which lack flexible liquidity and may
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not be appropriate to yield restrict to a variable
rate, or in tax-exempt obligations, which are not
subject to the yield restriction or rebate rules.

4. Minor portion. Under
law, up to
15% of bond proceeds may be invested without
regard to yield. This "minor portion rule," which
often provides a margin for inadvertent error
upon the expiration of a temporary period, would
be repealed. However, provision for a reasonably
required reserve fund of up to 15% would be
continued.
5. Yield. Under the State of Washington case,
costs of issuing bonds (including underwriters'
spread) are taken into account in determining
yield on the bonds. The State of Washington case
would be reversed by the Bill. Because in·
vestment earnings exceeding the yield on the
bonds generally must be rebated to the United
States government, this will result in additional
costs to the issuer, and in the issuance of larger
bond issues to finance most projects. Accordingly,
the allowable investment return which issuers
may earn and retain under the rebate rules would
actually be less than the issuer's true costs relating
to the borrowing.
6. Pension Bonds. The yield on annuity
contracts and any "investment·type property"
(not including tangible property other than property held for purposes of investment), would have
to be taken into account in determining allowable
arbitrage profits. This generally would eliminate
so-called "pension bonds." A special effective
date makes this provision applicable to bonds
issued after September 25, 1985.
7. Student Loan Bonds. The Secretary of the
Treasury would be directed to issue regulations
applying special arbitrage rules for
student loan bonds. The potential content of such
regulations is relatively wide open.
C. EARlY ISSUANCE RULE
Under the Bill, bonds would be taxable unless
(i) at least 5% of the net proceeds (after subtracting costs of issuance and any reserve funds) are
spent within 30 days after the date of issue, and
(ii) 100% of the net proceeds are spent within
three years after the date of issue. The Bill would
allow the
of the
to extend the
three-year period if unforeseen circumstances
prevent compliance, and undue hardship otherwise would result. The Ways and Means Com-

mittee Report suggests that the House intended
similar relief to be available in connection with
the requirement that 5% of net proceeds be spent
within 30 days, but that is not dear in the Bill
itself. It is unclear how these rules would apply
in the case of refundings.
The three-year rule raises particular problems
for issuers in states with laws requiring that all
financing be in place before contracts for construction are bid, especially when the construction period is anticipated to be more than three
years. It is also not clear how the three-year rule
would apply in the case of a series of bonds issued
for one project, a "draw-down" or "grid" bond, or
in the case of cost underruns, where not all
proceeds are needed for the project. The 30-day
rule poses many potential problems for issuers
who need their financing in place before they let
their contracts be bid and for issuers who will use
their bond proceeds to purchase mortgages, student loans, or other loans under blind pool bond
programs.
D. INFORMATION REPORTS
All bonds would be made subject to information reporting requirements presently applicable
only to "private activity bonds" and single family
housing bonds.
E. ADVANCE REFUNDINGS
The Bill would eliminate tax-exempt advance
refundings of nonessential function bonds. Current law already prohibits the tax-exempt advance
refunding of lOBs and mortgage subsidy bonds
by more than 180 days. The Bill would extend the
prohibition to all nonessential function bonds,
and would define advance refunding to mean the
issuance of refunding bonds more than 30 days
prior to the retirement of the refunded issue.
This :restriction would have significant financial
impact on 501(c)(3) borrowers and many public
power issuers who frequently benefitted from the
use of the advance refunding technique.
Essential function bonds could be advance2
refunded, subject to the following new limitations:
2 The Bill says these restrictions would apply
to all refundings of essential function bonds;
based upon our reading of the legislative history,
we believe the omission of the word "advance" in
the Bill is a dear typographical error.

1. Each issue of bonds that is not a

issue could be advance refunded no more than twice.
2. A
limitation would apply
to the amount of refunding bonds that
may be issued if the present value of
the savings realized does not exceed
the costs of issuance. In such a case the
amount of refunding bonds would be
limited to to 250% of the amount of
original bonds. Thus, refundings could
still be made to eliminate burdensome
covenants.
3. Refunded bonds would have to be
called for redemption no later than the
first date on which they can be called
with a premium of three percent or
less.
4. The "temporary period" for advance refundings would be reduced to
no more than 30 days, effectively
ending so-called two-year temporary
period refundings. Significantly, issuance of advance refunding bonds
also would cut off any remaining initial
temporary period with respect to the
original bonds.
5. To the extent that the prior governmental issue funded more than
million of nongovernmental activity, the nongovernmental portion of the
advance refunding issue would be subto the unified volume cap discussed
in Part III.
INTEREST EXPENSE DISALLOWANCE
law interest expenses on in""'-'·ll"'''" incurred or continued to purchase or
bonds is nondeductible. Howhas not been
to
institutions.
up to 20% of such
interest expense incurred by financial institutions
has been treated as an item of tax preference.
The Bill would eliminate this item of tax preference and generally would disallow interest exincurred by financial institutions allocable
to tax-exempt obligations acquired after December
1985. For this purpose, a financial institution's interest expense generally would be
allocated in proportion to the adjusted basis of all
its assets. An exception would be provided for
certain designated essential function bonds and
501(c)(3) bonds issued after December

49 1985 but before
1,
and
by financial institutions authorized to do business
in the state of the issuer. The
would
apply only to tax
notes with a term
not in excess of 12 months and to small bond
issues
exceeding $3 million) used to
project financing, and would apply
to bonds
issued by issuers that were in existence on October 23, 1985. An issuer may designate no more
than $10 million of bonds issued each year for
purposes of this exception. H is
that this
provision will severely reduce the market for
exempt bonds among banks and other financial
institutions.
G. PROPERTY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE
COMPANIES
Under the Bill property and casualty insurance
companies would be required to reduce their
deduction for "losses incurred" by 10%
for
taxable years beginning after December 31, 1987)
of the amount of any tax-exempt interest received
or accrued in taxable years beginning after
December 31, 1985 on bonds acquired on or after
November 15, 1985. For taxable years beginning
after December 31, 1987, the Bill also would
impose an alternate income tax on property and
casualty insurance companies, generally
to
20% of "adjusted net gains from ,.._..,,.,.~,T,
computing "adjusted net gains from operations,
the amount of tax-exempt interest on bonds acquired by the company before November
1985
would be allowed as a deduction.

HI. Summary of Tax Reform Pr,ov1l1'>iclns
Relating to Nonessential
Bonds
A.

"ESSENTIAL FUNCTION BONDS" VS.
"NONESSENTIAL FUNCTION BONDS"
The Bill would impose new restrictions
"nonessential function bonds." These new
which are in addition to those
to all
bonds described in Part II
would limit
activities for which such bonds could be issued,
and would restrict the volume of such bonds that
could be issued in any state in any year.
The Bill would define as "nonessential function
bonds" any bonds where
(a) more than 10% of the prc)Ce4~ds
million,
if
less)
nongovernmental persons in trade or
business; or

50 (b) more than 5% of the proceeds (or $5
million) is loaned to nongovernmental
persons.
(For purposes of these rules, the United States is
treated as a nongovernmental person.) Thus, the
Bill would modify current law by reducing the
IDB "trade or business" test threshold from 25% to
10% (or $10 million), by eliminating the "security
interest" test, and by expanding nonexempt users
to include nonprofit organizations described in
Section 50l(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. It
also generally would incorporate the current law
restrictions on "consumer loan bonds" (also
known as "private loan bonds"). into the definition of nonessential function bonds. Presumably,
the meaning of the term "loan" under the Bill
will reflect the meaning of such term under the
"consumer loan bond" provisions of current law,
and accordingly might include installment notes,
financing leases, and certain long-term output
contracts.
In determining whether bond proceeds are
"used" by a nongovernmental person, the Bill
generally would follow present law. Thus the use
(by lease or otherwise) of property financed with
bond proceeds would be treated as the use of
bond proceeds. Similarly, indirect use of a financed facility through management contracts or
output contracts, could all be treated as use of the
bond proceeds (unless the contracts satisfy the
requirements of Revenue Procedures 82-14 and
82-15). However, use of financed facilities by
nongovernmental persons on the same basis as
the use by or availability to all members of the
general public would not be treated as forbidden
"use" of the proceeds (e.g., a public highway).
The Ways and Means Committee Report indicates
that assessment bonds or redevelopment bonds
may be treated as essential function bonds despite
the use of financed facilities by a limited number
of developers during the initial development period, provided a governmental unit will ultimately own and operate the facilities and the developer proceeds with reasonable speed to transfer
the development for sale and occupancy by the
general public.
B. PERMIITED NONESSENTIAL FUNCTION
BONDS
. 1. Multifamily Housing. The Bill would continue to allow tax-exempt financing for multifamily housing projects. However, at least 25% of
the housing units would be required to be reserved for families whose income does not exceed

80% of the median income or at least 20% of the
units would be required to be reserved for families whose income does not exceed 70% of the
median income. The issuer would be required to
elect which low-income rule would apply at the
time bonds are issued. More generous depreciation rules would apply if at least 40% of the units
are rented to families with incomes not in excess
of 60% of the average median income. The Bill
would eliminate any special income requirements
for targeted areas. In all cases, income levels
would be adjusted for family size, and the income
limitation would be determined on a continuing
basis. If a tenant's income increases more than
20% above the applicable percentage of area median income, the next available unit would be
required to be held for a low-income family. The
Bill would also increase the period during which
the project must be used for rental housing and
satisfy the low-income requirements to the longer
of 15 years from the date 50% of the units are
occupied or 100% of the term of the bonds (from
the current 10 years or 50% of the term of the
bonds).
Special depreciation rules, rehabilitation rules,
and at-risk rules would apply to multifamily
housing eligible for tax-exempt financing.
2. Airports. Because of their use by airlines,
airport facilities may be considered used more
than 10% by nongovernmental persons, and
hence bonds financing airports may be nonessential function bonds. State and local governments
could issue bonds to finance ground facilities
directly related to the transportation by air of
passengers and freight, including runways, air
traffic control towers, radar installations, certain
terminal facilities, public parking, facilities for
crash and rescue operations, airport hangers,
maintenance facilities, airline lounges, freight
handling facilities, roadways, certain airport offices and land set aside for noise abatement or
future airport use. Tax-exempt bonds could not
be used to finance privately operated, leased, or
managed airport hotels, food preparation facilities, restaurants, gift stores, or other commercial
facilities located at an airport, unless the small
issue exemption discussed below applied. Airport
facilities financed with tax-exempt bonds would
have to be owned by a governmental unit within
the meaning of general federal tax principles.
Allocation rules would apply to partially financeable facilities.
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3. Dock and
Facilities.
bonds could still be issued to finance governowned dock and wharf facilities
related to the transand
water.
Warehouses used to store
an extra
or for more than 30
not be
financed with tax-exempt bonds; however, warehouses used to store cargo immediately before or
after
could be financed.
4.
Solid Waste Disposal and Water
,.,.••• "'"'.,'a Facilities. Sewage treatment facilities, solid waste disposal facilities, and facilities
for the furnishing of water would continue to be
for tax-exempt financing, even though
such bonds may be nonessential function bonds.
the bonds are essential function bonds, of
course, the further restrictions discussed in this
section would not apply.) The requirements of
law would aU be retained, except that
water bonds could not be issued to finance irrigation systems. In addition, tax exemption would
only be
for those water furnishing
facilities that are governmentally owned and are
either operated by a governmental unit or for
which the rates are governmentally established.
Notably, a sewage or solid waste disposal
could be owned or operated by a nongovernmen~
tal person.
5. Mass
Mass commu~
ting facilities (but not vehicles) could be financed
with tax-exempt bonds under the Bill even if they
would be used more than 10% by nongovernmental persons, provided such facilities are owned for
federal tax
a governmental unit. Of
'""'"' ....''". . """' facilities owned
will not violate the 5% loan
bonds to

trial development bonds. The present "sunset"
on small issue lOBs would be repealed.
7.
Student Loan Bonds. Certain tax~
bonds issued by governmental units or
qualified scholarship funding corporations to provide for student loans would be allowed under
the
generally following current law.
student loan bonds currently issome states would also be allowed.

to be made to borrowers
whose
income does not exceed 90%
greater of area or statewide median
and
no loans
be made to borrowers whose
income exceeds 115% of the
of area or
statewide median
in
areas, onethird of the loans could be made without
to income, and the balance could be made to
buyers
income not
140% of the
greater of area or statewide median income. Issuer policy
would no
be
As under present law, no tax-exem
bonds could be issued after December
9.
credit certificates as under ""'"''"""''u
the targeting
would be conformed
to the revised targeting rules for
mortgage bonds.
10.

However, new restrictions would
to such
bonds. Only
related to the
could be
exempt
financed.
as under current
pr•oc~~eels to finance a
addition, aU ........,.,..,.,......,.

- 52 of such bonds would have to be owned (for
federal income tax purposes) by a 50l(c)(3) organization or by a governmental unit. Finally, no
50l(c)(3) organization together with any related
organizations could be the beneficiary of more
than $150 million of outstanding tax-exempt
bonds for facilities located anywhere in the country (applying rules similar to the current law $40
million cap on small-issue IDBs). However, this
$150 million cap would not apply to bonds issued
to finance hospital facilities owned and operated
by 501(c)(3) organizations. A governmental entity which is also a 50I(c)(3) organization, such as
many state universities, would be treated only as a
governmental entity for purposes of the new
rules.
12. Qualified Redevelopment Bonds. The Bill
would allow tax-exempt nonessential function
bonds to. be issued for certain redevelopment
purposes. The proceeds of these "qualified redevelopment bonds" coul_d be used for {i) acquiring
(through eminent domain or threat of eminent
domain) real property in certain blighted areas,
(ii) rehabilitating real property so acquired, (iii)
clearing and preparing land in the blighted area
followed by transfer of the
land to
nongovernmental persons at fair market value,
and (iv) relocating the former occupants of the
acquired real property. Qualified redevelopment
bonds may only be issued pursuant to state laws
relating to redevelopment of "blighted" areas and
then only after a redevelopment plan has been
adopted by a governmental body. Taxes or other
charges against property or owners in the designated redevelopment area must be levied or assessed in a nondiscriminatory fashion. Tax increments relating to the blighted area must be
pledged to repaying the qualified redevelopment
bonds. There are further limitations on qualified
redevelopment bonds. In all, it may well be that
the rules for these bonds are so detailed and
extensive that very little, if any, financing can
actually occur under these provisions.
GENERALLY
APPLIC. RESTRICTIONS
CABLE TO PERMITTED NONESSENTIAL .
FUNCTION BONDS
As described above, the Bill would continue to
permit the issuance of nonessential function
bonds for certain specified purposes. However,
such bonds would have to meet important additional restrictions, described below. The volume
limitation described in (1) is particularly onerous.

1. Volume Limitation. Under current law,
there are separate sets of .volume limitations imposed on mortgage subsidy bonds (MSBs) and
IDBs other than multifamily housing bonds.
There is no volume limit on bonds financing
facilities for 501(c)(3) entities. The Bill would
impose a unified volume cap on all permitted
nonessential function bonds. In addition, the
volume cap would apply to any nongovernmental
use in excess of $1 million of bond proceeds for
bonds that are otherwise essential function bonds.
The volume limitation would be applied on a
calendar year and state-by-state basis, and would
equal the greater of $175 per resident or $200 million
per state. (The Ways and Means Committee
Report states that U.S. possessions would not get
the benefit of the $200 million minimum.) This
would result in a volume limitation of approximately $4.5 billion for California, which in 1985
issued approximately $12 billion of bonds that
would be classified as nonessential function
bonds subject to the unified volume cap under the
Bill. The per capita limitation would be reduced
to $125 per resident after 1987 to reflect the
present law sunset for mortgage subsidy bonds.
At least $25 per resident would be reserved for
501(c)(3) organizations; this minimum set aside
could not be altered by legislation or proclamation. States which issued3 $25 million or more of
tax increment bonds from July 18, 1984 through
November 21, 1985 would have to reserve at least
$8 per capita ($6, according to the Ways and
Means Committee Report) or a minimum of $8
million for qualified redevelopment bonds. The
state legislature could override this set aside.
Otherwise, the unified volume cap would be
administered in much the same fashion as the
private activity volume caps under present law:
an initial allocation would be made by the Bill
between the state and local governments, but that
allocation could be overridden by state law or
(during an interim period) by a governor's proclamation. Unless superseded by state statute, the
federal law would allocate at least 50% of each

3 The Bill would require that the state have
issued the tax increment bonds for the set aside to
come into effect. We believe the intent is to count
the amount of tax increment bonds issued in the
state, regardless of the issuer.
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501(c)(3) bonds and qualified redevelopment
to housing bonds. Within that portion, at
least one-third would be set aside for multifamily
housing and one-third for single family housing;
this sub-allocation could be modified by a governor's proclamation. As with the current private
activity volume cap, issuers could elect to carry
forward unused bond authority for up to three
years for specific, identified projects (other than
projects to be financed by small issue bonds and
qualified redevelopment bonds), for student loan
bonds, or for mortgage subsidy bonds.
Bonds issued to finance airport facilities (other
than freight-handling facilities) and port facilities
(other than those storage facilities that would
remain eligible for tax-exempt financing) would
be exempt from the new volume cap.
2. 100% Expenditure Rule. Under current law,
at least 90% of the proceeds of an IDB must be
used for the qualified facility, leaving a 10%
"insubstantial portion" to fund a variety of
project-related costs, including costs incurred before official action. The Bill would eliminate this
rule and require 100% of the net proceeds (after
costs of issuance and reasonably required reserves) of nonessential function bonds to be used
for the qualified project. The Ways and Means
Committee Report would additionally require
that any excess be used to retire bonds within 30
days after construction was 90% completed. Bond
proceeds could no longer be used to finance
"functionally related and subordinate" facilities,
the scope of the repeal of this rule is
unclear given the examples in the Ways and
Means Committee Report.
3. Miscellaneous IDB-type Rules. The Bill
would
a number of present IDB rules to
nonessential function bonds. Mortgage bonds
and student loan bonds would be exempted from
the rules in (a), (b), (c), and (d) below, and the
rules already apply to lOBs. Accordingly, qualified 501(c)(3) bonds would be impacted the most
by these rules. Under the Bill:
(a) Nonessential function bonds would not
bear tax-exempt interest whenever they
are held by a substantial user of the
facilities financed by the bonds;
(b) The average maturity of the bond issue
could not exceed 120% of the weighted
average economic life of the financed
facilities;

(c) Not more than 25% of the proceeds could
be used to acquire land (however, a special exception would apply to some land
acquisitions in relation to docks,
wharves, airports, and mass commuting
facilities);
(d) Existing or used facilities -or equipment
could not be acquired unless a rehabilitation test is met;
(e) Bonds would have to be approved by
elected official(s) after a public hearing
(which requirement may preclude blind
pool financings); and
(f) No proceeds could be used to pay for an
airplane, a skybox or other private luxury
box, a health dub facility, a facility used
for gambling, or a store the principal
business of which is the sale of alcoholic
beverages for consumption off premises.
4. Change in Use. If the use of tax-exempt
financed property changes from its qualified use,
various tax effects would follow. First, the bonds
may become taxable relating back to the date of
issuance of the bonds. If the facility were an
"exempt facility" required to be owned by a state
or local governmental unit, any interest, rent or
other user charges paid by any party using the
property in a use not qualified for tax-exempt
financing would not be deductible for federal tax
purposes.
If the facility were owned by a
501(c)(3) organization, the organization would
realize unrelated business taxable income in an
amount equal to the interest incurred on the
bonds during the period of nonqualified use, and
no offsetting deduction would be allowed. If the
financed facility were privately owned or were a
residence financed with mortgage subsidy bonds,
any interest incurred with respect to the now
nonqualifying bond-financed loan would be
nondeductible during the period of nonqualified
use.
5. Depreciation. Privately-owned facilities financed with nonessential function bonds and
nongovernmental property financed within the
allowable 5% or 10% limit for essential function
bonds would be subject to straight-line depreciation over longer than normal depreciation periods. Generally, tangible personal property would
be placed in the next higher depreciation class,
and real property would be depreciated over 40
years. Special depreciation rules would apply to
multifamily housing projects.
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NONESSENTIAL FUNCTION BONDS
WHICH WOULD BE TOTALLY
PROHIBITED
Under the Bill, there would be no further taxexempt financing for the following types of projects (except to the extent they meet the essential
function bond test):
1. Sports facilities
2. Convention or trade show facilities
3. Public parking facilities (except as
part of another qualified facility)
4. Facilities for local furnishing of
electric energy or gas
5. Air or water pollution control
facilities
6. Local district heating and cooling
facilities
7. Industrial parks
8. Small hydroelectric generating facilities.
(As described under Section IV(2) below, certain individual projects described above may be
financed if they meet the transition rules.)
E. ALTERNATIVE MINIMUM TAX
The Bill imposes an alternative minimum tax on
both individuals and corporations. As the name
implies, the alternative minimum tax would be
imposed in lieu of the regular income tax if it
results in a larger annual tax payment. Generally,
the alternative minimum tax would be imposed at
a flat 25% rate against the taxpayer's taxable
income for the year, reduced by a $40,000 exemption ($30,000 for most single individuals,
$20,000 for married individuals filing separate
returns and certain trusts), but adjusted to reflect
designated items of tax preference.
The Bill identifies as a new item of tax preference interest on tax-exempt nonessential function
bonds issued after December 31, 1985. The tax
preference amount would be reduced by the
amount of any interest disallowed under Section
265 of the Code. An exception is provided for
bonds issued on or after January l, 1986 to refund
bonds issued before that date. It is unclear
whether this exception would apply to a series of
refunding bonds issued on or after January 1,
1986 to refund bonds issued before that date.

IV. Administrative Provisions
1. General Effective Date. The Bill would generally apply to all bonds issued after December 31,
1985.
The rules prohibiting "pension
bonds" would apply to all bonds issued after
September 25, 1985.
2. General Transition Rules. A general transition rule would apply to:
(a) the "essential function" bond test
((III)(A) above);
(b) projects denied further tax-exempt status
((III)(D) above);
(c) the requirement of governmental ownership for certain facilities ((III)(B)(2), (3),
(4) and (5) above);
(d) new restrictions on bonds for 501(c)(3)
organizations ((II)(B)(ll) above); and
(e) the new volume limit ((III)(C)(l) above),
provided in the case of facilities presently under a volume limit that a carryforward election was made by October 31,
1985 (December 31, 1985 in the case of
certain solid waste disposal facilities).
(Note that even if an issue qualifies for a transition rule, it would still be subject to the new
arbitrage and early issuance rules.)
The general transition rule would apply to
bonds issued with respect to facilities approved
by a governmental unit (i.e., "official action")
before September 26, 1985 if
(a) the facilities are newly placed in service
by the taxpayer and the construction,
reconstruction, or rehabilitation of the
facilities commenced on or before
September 26, 1985, and was completed
after that date, or
(b) there was a binding contract entered into
before September 26, 1985, to incur expenditures with respect to the facilities
equal to more than 10% of the cost of the
facilities approved for bond financing
before September 26, 1985, and expenditures under the contract were incurred on or after that date, or
(c) the facilities are acquired after September 26, 1985 pursuant to a binding contract entered into before that date.
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current refundings (including a series of refunafter December 31, 1985 of bonds issued on
or before that date and which would otherwise be
prohibited or restricted as new issues, subject to
the following limitations:
(i) the amount of the refunding
bonds could not exceed the amount of
the refunded bonds; and
(ii) refunding bonds must not have a
maturity longer than the later of either
(a) 120o/c of the economic life of assets
originally financed, or (b) 17 years (32
years in the case of mortgage or veterans bonds) after the original date of
issuance.
4. Specific Transition Rules. Many specific
transition rules for various projects are also contained in the Bill. If you believe such a rule may
apply to your project, please contact the Orrick
Public Finance Department.

5. Tax Return Reporting. All tax-exempt interest received or accrued after 1985 would be required to be reported on the federal income tax
return of the recipient.
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Tax Reform- The Effect on Sewage Treatment, Resource Recovery, Arbitrage
By George D. Friedlander
First Vice President and Manager, Municipal Research Department
Smith Barney, Harris Upham&: Co., Inc.

Testimon

I.

The Overall Effect of HR3838 on State and Local Issuers

A.
B.

c.
D.

E.

F.
G.
H.
I.

J.

Increased cost of borrowing
Reduced access to tax-exempt financing; reduced flexibility
New risks for investors -retroactive loss of tax exemption
New levels of bureaucracy - reporting re~uirements, arbitrage and rebate
requirements, volume caps, "early issuance,' vague definition of "use."
Decreased local autonomy - volume cap requirements, definition of
"nonessential purpose."
Sharply reduced availability of public/private partnerships
Conflicts with federal, state and local laws
Alternative minimum tax - increased costs for "nongovernmental issuers."
Interest on these bonds would be included in an expanded alternatve
minimum tax.
Complete elimination of arbitrage income
Requirement that some proceeds be invested in "SLG's"

II.

Current Market Effect- The market has virtually ceased to function. Issuers are
being impeded by "in fact" compliance and "early issuance" provisions, volume
cap restrictions, and retroactive effective date. A wide range of institutional
and retail investors are refusing to buy any 1986 bonds.

III.

Key Provisions Affecting Sewage Treatment and Resource Recovery
A.

Concept of private use. For a sewage treatment facility, if more than 196 of
bond proceedS benefits a private user, the issuer needs a volume cap
allocation for the private use. If more than the lesser of $10 million or 1096
of proceeds benefits a private user, the entire project falls under the volume
caps.

B.

Volume caps. Not enough room, biased against large projects. All resource
recovery projects, except those issued under transition rules, would be
subject to the caps. California fares somewhat better than other states 25.496 reduction from 1985 volume (PSA estimate - $5.18 billion-->$3.84
billion). After single family mortgage sunset, cap drops to $2.5 billion. No
inflation adjustment.

C.

"Early issuance." Issuer must spend 596 within 30 days, all of proceeds
within 3 years, or bonds can be retroactively declared taxable. Many issuers
cannot comply, for legal or operational reasons.

D.

"In fact" compliance. An issuer must comply with all of the complex,
technic81 and sometimes vaguely worded provisions of HR3838, or bonds
could become taxable, retroactive to issuance date. This new risk is
shutting down the new issue market. Most investors refuse to accept this
risk without significant additional compensation.

E.

$1-10 million rule. Requires a volume cap allocation for private use portion
of essenti81 function bonds.
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10%/$10 million rule. For an essential function
only the lesser of 1
or $10 million can benefit a private user, including a
organization. Otherwise, bonds are taxable. Impairs privatization,
term contractual arrangements, especially for essential function
treatment projects.
Facilities must be "directly related" to exempt purpose to qualify for taxexempt financing.
For non-essential purpose, stringent limitations on land acquisition (25%
proceeds)

Specific Problems for Resource Recovery
A.

Volume cap allocations.
$75 per capita available for all
nongovernment81. Resource recovery costs approximately $300 per capita.

B.

Electric generation equipment. Can't be financed with tax-exempt bonds.
Ancillary facilities are borderline.

C.

Elimination of investment tax credits, new
Loss of tax benefits.
depreciation schedules would reduce tax benefits from 25% of total cost to
roughly 12-15%.

D.

Some use of taxable debt will be required in virtually every case.

E.

Net impact - increased cost, reduced credit quality, delays, reduced
feasibility

Arbitrage Provisions
A.

All arbitrage income would have to be rebated to the Federal government

B.

Starting point for arbitrage calculations - interest cost minus cost
issuance. An issuer is forced to lose money on all invested proceedS.

C.

Stringent temporary eeriod. 3 years after commencement of construction or
date of issuance, whichever is earlier; 30 days for land acquisition.
the end of the temporary period, all of proceeds must be invested in SLG's or
tax-exempt bonds at a restricted yield.

D.

Elimination of "minor portion," on which positive arbitrage may be earned

has already had a painful effect on state and local issuers.
will get worse. The municipal bond provisions are seriously flawed. They should
be scrapped and replaced by targeted regulations which meet specific goals
Gongress. With respect to resource recovery, the cost paremeters already place
many projects in jeapardy. HR3838 would make a serious situation much worse.
(For further information, please refer to "The House Tax Reform Bill: A
Devastating Effect on State and Local Government Finance," a Special Report
dated 1/14/86.)
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Federal Tax Reform Act of 1985:
Impact on Local Governments
January 29, 1986
Good morning, Chair and members.

My name is Theresa

Molinari and I am Executive Secretary of the California Debt
Advisory Commission.

The Commission was created in 1981 by the

California Legislature to serve as the State's clearinghouse on
public debt issuance information.

The Commission has nine

members, is chaired by the State Treasurer, and includes four
members of the Legislature.
I have been asked to provide testimony today on two
subjects:
1.

The issuance of tax-exempt debt in 1985 by local
governments and

2.

The potential effect of the "unified volume cap" in
H.R. 3838--a.k.a. Federal tax reform--on local
agencies.
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1985 Local Debt Issuance
1985 was a banner year for public debt issuance.
rates declined: the State multifamily housing bond cap

Interest
tripled~

and Congress threatened "tax reform."
Faced with uncertainty about what the future would hold for
both the supply and demand for municipal debt securities as well
as conducive market conditions, local agencies issued nearly
$22 billion in tax-exempt instruments in 1985.

This represents a

59 percent increase in 1985 over 1984 issuance by local agencies.

(NOTE:

The 1985 debt issuance figures used thoughout this

summary are as of January 27, 1986.

The California Debt Advisory

Commission estimates that an additional amount of 1985 issuance
will be verified in the next two weeks.)
As Table l indicates, of the total 1985 local issuance,
$18.2 billion was for long-term debt while $3.6 million was for
interim financing.

Total 1985 local government debt issuance

($21.9 billion) represents 72 percent of the total $30.2 billion
issued

In comparison, local agencies issued 75
the Statewide total in 1984.

Over 90 percent of the local long-term indebtedness

1985

is comprised of certificates of participation, public enterprise
and.private obligor revenue bonds, and tax allocation bonds.
General obligation bonds, special assessment bonds, and limited
tax obligation bonds make up the remaining 10 percent of the
local long-term debt.
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TABLE 1
TOTAL CALIFORNIA PUBLIC DEBT ISSUANCE
1985
% OF TOTAL

LOCAL
$18,220,235,578

60.3

3,636,000,000

12.0

21,856,235,578

72.3

Long-Term

5,240,000,000

17.3

Interim

2,373,000,000

7.8

Total, State

7,613,000,000

25.2

760,000,000

2.5

$30,229,235,578

100.0

Long-Term
Interim
Total, Local
STATE

NONPROFIT STUDENT
LOAN CORPORATIONS
TOTAL

Source:

California Debt Advisory Commission, January 27, 1986
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Local agencies issued long-term securities to finance a
variety of public purposes.

"Typical" purposes included the

construction of public buildings and the purchase of fire trucks
and police cars as well as the provision of housing, commercial
and industrial development, public infrastructure, local schools,
public power facilities, health facilities, water supply, and
sewage treatment.

These projects are financed on a "pay as you

use" rather than a "pay as you go" basis when public debt is
issued.

Debt financing makes possible the provision of certain

critical local public services and projects which could not be
financed exclusively on a "cash" basis.
In 1985, the single greatest "purpose" which was financed by
local governments was housing.

Housing accounts for $6.4 billion

or 35 percent of the total 1985 long-term local debt issuance.
Purposes for which more than $1 billion in local debt was issued
in 1985 include:
1.

Housing:

$6.4 billion

(Single-family:

$1.5 billion, Multifamily:

$4.9

billion)
2.

Power Generation and Transmission:

3.

Redevelopment:

4.

Health Facilities:

5.

Various Capital Improvements:

6.

Public Buildings:

$2.9 billion

$1.7 billion
$1.3 billion
$1.3 billion

$1.0 billion

Taken together, these six categories represent $14.6 billion or
80 percent of the total long-term local debt issuance in 1985.

-
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1 issuance was completed in

Over 35 percent of the
November and December.

Potential Effect of the Unified Volume Cap
As the tremendous rush to market in November and December
indicates, H.R. 3838 would fundamentally alter the issuance of
tax-exempt debt.
Tax-exempt financi
be prohibited (i.e., air

for certain specified projects would
water pollution control) while

issuances for other purposes would be severly limited due to the
imposition of the unified volume cap (i.e., housing, nonprofit
health and education facilities, and industrial development).
Additionally, even "traditional governmental" public purpose debt
would be subject to numerous new investment and expenditure
restrictions.
Because

the January 1, 1986, effective date of the tax

reform bill, this legislation--which is not now law--continues to
leave its mark on the municipals market.

Since January 1, 1986,

only two tax-exempt financings have been completed in California.
These issues total

than $60 million.

In January 1985,

35 local financings representing nearly $300 million in par value
had been completed.
Perhaps the most obvious and dramatic effect of the Federal
tax reform bill would result from the imposition of a volume cap
on certain "nonessential" bonds.

Under the tax bill, all

issuance of "nonessential" bonds above the limit set by the cap
would be subject to Federal taxation. (NOTE:

"Nonessential 11 and

-
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.. essential,. are used here without conceding their descriptive
accuracy.)
The following are generally defined by the tax bill as taxexempt "nonessential" bonds:
1.

Exempt facilities including airports, docks and
wharves, mass commuting facilities, water
furnishing facilities (except for the purpose of
irrigation), sewage disposal facilities, solid
waste disposal facilities, and multifamily rental
housing;

2.

Qualified student loan bonds;

3.

Qualified mortgage bonds including veterans•
mortgage bonds;

4.

Small-issue bonds;

5.

Section 50l(c)(3) organization bonds (predominantly
for hospital/health care and education facilities);

6.

Qualified redevelopment bonds.

Under H.R. 3838, this volume cap would limit the Statewide
annual issuance of tax-exempt "nonessential" bonds by all issuers
to $4.6 billion.

The components of the State volume cap would be

as follows:
1.

Set-aside for 50l(c) (3) Financings:

$659 million

($25 per capita)
2.

Set-aside for Housing:
($71 per capita}

$1,872 million
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3.

Set-aside for Qualified Redevelopment:

$211 million

{$8 per capita)
4.

Set-aside for Other "Nonessential .. Bonds:

$1,872

million ($71 per capita)
5.

TOTAL CAP FOR CALIFORNIA:

$4,614 million

($175 per capita)
Although it is extremely difficult to determine precisely
the amount of 1985 debt issuance which would have been subject to
the cap if it had been in place, it appears that California
issued at least $10 billion more in "nonessential" bonds than
H.R. 3838 would have allowed.

This would have resulted in a

needed 70 percent reduction in the issuance of tax-exempt debt
for these purposes.
Due to the local housing bond volume, the impact on local
government would have been more dramatic.

Assuming that all but

the "qualified redevelopment" allocation is split 50-50 between
State and local issuers and that the redevelopment allocation is
earmarked for local agencies, debt issuance by local governments
for .. nonessential" purposes in 1985 appears to have exceeded
H.R. 3838's local issuance cap by over $8 billion.

Of course,

this amount would be reduced to the extent that tax allocation
bonds do not qualify under the tax proposal.
The following summarizes local debt issuance in 1985
relative to the various volume cap components:
1.

50l(c)(3)
Local cap:

$329.5 million

Local issuance:
Excess:

$1,316 million

$986.5 million

-

2.

Housing
Local cap:

$936 million

Local issuance:
Excess:
3.
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$6,420 million

$5,484 million

Qualified Redevelopment
Local cap:

$211 million (Assumes modification of

H.R. 3838's allocation.)
Local issuance:
Excess:

$1,176 million

$1,459 million (Assumes that all bonds

qualify.)
4.

Other "Nonessential ..
Local cap:

$936 million

Local issuance:
Excess:

$1,176 million

$240 million

(This category is relatively more difficult to
estimate.

The above figure is certainly on the

conservative side.)
5.

TOTAL "NONESSENTIAL"

Local cap:

$2,412.5 million

Local issuance:
Excess:

$10, 582 million

$8,169.5 million

Table 2 summarizes the reduction in total Statewide issuance
and local issuance which could have been required by the volume
cap in 1985.

Moreover, it is reasonable to expect some

additional reduction due to the elimination of financings for
certain projects as well as various other restriciton.

TABLE 2
POTENTIAL EFFECT OF H.R. 3838 UNIFIED VOLUME CAP
ON 1985 CALIFORNIA D~~T ISSUANCE (1)
1985
State
Issuance(2)
501(c)(3)
Tax Allocation
Bonds
Housing
Single-Family
Multifamily
Other

$2,752

0

1,670

1,670

1,279

6,1120

7,699

(1,125)

(1,1i76)

(1511)

(512)

Student Loans

(760}(7)

Source:

(1)

(2)
(3)
(II)

(5)
(6)
(7)

Iss~(2)

$1,316

Solid Waste

TOTAL

1985
Total

$1,1i37

1,359

Small-Issue

1985
Local
Issuance(2)

(86)
$11,074

Total
Issuance
Cap(2)
$659

Total
Reduction
Reguired U )( 3)

l..ocal
Reduotion
Required(~)(3,1i)

76.1

75.0

87.11

87.11(6)

1,872

75.7

85.ll

(2,601)

936

64.0

68.3

(ll,91t4)

(5,098)

936

81.6

90.5

1,176

2,535

1,87Z

26.2

20.4

211(5)

(289)

(802)

NA

NA

NA

(0)

(760)

NA

NA

NA

(881)

(913)

NA

NA

NA

$14,656

$4,614

68.5

17.2

$10,582

California Debt Advisory Commission, January 27, 1986

Figures in this table are "best" estimates; actual issuance volume subject to cap is difficult to determine with precision.
Figures in millions of dollars ($000,000),
The percent decrease required in 1985 issuance to comply with estimated volume cap of H.R. 3838.
Assumes that the volume cap for 501(c)(3), housing, and "other" is split equally between local and State agencies and that tbe
total redevelopment cap is allocated to local issuers.
Amount for "qualified redevelopment bonds." At least a portion of the tax allocation bond issuance may not constitute
"qualified redevelopment bonds."
Assumes that the entire "qualified redevelopment bond" cap is allocated to local agencies, for the purpose of this analysis.
Student loan bonds are issued by nonprofit public benefit corporations. For the purpose of this analysis, these bonds are
included in State issuance.
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This concludes my prepared comments.
answer any question.

iii#

I would be happy to

CALIFORNIA STATE AND LOCAL TOTAL
BOND ISSUANCE BY MONTH
(IN UIWONS OF DOLLARS)
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FEDERAL TAX REFORM ACT OF 1985:
IMPACT ON LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
Testimony of Scott C. Sollers
Mr. Chairman and Committee members, my name \s Scott C. Sollers, Partner,
Stone &Youngberg. We are a regional tnvestment bank\ng f\rm specializing in
municipal f1nance for Californ\a public agencies. We have been involved tn
the structuring and sale of mortgage revenue bonds since 1979. I appreciate
the opportunity to comment on the proposed changes to current tax exempt
f1nanc1ng for hous1ng as set forth ln H.R. 3838 recently passed by the House
of Representatives.
Currently, State and Federal law perm1ts the sale of tax exempt securities
to finance mortgages for certain owner-occupted single-family residences and
for certain multifamily projects. Present authority to issue such securities
is based on 1eg1slation that has been subject to considerable debate and
amendment and provides for more affordable housing tn th\s State. H.R. 3838
imposes severe restrlcttons on the amount and application of mortgage
financ1ng for both owner and non-owner occupied res1dences and limits the
ability of local government to design and implement appropriate ftnanctng
programs to provide affordable housing.
Volume L1m1t
Current federal law limits the amount of securities that may be Issued In
any state to finance owner-occup1ed slngle-famlly residences which are
purchased by f\rs time homebuyers to the greater of $200M or a percentage of
the average of the previous three year's conventional mortgage activity.
According to Manny Val, Executive Secretary of the California Mortgage Bond
Allocation Committee, the 1985 ceiling for California was $2.7 billion. Under
applicable State law, thls ceiling ts further assigned to State and local
agencies with 1/3 available to the State and the remainder to local agencies.
Mr. Val Indicates that \n 1985, 80 local agencies Issued $1.5 billion of
single-fam11y bonds wh11e three State agencies Issued approximately $1.4
billion of wh1ch $240 million were sold by California Veterans Administration
and secured by a General Obligat1on of the State and therefore outside of the
current statewide cap.
There is no current 11m1t imposed by Federal law affectlng the amount of
tax-exempt securities for eligible multifamily projects. State law, however,
limited the amount of multifamily bonds to $2.8 billion \n 1985 and will
reduce the cap to $1.5 b\llton tn 1986.
H.R. 3838 would distinguish two classes of bonds based on use of proceeds
and would restrict the volume of one such class. These classes include
"essenttal" function bonds the proceeds from wh1ch are used by governmental
entities, wh\ch include c1ass1c public improvements such as roads, sewer and
water systems and other public bu11dings and for which there is no volume
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lt t and "non-essential" funct\on bonds, the proceeds of which are u
non-governmental entities, wh\ch 1nclude elig\ble \ndustr1a1 projects,
hosp1 ls. and housing, to name a few, and which are 11m\ted \n volume
S te
the greater of $200 million or $175 per capita.
For Cal\fornia, the total capacity of non-essential function bonds in 1986
would be approximately $4.4 b\ll1on. H.R. 3838 suggests that $75 of the $175
limit be avatlable for housing. The State legislature could red\rect th\s
allocation. However, under the prescr1bed formula, the total capacity for
both single and multifamily dwell\ngs would be approximately $1.9 billion
versus the $5.5 b\lllon actually sold 1n Cal\forn1a in 1985.
Th1s $1.9 b\111on would require further allocation between s1ngle and
multifamily financ\ngs and ass\gnment between State and local \ssuers.
Assumtng that 2/3 of the housing allocation \s directed to s\ngle fam\ly
programs and assuming that the current allocat\on formula between State and
local agencies is susta\ned, the proposed new ceiling would provide
approximately $1.2 bill\on for sfngle family financtng of whtch $800 m\l11on
would be ava11ab1e to local agenc\es.
Current State law further d\vides that amount available to local agencies
1nto two equal pools. The f\rst pool called "Entitlement" is distributed to
local agenc\es on a first come-first served bas\s in amounts of approximately
$20 million per 1ssuer, w1th the notion that this is the minimum size issue
that can economically be marketed. The remaln\ng pool, called "Supplemental"
ts dtstr\buted to all requesting issuers on a pro-rata basis. Currently, 86
local agencies have requested a total of $4.8 b\11\on for single fam\ly
financing \n 1986.
H.R. 3838 would accommodate less than l/4 of the total
number of requesting issuers and dollar volume.
The rema\nder, or approximately $700 mil11on. would then be available for
multifamily hous\ng. or less than 1/2 of that amount permltted under State law.
It is true that other factors may 1\mit the actual amount of bonds that
sold \n 1986 under exist\ng rules to finance single famlly residences.
current convent\ona rates,
scarc1
earthquake \nsurance
\ncreas
y onerous
lifyi
ratios i
by mortgage insurers
s1
y mortgage revenue bonds
be sold in 1986
less, tax-exempt mortgage f1nanc1
has provi
cost-effect\ve mortgage money over sustained periods
1
cons
t1on activity,
loyment and affordable
of chang1
economic act1vi
Under current federal law. the authority to issue s1ngle family bonds is
due to exp\re at the end of 1987. It seems reasonable, then, to exempt s\ngle
family bonds from the proposed volume cap and apply the total amount reserved
for housing to mult1fam11y projects, which would provide adequate capacity for
the sel Imposed Statewide cei11ng.
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Purchase Price Limits
Currently, the maximum purchase price of any eligible single family
residence that may be bond financed is 110% of the locally determined
average. According to Or. Joseph Janczyk, President of Empire Economics, this
purchase price ceiling for the State is approximately $128,000. H.R. 3838
would reduce the ceiling to 90% of average or, according to Or. Janczyk, to
approximately $105,000.
Income Ceilings
Additionally, H.R. 3838 imposes new income ceilings on qualified
purchasers. Current State law limits the income of purchaser's using
"Supplemental" allocations to 120% of median. The "Entitlement" portion is
limited to persons whose incomes don't exceed 150% of median if the bonds are
sold by a City or County and is unlimited with respect to income if the bonds
are sold by a redevelopment agency.
With certain exceptions for "targeted areas", H.R. 3838 would limit the
income of 1/2 of the funds available to finance homes to persons whose incomes
don't exceed 90% of median and the balance to 115% of median.
According to Or. Janczyk, an \ncome of $44,700 is required to purchase a
home costing $105,000, the approximate purchase price permitted under the
proposed rules, assuming a 10% mortgage rate and 25% income to housing debt
ratio. The median income ceiling permitted under H.R. 3838 would be
approximately $30,000, far below the amount necessary to afford a qualifying
residence.
Or. Janczyk indicates that under current eligibility rules, approximately
2.7 million households in California would have adequate incomes to qualify
for a home priced at or below $105,000. The proposed income ceiling would
eliminate 75% of the households that would otherwise qualify to participate in
these programs. Clearly, there exists a huge discrepancy between the cost of
qualifying homes in California, the incomes necessary to qualify for a
corresponding loan and the income ceilings permitted by proposed federal law.
Since development costs are affected by local factors, tt would seem
logical to set income restrictions that at least equal the amount of income
necessary to qualify for an eligible residence.
Early Issuances
H.R. 3838 would require that 5% of the net proceeds of a bond tssue be
spent wtth\n 30 days following bond delivery. Th\s requirement, intended to
minimize potential arbitrage, 1s unreasonable for development type programs
for housing. Since any net investment income must be rebated anyway, it seems
reasonable to request some relief from the proposal In thts area.
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H.R. 3838 wou d disa low
inancing a single
ly residences w1
res dence for more than one year.
after January 1, 1986 regardless
It seems unreasonable
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s us\ng bond proceeds
sales
H.R. 3838.
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Clearly, bonds sold to f1nance hous\ng should be excluded from
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Summary
I hope the foregoing test1mony h1gh11ghts the prov1s1ons and 1mpacts of
H.R. 3838 on hous\ng financing 1n the State. I urge th1s comm1ttee to adopt
these recommendattons and forward them to members of the Senate Finance
Committee for cons1derat1on.
I thank you for your attention.

Katz Hollis
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My name is Martin C. Coren.
I am a principal in Katz, Hollis, Coren &
Associates.
We provide financial consulting services to redevelopment
agencies, cities, counties, industrial development authorities and private
companies.
Since the inception of ou:r firm in 1978, we have provided
assistance to more than 90 redevelopment agencies and assisted in the
issuance of more than $1 billion of Tax Allocation Bonds and more than $100
million of Industrial Development Bonds.
In discussing the impact of the proposed Tax Reform Act (HR3838), it is our
view that if enacted in its present form it would have a fundamental and
severe impact on redevelopment as it was conceived and is currently
practiced in California.
Redevelopment was conceived in California as a process incorporating the
private sector in the public purpose of eliminating blight, developing
housing and creating jobs. This public purpose is achieved by creating a
public/private partnership where by the redevelopment agency provides
incentives and assistance to the private developer to channel development
efforts to those areas determined by the local jurisdiction to be most
appropriate. The redevelopment agency assistance involves such tools as
- the use of eminent domain to assemble development sites.
- the ability to acquire land and resell that land to a
developer at a fair reuse value reflective of the nature of
redevelopment or other constraints.
- the ability to construct, or cause to be constructed, public
improvements and infrastructure necessary to development
- and to fund the agency's activities through the issuance of
tax allocation bonds.
Historically, tax allocation bonds have been considered government purpose
bonds because they do not meet the two-fold test of an Industrial
Development Bond. That test consists of the following: 1) The proceeds of
the bond issue are used for the benefit of a private trade or business, and
2) the bonds are repaid from the revenue of a private trade or business.
Since Tax Allocation bonds are repaid from property tax revenues, they do
not meet the second criterion of industrial development bondsand have
always been considered government purpose bonds.
Because the Tax Act focuses ~!~.!.~~!Y.~!l on the use of bond proceeds it
eliminates in many cases the capability local government to leverage private
investment with public dollars. Specifically, the Tax Act ignores the fact
that there can be a public benefit realized through the public/private
partnership. This is evidenced by the tax allocation bond's dedication of
tax revenues which would otherwise be used for other public purposes.
Under the Act, any bond is taxable if more than ten percent of the proceeds

lis
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(or $10 million) is used directly or indirectly in a trade or business,
percent or $5 million is loaned directly or indirectly to a trade or
This has the impact of disqualifying the majority of purposes
allocation bonds are issued, and countermandins one of the main objectives
of the California Community Redevelopment Law, that of assisting
enterprise to redevelop blighted areas.
The Act does make provision for what is termed a ".q:~~~~f..!~~---·!'.~.<:t~v~~~P!l!~.!l:~
bond" which could be issued under the State's volume cap for "nonessential
function bonds", previously called private activity bonds.
However, the
restrictions on what may meet the requirements of a
"qualified
redevelopment bond" are such as to preclude the use of such bonds to
but a handful of redevelopment project areas in
of California.
Particularly onerous is the requirement that the bonds may only be issued
for projects located in a "designated blighted area". The definition of a
designated blighted area is significantly different from blight as defined in
California. Blight would be defined by the Tax Act as an area with:
- excessive vacant land on which structures were
located
- abandoned or vacant buildings
- old buildings
- excessive vacancies
- substandard structures, and
- delinquency in payment of property taxes
While all of the forgoing are obviously characteristics of blight, they
many of the characteristics of blight contained in the California Community
Redevelopment Law, such as:
- irregular subdivision of land
- inadequate public improvements
- mixed development or shifting uses
Act definition raises questions about
eligibility
areas in California, that are blighted
to
under the Act. And, how will the eligibility of California
determined?
The Act further limits a "designated blighted area" to an area that,
added to all other blighted areas in the jurisdiction, does not exceed ten
percent of the total assessed value of the jurisdiction.
This limit
encompasses a great number of the redevelopment projects in California and
appears to be particularly discriminatory against smaller cities. It is also
counter to the direction the State Legislature has taken in recent years to
reduce the size of project areas. Finally, financings would not be allowed
in project areas that do not exceed a contiguous one-quarter of a square
mile.
This criterion alone would eliminate almost 200 of the 467 project
areas existing in California as of 1986.

Katz
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A further restriction would preclude the use of tax allocation bonds in
project areas where the method or rate of property taxes or fees, differs
from the method or rate of property taxes located outside such areas. This
appears to impact areas where special assessments or development fees may
be levied.
And since the Act discusses the ,.rate" of property taxation,
financings would conceivably be impacted by the existence of different tax
rate areas.
The Tax Reform Act would also limit the use of the proceeds of a "qualified
redevelopment bond" to
acquisition of real property pursuant to the power of
eminent domain, or the threat
thereof
- preparation of land for redevelopment and sale to nongovernment persons for fair market value
- rehabilitation of real pro.peFey~-an=a--==:::::.-:::::~:::
- relocation of occupants of acquired real property

-

These restrictions would impact a redevelopment agency's ability to package
land for development, apparently precluding expenditure of tax allocation
bond proceeds for market rate housing and replacement housing unless such
housing is designed for low and moderate income persons in conformity with
the Act.
It would mandate the use of eminent domain powers with a
subsequent increase in costs. This also appears to exclude those project
areas in which the power of eminent domain has been forgone.
It is
uncertain whether the definition assigned to fair market value will allow the
same latitude as currently permitted in California.
For agencies with project areas and projects that can meet all
testa, a portion of the State Ceiling for the issuance of
function bonds" would be required.
And, like a small issue
portion would not be eligible to be carried forward into future

the specified
"nonessential
IDB, such a
years.

The changes that would be occasioned by the proposed Tax Reform Act
would significantly alter either the types of projects undertaken by
redevelopment agency or the way projects are financed.
Redevelopment
agencies could focus more attention on publicly owned projects such as
streets, sewers and city halls. Such public projects would have to be of
benefit to the redevelopment project area, in accordance with the Community
Redevelopment Law. Alternatively, redevelopment agencies could undertake
activities with other methods of financing, such as "pay-as-you go" or
taxable bonds.
A difficulty with pay-as-you go is the necessity of a
redevelopment agency incurring indebtedness in order to be allocated tax
increment.
Taxable bonds of course would cost more money due to the
higher interest rates on such bonds.
In conclusion, the impact of the Tax Reform Act is to make it more difficult
and more costly for redevelopment agencies to continue their role in the
public/private partnership that has been successfully working toward the
established public purposes of the Community Redevelopment Law.
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JANUARY 29, 1986
BY
PAMELA M. HAMILTON, ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT
CENTRE CITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Honorable Chairman, Members and Staff of the Senate Local
Government Committee, Witnesses, and Guests:
You have been provided with a good summary of House
Bill 3838 by your staff and it is my understanding
that other witnesses will be identifying those provisions
of the bill which are most destructive of governmental
tax-exempt financing as we know it today.
My role
at today' s hearing is to place these provisions into
a very specific context to illustrate the practical
side-effects of the proposed legislation.
My illustrative example wi 11 be the anticipated impacts of this
le s
on on San Diego's downtown redevelopment program
where four of the City's eight redevelopment projects
are located) .
The revitalization of downtown San Diego began in earnest
in
1972
with
the
adoption
of
the
Horton
Plaza
Redevelopment Project.
In 1976 two addi anal redeve
ment areas were adopted:
Columbia and Marina.
In
1982 the Gaslamp Quarter, a 16-block historic district
on the National Register of Historic Places, was formally
adopted as a Redevelopment Project area.
These four
Project areas represent an overall strategy for downtown
revitalization:
Horton Plaza was designed to return
major retailing downtown.
No major department store
had had a downtown location in decades.
The Marina
area focused on the creation of a downtown residential
neighborhood to create a 24-hour environment, Columbia
emphasized the expansion of San Diego's small but
able

- 78 traditional Central Business District toward the blighted
area to the west and the Gaslamp Quarter's emphasis
is the preservation of San Diego's past.
These four Project areas represent an aggressive campaign
against
structural
deterioration
and
blight
caused
by the move to the suburbs and sordid uses which had
moved into the downtown area after decades of sailors
on the prowl.
Legitimate businesses would not locate
within these areas of our downtown and redevelopment
was literally a reclamation project.
While our efforts were aggressive, the territory was
conservatively selected.
We carved out only the very
worst portions of downtown
all together our four
Project areas represent less than 375 acres within
the 1200-acre Centre City area.
We have been proud that the funding for our local redevelopment efforts has come from primarily local resources.
To date $122 million of public investment
has been pledged to these efforts, $22 million from
direct City loans, $21 million from federal grants,
$34 million from developer payments and other Agency
income
and
$44
million
in
tax
increment-generated
revenues.
Because we have only recently completed several major
projects we are just now entering the period when tax
increment revenues wi 11 be most critical.
Early City
loans and federal grants served as "seed monies" to
create new development against which tax allocation
bonds could be sold.
Today more than half of these
Project areas remain blighted and the City's and U.S.
Government's abilities to assist with financing are
over.
We cannot complete implementation of these Redevelopment Plans without the continued reliance on tax
increment funds.
The State of California has been supportive of the
"boot strap" financing approach offered by the tax
increment concept - this State pioneered this innovative
financing tool in 19 52.
Those of us in the trenches
appreciate this support and we now ask you to help
preserve the integrity of the public purpose associated
with the use of tax increment funds.
If House Bill
3838 were to become law, effectively tax allocation
bonds will become taxable
instruments.
The entire
redevelopment
process
as
shaped
by
the
State
of
California's Health and Safety Code will no longer
be recognized as a public purpose but will be categorized
as "non-essential" activities.
Even the nomenclature
is an anathema to localities which have put years of
effort to the revitalization of their downtowns and
neighborhoods using,
for
the most part,
local tax
resources.
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There are several specific issues I would ike to address
in House Bill 3838.
I would like to use some actua
projects to illustrate these concerns.
Market Street Square
In San Diego we represent
Agency
as though we were private ent
urs representi
our own interests.
We structure our business transactions to yield the greatest financial return to the
Agency
even if it means taking an
side
position in the project to recoup revenues from projects
which can't bear up-front costs.
For example, the
Market Street Square project is 192 units of both market
rate and low income housing un1ts (an 80/20% mix .
The project has received a Housing Deve
Grant
from the U.S. Department of Housing
Urban Deve
ment.
The low income units are locked in for 25 years.
The land is leased by the Agency to the developer for
55 years and the land and improvements revert to the
Redevelopment Agency at the end of the lease.
Because
front-end costs are difficult for the project the
will participate in the net cash flow from the project
for the term of the lease.
This is an innovat
award-winning project which we apparently
ll not
be able to repeat in the future unless taxable bonds
are used to acquire the land.
House
11 3838 would
preclude this kind of project because:
l.

The Marina Redevelopment Project area is only
acres (a 160-acre minimum Project area is
by the Bill to issue tax-exempt bonds).

125
red

2.

The House intent appears to be that the rece
of revenue by the Agency after the lease of the
would be considered a "loan" to the devel
oper and therefore not a tax-exempt bond.
~ve could
give the land away (pre
ng we could satis
State and Federal law which
res the sale of
at fair market value).
It is difficu
to rationalize how the give away of the land would
further the public purpose of the project.
Our
choice then:
inequitably benefit the
r
by receiving only the purchase price affordable
at the front end (thereby preserving the tax exempt
status of the tax allocation bonds), or sell taxable
bonds to assemble the land so we can recoup revenues
throughout the life of the project.
With the
giveaway the developer benefits but the bonds are
tax exempt (fewer bonds must be so
for initial
project costs).
With on-going Agency financial
participation in the project, taxable bonds must
be sold, meaning more tax increment is necessary
to sell the bonds needed for the project.
The
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loser in either scenario is the local and state
taxpayers
whose
best
interests
are
clearly
to
minimize project costs by issuing the least debt
possible while maximizing public agency revenues
from private sources.
Park Row and Marina Park
These are 446 market rate condominium units constructed
in the Marina residential area beginning in 1981.
They
are a part of our overall strategy for creating a
socially
and
economically
integrated
residential
neighborhood downtown.
To date in Marina we have constructed 429 low and moderate income rental housing
units and these 446 mid-range sales condominiums. Market
Street Square, the Marina Palms Project (just breaking ground, now) and the planned construction this
year of 250 units of low and moderate income units
wi 11 shortly bring us to 719 low and moderate income
rental units and 778 market rate rental and sales units.
Our goal and the State law requirement is that within
our Marina and Columbia Project areas, at Project completion, at least 15% of all housing will be for low and
moderate income households.
Once these just-mentioned projects are occupied, newly
constructed low and moderate income units will comprise
48% of these Project areas.
The reason for this statistic is that we have been very vigilent to produce low
and moderate income units wherever possible to "get
ahead" of our 15% requirements.
We were looking forward
to creating additional market rate housing in the area
in future years.
Downtown now suffers from the perception of only low income housing opportunities and only
new market rate projects will balance the community
as intended.
Tax-exempt bonds to acquire land for
such market rate projects in the future would be precluded by HB 3838 because:
1.

Marina at 125 acres and Columbia at 156.08 acres
are below the 160-acre threshold for the sale of
tax exempt bonds.

2.

Solely market rate projects are prohibited by the
Bill. While we have preferred to mix the occupancies
of our rental housing projects, and therefore do
not necessarily oppose the Bill's 20% lower income
requirement for rentals, the restrictions on prices
which could be charged for all sales housing are
incredibly onerous and would preclude the balanced
approach sought for the downtown area.

Horton Plaza
The key to down town
Horton Plaza retail

San Diego's revitalization is the
center completed in August, 1985

- 81 after more than ten years of negotiation and
ation.
No State or
ral
f
s
but tax allocation
were key
its f
plan.
If
Horton P
would require taxab
bonds because
l.

The Horton Plaza Project area, at 41.5
not meet House
11 3838's 160-acre
size.

to
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acres,

s

ject

2.

The Agency participates in the net cash flow of
, as much as posthis project to recoup, over t
sible of the $33 million public investment required
to make the project feasible.
Participation
such projects in the future may, as earlier described, be ruled out under HB 3838.

3.

The kinds of activities which go on in Horton P za
would make tax allocation bonds taxable if House
Bill 3838 had been on the books in earlier years.
For examp , HB 3838 prohibits the use of tax
bonds to assemble land where retail
services or recreation or entertainment facilities
are subsequently developed.
Can you
ne
ng
to revitalize a downtown without permitting such
uses?
This is the heart of our region to which
we are applying CPR.
Not only are rna jor resident
and visitor attractions essential to bringing the
downtown back, but neighborhood retail and restaurants are required to create a viable residential
community.

Timing of Debt Instruments
Redeve
is
successful only when opportunities
can be seized by the public agency as they arise.
House
11 3838 places tax allocation bonds under
State
vo urne
in
ition with many other
s and
tting localit es'
redeve
in
titian
inst one another.
a cap as
now proposed is totally insufficient for the needs
of Ca ifornia.
Even the procedure
red to
1
with vo
limitations would
be
onerous.
Getting
in line to finance local programs is counter-productive.
Tax allocation bonds are repaid from local taxes.
are local monies most efficiently directed local
To the extent funds must go through a statewide ranking
or first come - first served s
, local sta fs will
sit on their hands waiting for financial resources
to implement programs.
What if Taxable Bonds?
There is a domino effect which is very
assess if tax allocation bonds become
result of final passage of tax reform

to
as
lat

a
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For example, if there is indeed a market for taxable
tax-secured bonds, our best guess is that, conservatively, interest rates
11 run 2% higher than tax-exempt
issues.
Using our Ma na Redevelopment Project as
an examp
we ran the fol
conservative calculations:
Assume:

15 city blocks slated for development to complete the Project over the next 15 years.
Average cost per block:
Total cost:
Approximate bond requirements
at par:

Assume:

$5.5 million
$82.5 million
$100.0 million

Taxable rate 11% versus Tax Exempt rate of
9% on 20 year paper.
Interest paid using Tax Exempt:

$119,093,000

Interest paid on Taxable Bonds:

$151,151,200

Additional Interest Costs
(or approximately a 27% increase):

$ 32,058,200

The effect of
additional $32.0 million in the above
examp
is not only the diversion of tax increment
which could have been used for hard project costs to
financing costs, but the prolongation of the redevelopment process itself since more tax increment must be
available before bonds can be sold at higher, taxable
interest rates.
This delay effect (not factored in
the above example) would actually increase the $32
million difference over time. The tax increment diverted
to increased financing costs and the resultant prolongation of the redevelopment process mean that local taxing
jurisdictions are deprived of the more than $32 million
in this example, since such tax increment would have
reverted to such jurisdictions upon repayment of Redevelopment Agency debt.
Why Struggle to Keep the Tax Exempt Status of Tax
Allocation Bonds?
The commitment cities have to their own economic wellbeing leads us involved in program implementation to
believe that local programs will continue redevelopment
by using taxable financing if that is our only recourse.
As illustrated above, taxable financing will prolong
the redevelopment process and create incredible job
security for us in the profession.
So, why am I here

- 83 asking you to assist with Congress to fight what,
least in the House, became obvious as the inevitable?
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It is a matter of principle and common sense. Redeve
ment, when properly administered pursuant to the safeguards provided by California's Community Redevelopment
Law, is clearly a public purpose.
Local jurisdictions
use their own local tax resources to provide an appropriate financing mechanism to implement the redevelopment
process. Some of our cities and neighborhoods absolute
suffer from economic obsolesence and the private sector
acting alone cannot and will not restore economic health
to these areas without public leadership and financial
participation where necessary.
Not only does redeve
ment deal with physical blight but with the basic needs
of our citizens such as housing and jobs.
For example,
San Diego's Horton Plaza retail center not only provides
a source of shopping and entertainment for our citizens
and visitors, and needed tax revenues to our communi
and to the State, but it provides jobs - 2,000 entry
level jobs to date.
Twenty-five percent of these jobs
were directly filled through the Private Industry Council
in San Diego so that we know statistically that 72%
of these 25% were minority, 70% came from families
with incomes less than $10,000 and 57% came from neighborhoods with chronic poverty and unemployment.
The House did not understand that effective redevelopment
requires a public-private partnership.
We need the
flexibility to structure the best business transactions
possible for the public sector.
Congress initially
attempted to blanket all redevelopment activities with
the definitions of nonessential function bonds
i.e. ,
land-write downs were equated with a non-governmental
person's use of bond proceeds in a trade or business,
and the Agency's financial participation in a project
after sale
the land was equated with a loan to a
non-governmental person.
The House-passed legislation
at least seems to recognize the folly of this extreme,
although on
after a few stout souls threw themse
s
under the wheels.
Unfortunately, rather than grapple
effective
with the reality that tax allocation bonds
- secured by taxes - were an entirely different animal
than the industrial development bonds Congress was
clearly out to curtail, the House threw a confused
alternative at us - the "qualified redevelopment bond."
The definition of such a bond provided by the House
legislation
contains
nonsensical
requirements.
For
example,
although all of San Diego's redevelopment
areas represent less than 3% of the City's total assessed
valuation (thereby successfully falling below HB 3838 's
10% maximum assessed valuation threshold), only one
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·Of the City's eight redevelopment areas is larger than
HB 3838 's required 160-acre minimum Project size.
In
addition, HB 3838 leaves so much to interpretation
that agencies wou
stalemated for years while bond
counsels and the IRS sought to define which bonds might
meet the qualified redevelopment bond test.
The issue
is further complicated by the differences nationally
in the nuances of tax increment financing as authorized
in varying states.
Assuming a Project could get by all of the technicalities
of a qualified redevelopment bond, the House has thrown
us into state volume caps for issuance.
Most other
types of bonds in the volume cap categories are repaid
from other than tax revenues.
It is clearly inappropriate to place in competition
such diverse activities
as veterans mortgages and student loans, airports and
redevelopment of blighted areas.
Why should clearly
public
purpose,
tax-supported
bonds,
such
as
tax
allocation bonds, be in any way subject to some sort
of artificial restaint as the volume cap?
The biggest problem of all with the House-passed legislation is that it is not clear.
If the Senate chooses
to work over the confused House legislation it is likely
the issues will become even less defined.
The solution?
Simply stated,
tax allocation bonds
are clearly not nonessential function bonds.
Bonds
secured solely---by increases in property taxes and used
solely for redevelopment purposes should be clearly
stated as traditional public purpose bonds.
Redevelopment has been recognized by Congress and state
legislatures throughout the country as a valid and
important public purpose for decades.
Both federal
and state courts have determined that redevelopment
is a public purpose which justifies the use of eminent
domain to acquire private property because the elimination of blight is a public purpose which is directly
related to the health, safety and welfare of our nation.
To push us to taxable financing would fly in the face
of conventional logic.
I urge your aggressive support to redevelopment agencies
in this State and nationally.
Please urge the Senate
and Congress to clearly state in the tax reform legislation that tax allocation bonds are traditional public
purpose bonds and that such proceeds may be used by
the public agency without artificial, counter-productive
restraints posed by definitions such as "consumer loans,"
"nonessential function bonds" or "qualified redevelopment
bonds."

SUMMARY OF JlEMA.RKS
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CALIFOJUUA LEGISLATURE

LOCAL GOVE:DMENT

BY

FIRST VICE PRESIDElfr

E.F. :mr.ITOB & COMPABY INC.
SAN FR.ABCISCO, CALIFOJUUA

Subject:

Potential Impact of Federal Tax Reform Act of 1985
(HR 3838) on Local Government

Topic:

Health Care Facilities, Airports, Wharves and Docks

General:

Effective Date - Retention of the January 1, 1986 effective date
when final legislation is not in place serves no useful purpose,
but

in fact

confusion and uncertainty among issuers,

counsel and purchasers and

investors

of municipal

securities.

Certainly a more reasonable approach would be to establish an
effective date upon or after

enactment so

ramifications may be more clearly understood.

that

its

specific

The Congressional

fear of another rush to market if the effective date is changed
is

probably unfounded since the pipeline was mostly empty by

December 31, 1985.

- 86 Prohibition Against Early Issuance - The requirement that 5% of

net

proceeds

must

be

spent

restriction that does not
requirements

for

sub-contractor
could

be

take

construction

selection

imprudent

within 30 days

and

into

is

consideration basic

bidding,

contract

materials

ordering.

expenditures

of

an arbitrary

funds

time

finalization,
The

without

result
adequate

controls and the sequential and more expensive sale of smaller
issues

to

fund succeeding portions of a single project.

The

sequential sale of lease-secured obligations may not be possible
because there is no assurance that the project will be completed
until the final issue of securities funds the final contract.

Arbitrage Limitations - These limitations will increase financing
costs because

interest earnings

in excess

of interests costs

during construction will no longer be available to the previous
extent to reduce the original size of an issue.

The increased

interest requirements over the term of an issue will far exceed
the arbitrage during construction that is foregone.

Computations and Reporting - An entirely new level of advisors,
with their attendant fees, will be required to monitor and report
on earnings yields, uses of proceeds, percentages of completion
and uses of the completed facilities, to name a few.

Hospitals (50l(c)(3))

Hospitals clearly serve an essential public purpose, and to include such
facilities within a volume cap will deny the public access to adequate health
care.

Under the formula proposed in HR 3838, the limit for 50l(c)(3) hospital
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financing will be far less than historical experience.
reasonable

to

treat

a

50l(c)(3)

hospital

as

if

it

It does not
were

seem

a

for-profit

the

preceeding

institution, which in fact HR 3838 does.

In

addition,

the

general

restrictions

mentioned

in

paragraphs will directly affect the costs of health care; this at a time when
assistance from other sources is declining.

Airports, Wharves and Docks

These facilities are affected to a lesser extent than hospitals and other
.. qualified nonessential function bonds", but present a more ominous danger of
losing their tax exempt status if certain use of proceeds provisions of HR
3838 are not strictly observed.

The loss of tax exemption is retroactive to

the date of issuance, which places the threat on the innocent investor.
uncertainty will

create a

two

tier market,

with securities

This

issued after

December 31, 1985 carrying higher interest rates than those issued prior to
that date.

It is axiomatic that increased costs are passed on to the ultimate

consumer (i.e., the general public).

Conclusions

It is apparent that the HR 3838, as it pertains to municipal financing,
will increase the costs of state and local government, health care, travel,
and both airborne

and waterborne goods.

imposed on the public at large.

These

costs will ultimately be

Moreover, essential public projects that do

not meet the restrictive definitions of HR 3838 will be unreasonably delayed
or

even abandoned

volume caps.

in the

competition for allocations under the stringent
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THE Pi\RSONS CORPORJ\TlO:J

My name is Bob Davidson.

I am a Senior Vice President of The Parsons

Corporation.
For those of you who may not be familiar with Parsons, it is one of the world's
largest engineering/construction organizations.
Pasadena, California.

We are headquartered in

Units of Parsons have been actively engaged in the

planning, design and construction of local infrastructure projects for over
90 years.

We are 100% employee owned.

company wholly owned by its employees.

In fact, we are the largest

u.s.

A large number of those employees

live and work in California.
On behalf of Parsons and California Business for Infrastructure, I appreciate
this opportunity to address the Committee and share Parsons experience and
thinking about meeting California's enormous infrastructure needs.

I would

also very much like to express our appreciation to Senator Marks and the
other members of this Committee for your support and authorship of Senate
Bill 163 which takes important steps toward eliminating barriers to the
ization of wastewater treatment facilities for California cities and
towns.

Two of our privatization clients, San Luis Obispo County and the

Santa Ana Watershed Protection Agency, are also appreciative of this committee's leadership in opening opportunities for privatization.
Recen~ federal legislation, and here I am talking about Gramm-Rudman

Hollings and proposed changes in the United States Tax Code, are clear
indications that the federal government is reaching a very real limit on
its ability to solve state and local problems.
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Unless Congress can come up with a program to contain and eventually reduce
the federal deficit, Gramm-Rudman-Hollings or some similar form of emergency
legislation may be the only way that America can put its financial house in
order.

As for the specific impacts of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings, it is readily

apparent that this legislation will focus a large share of federal budget
cuts on revenue-sharing programs with state and local government and on
programs that support infrastructure projects -- projects including wastewater grants, large western water programs, regional transportation programs,
mass transit, airports -- and the list goes on.

The point is that state

and local governments are going to bear increased responsibility for
their

programs.

As the role of the federal government shrinks, it is

likely that local governments are going to turn to the state for aid.

And

the state, especially committees like yours, are going to be faced with
raising revenues and expanding programs or looking at new ways for local
governments to deve

the means to so

own problems.

At the same time that Gramm-Rudmann-Hollings is reducing the federal role,
proposed changes in the United States Tax Code are going to make it more
difficult to raise revenues at the state and local level.

Elimination of

deductions for state and local taxes will increase taxes for Californians.
For our industry, the proposed changes will make

more difficult to

attract-private investment to local infrastructure projects.
\Ve share the Committee's concern with current actions in Washington and
agree that the administration, the Senate and the House need to know what
their actions mean to us here in California.
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Private enterprise knows what it means to live within a budget, to remain
lean, to be competitive for services and prices.

As we consider the

s

of a diminished federal presence, we believe that the private sector can
play an important role in stretching the remaining public purse.
our pioneering efforts in the privatization of wastewater and water
treatment facilities we have come to have a healthy respect for officials at
the local government level.

Working with these dedicated officials, we havP

privatization at the local level works.
ln Arizona, Alabama, Pennsylvania and California we have found that
privatization of public services makes a great deal of sense.
o The private sector can work faster and has the right incentives
to get the job done.
o The private sector has the flexibility to achieve increased labor
efficiency.

We can reward success.

can structure financings that meet
o

fie needs.

Under current law, the private sector can couple taxfinancing with tax benefits.

This coupling is saving the citizens

of Chandler, Arizona, over $1,000,000 per year on their new
wastewater treatment plant.
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o

Private sector financings can preserve scarce bonding capacity for
the highest priority public projects.

In the next few years the most important thing that the Governor and
Assembly can do is create opportunities for local governments to solve
local problems -- to remove barriers that inhibit local initiative -barriers that restrict local bidding processes and result in inefficient
facility and service delivery systems -- barriers that require inordinate
delays and red tape for local government to obtain "approvals" from state
agencies to solve local problems -- barriers that result in inefficient
manpower utilization.
I'm talking about increasing the opportunity for local government and
state agencies to consider privatization of services as an alternative.
I stress the word alternative.
What can this Committee and the Assembly do to help?
o

You have already taken steps with Senate Bill 163.

As experience

is gained in implementing this legislation, we will no doubt need
to refine its provisions and streamline the implementation process.
o

Work with appropriate state finance agencies to keep the flow of

--tax-exempt

Industrial Development Bonds going, at least until final

action in Washington on the tax bill.
we have to.

Let's not close doors before
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Pursue discuss

local

ways to

r

ities

se

the local level for the
o

cials

Resist

sion

and services.

ation to create new bureaucratic structures
es, committees, task

state bureaucracy will on

a

the

and the like.
result in state

the bleeding off of precious dollars for state salaries and
administration.
program.

Learn from experience of EPA clean water

Sure, there were grants, but to

s

, cit es and

towns had to stand in line, had to meet obscure and irrelevant
federal guidelines and spend 30 to 40 percent more money than
should have had local government taken

init

ive in the

rst

place.
Certainly, there are going to be problems as California
share

its responsibilities for 1n
ties.

We urge you to

work with
ence
"mak

an

do with less."

to

se to

ization has shown us that our c
By working smarter, invo

our municipal clients are, in fact,

not

s

private indus
that enable them to

maintain and improve local services.
sun®arize ... Parsons and California Business

urge th
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you

to

in Senate Bill 163.
explore new horizons for innovation

municipal

• encourage competitive turnkey
, construction and operation of local
We are

i

alternat
Thank you.

vate

se can prov

FEDERAL TAX REFORM ACT
TESTIMONY FROM GARY PETERSON, FRESNO COUNTY AUDITOR-CONTROLLER
MR. CHAIRMAN, COMY.ITTEE MEMBERS, MY
COUNTY AUDITOR-CONTROLLER.

NAY~

IS GARY PETERSON, FRESNO

I AM HERE TODAY REPRESENTING THE ASSOCIATION

OF COUNTY AUDITORS AliD WILL DISCUSS THE FEDERAL TAX REFORM ACT AS PASSED
BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
LET ME STATE AT TEE OUTSET THAT MY ASSOCIATION HAS NOT TAKEN A POSITION
ON FEDERAL TAX REFORY..

I AM HERE TODAY TO POINT OUT WHAT MAY BE A MASSIVE

INCREASE IN WORKLOAD FOR
COSTS FOR COUNTIES.
THE ACT.

COU1~Y

AUDITORS AND INCREASED ADMINISTRATIVE

SPECIFICALLY, I REFER TO TITLE XIII, SECTION 145, OF

THAT SECTION WOULD REQUIRE THAT LOCAL GOVERNMENT PROVIDE TO

EACH PROPERTY TAXPAYER AN ANNUAL WRITTEN NOTICE OF THE AMOUNT PAID IN
PROPERTY TAXES.

I ASSUME THAT THAT NOTICE WOULD BE IN THE FORM OF AN

IRS FORM 1099, MISCELLANEOUS.

CURRENT LAW DOES NOT REQUIRE SUCH A NOTICE;

IT IS UP TO THE INDIVIDUAL'TAXPAYER TO REPORT THAT AMOUNT WHEN FILING
FEDERAL INCOME TAX FORMS.

NO BACK-UP DOCUMENT IS NECESSARY, SINCE COUNTY

RECORDS ARE AVAILABLE SHOULD A PERSON FACE AN AUDIT.
THE IRS FORM 1099 IS CURRENTLY USED BY THE AUDITOR ONLY FOR REPORTING
INCOME EARNED BY A PERSON WORKING UNDER A CONTRACT TO A COUNTY.

TYPICALLY,

A 1099 WOULD BE PROVIDED TO A SUB-C017RACTOR WHO PERFORMED A SPECIFIC JOB
OF LIMITED DURATION.

I WOULD POINT OUT THAT THE FORM 1099 CURRENTLY IN

USE WOULD NOT SUFFICE FOR REPORTING PROPERTY TAXES AND WOULD PROBABLY HAVE
TO BE REVISED.
IN YOUR HANDOUT YOU WILL NOTICE A SAMPLE OF AN IRS FORM 1099.

IT

2
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CC:t.'TAINS THE RECIPIENT'S NA'({E, ADDRESS, AND CITY AND STATE.

HOWEVER, IT

ALSO REQUIRES THAT TEE RECIPIENT'S IDEh?IFICATION NUMBER BE PROVIJED.
THAT

N~1BER

~HE

IS COMM01LY KNOWN AS THE SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER.

CONCERNS 0?

~HE

ASSOCIATION OF COUNTY AUDITORS CAN BEST BE STATED

BY OUTLINING THE PROBLEMS IlffiERENT IN IMPLEMENTING THIS PART OF THE
FEDERAL TAX
1.
CAP~URE

CURRENT
THIS

ACT.

REFOR~

PROCESSING SYSTEMS WOULD HAVE TO BE REVAMPED TO

DA~A

INFORY~TION

FOR EACH OWNER BY PARCEL NUMBER WITHIN A COUh~Y.

THAT INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE, BUT NOT IN THE FORMAT NECESSARY TO COMP:r..ETE
TEE IRS FORM 1099.

T3EREFORE, A REWRITE OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR

AUDITORS WOULD BE NECESSARY.
2.

ASSUMING THAT

BE IN SECURING THE

~PROGRAMMING

~AXPAYER

IS ACCOMPLISHED, THE NEXT PROBLEM WOULD

IDENTIFICATION

~UMBER.

SINCE THAT DATA IS

NOT NOW REQUIRE!), IT 710ULD BE NECESSARY TO CONTACT EACH PROPERTY TAXPAYER
IN AN EFFORT TO

OBTAI~

MULTIPLE OWNERS.

THIS

I~70R~~TION.

IN ADDITION, MANY PARCELS HAVE

WOULD EACH OWNER HAVE TO BE CONTACTED?

TO BE PESSIMISTIC,

B~

I DO NOT MEAN

I FEEL THAT 100% C0¥2LIANCE WOULD NEVER BE OBTAINED.

LETTERS FROM TAXING AUTHORITIES SEEKING ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ARE NOT
TOP PRIORITY TO A TAXPAYER.

IT IS ANTICIPATED THAT THIS WOULD BE THE MOST

DIFFICULT PART OF THE LAW WITH WHICH TO COMPLY.

3.

ALTHOUGH I DO I:OT SPEAK FOR ASSESSORS, IT APPEARS THAT THEY, TOO,

WOULD BE AFFECTED.

T3EIR DATA SYSTEMS WOULD ALSO HAVE TO BE REVISED SO

THAT IN THE FUTURE AL:. PROPERTY
IDENTIFICATION
AT~ACHED

TAXPAYE~S

WOULD HAVE TO PROVIDE A TAXPAYER

N~!BER.

TO THIS STATEMEtiT IS DATA

IS TAKEN FROH A

DECE'!·~3ER

REh~TING

TO THE LOCAL TAX ROLL.

IT

1984 REPORT, TE:E L.,;,TEST AVAILABLE, PROVIDED BY

THE STATE BOARD OF EQuALIZATION AND COVERS FISCAL YEAR 1983-84.
SHO\':S THAT THERE ·.r;AS !N T:tE STATE OF

CA:IFO~NIA:

TRAT REPOR':'

3
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ON THE LOCAL TAX
THIS REPORT WAS PREPARED.
THE COST OF IMPLEMENTING
REFORM ACT WILL COST A LARGE

..
IN COMPUTER PROGRAMMING.,
WILL RUN IN THE MILLIONS.,

FROM
IS NO WAY TO

ON-GOING COST FOR ADDITIONAL STAFF TO

WORKLOAD, BUT THAT, TOO, WILL BE EXPENSIVE.,
TIME IS FOR THE COST OF

I

ION

POSTAGE

TAXPAYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

OF

I WOULD THINK THAT A MINIMUM

IRS FORM 1099 ..
AN

EXPENSE.

277,

IN MY COUNTY OF

SECURED AND UNSECURED UNITS ON THE
COULD WELL APPROACH $300,000,.

IS

OF

AND ADMINISTRATION:

FOR

1)

REQUESTING

TAXPAYER IDENTIFICATION

DO NOT COMPLY, Ahu 3)

FINAL

CLOSE TO ACCURATE, IT IS

1099 ..

AT

TOTAL COST OF JUST

..
COUNTY AUDITORS IS CONCERNED ABOUT THE
ACT
COST

COUNTIES,.

I

AS. THE :NEW

IONAL WORKLOAD AND INCREASED

NOT NECESSARY TO REQUIRE POSITIVE
ONUS

REMAIN ON THE PERSON
AMOUNT OF PROPERTY TAXES

PA

HAS

I

ON

Ah~

INDIVIDUAL

4
TAXPAYER SIY~LY BY CHECKING WITH-A 9ComiTY AUDITOR.
#

MY ASSOCIATION BELIEVES THAT THE
BE PROVIDED TO THE FEDERAL

INFOffi'~TIOK CO~~AI~~D

GOVERm~E~~.

IN MY

STATE~8!fr

THE NEGATIVE FISCAL IMPACT

ON CALIFORNIA IS SIGNIFICANT AND SHOULD BE CONSIDERED BY THE CONGRESS AS
C01~INUES

TO CONSIDER THE FE)ERAL TAX REFORM ACT.

THA!iK YOU MR.
QUESTIONS.

CP~IR~~N

AND COMMITTEE Y.EY.BERS.

I WILL BE

F~PPY

TO
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~~.
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Department of the Treasury · !merna I Revecue

•
reYenue

of

United States.

3, 1985
STARK,

Mr.

New York, Mr. HEFTEL of

Mr.

PEASE,

Mr.

MATsm,

Dakota, Mrs. KENJ'..'EL-

nfr.

intra-

Committee on Ways and

States.
H ou.se of Represent a2

a8sembled,

3
cited as

4

5
6

OF
Internal Revenue Code of 1985 enacted.
coordination v.1th section 15.

3. Amendment of 1985

"Tax
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ss mcome

section
REPORTING OF I.KCOME TAXES AA'D

145.

TAXES.

REAL A('\D PERSONAL
GE~""ERAL.-Subsection

(a) of

lating to State and local income- tax refunds) is amended
read as follows:
"(a) REQUIREMENT OF REPORTING.-Every person
who, \\rith respect to any individual, during any calendar
yearH(l) makes payments of refunds of State or local

mcome

(or allows credits or offsets with respect

to such taxes) aggregating $10 or more, or
"(2) receives payments of State or local mcome

taxes or real or personal property taxes aggregating

$10 or
or

name

or

individual v:ith respect to whom a payment described in paragraph (1), credit, or offset was made or from whom a
described in paragraph (2) was received."
(b) TECH.\'1CAL ~ND:MENTS.-

(1) Subsection (b) of section 6050E (as amended

.lS
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1

2

the period at the

3
inserting 0r, in the case of paymen~s ;-::~:...
11

4

\,•·-..

5

paragraph (2), will not claim itemize~}:.

6

1 for the taxable year ..

7

payments are paid or incurred

8

' before the period at the end of ..

9

10

of section 6050E is amended to- ·,-

11

12

purposes of this section, the term·
means-

·.

f

•

~

_,"':"'

~-~

or employeeof

16
17

~.

payments of the

allowance of the credits or offsets),
or
payments described
or
appropriately designat-: ·:

21

section."

section heading for section 6050E
as

103 -

"Sec. 6050E.

m

1 taxable years beginning after
(b)

ma(}e

122

December 31, 1986, in taxable

1 PENSE

expenses
taxable

such

or

amendments
1

an

Testimony

Committee on local Government
Daniel J. Wall. legislative Representative

Mr. Chairman and Members, my name is Dan Wall and I am representing the County
Supervisors Association of California.
I certainly agree with the previous witness, Mr. Gerber, that the federal tax reform package
has serious and far reaching consequences for California's counties, and, I agree that we
need your help.
Tax Status of Bonds
The tax status of bonds is far and away the most troubling portion of HR 3838. Because of
the impact of Proposition 13 and because
relatively sluggish revenues in recent years,
bonds have become a key element of state and local finance. HR 3838 will jeopardize the
ability of all levels of government to
bond financing as tool for the funding of
infrastructure and economic growth.
Some of the main problems with bond provisions are:
o

The distinction between
eligible projects and non-public, ineligible projects
is arbitrary and nonsensicaL For example, a county administration building which
has a cafeteria or a snack bar would be classified as a non-public project and,
therefore, ineligible for non-taxable bond financing.

o

The County of Los Angeles, in its analysis, suggests that an unintended consequence
of HR 3838 will be to "seriously restrict or eliminate the county's plans to contract
with the private sector for services." Los Angeles is currently planning to use taxexempt bond financing to construct pharmacy and food service facilities which
would
by
sector employees under contract with the county. This
HR 3838.

o

HR 3838 would add significantly to the cost of bond financing. The financing of
the construction of the Van Nuys courthouse illustrates this point. It is estimated
that HR 3838 would add 2 l/2% to the interest rate for the 17 year bonds used to
finance the courthouse. This apparently small increase in the interest rate would
yield a 36% increase in the total cost to retire those bonds.

o

These proposed restrictions on bond financing come at a particularly bad time for
counties since the June ballot will have a measure to restore general obligation bond
authority to local government.
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Urban and suburban county budget problems probably derive more from the pressures of
expenditure increases than from dampened revenues. Health and welfare costs due to
increased case loads, court and jail costs, and the cost of liability insurance have simply
outstripped revenue growth. In fact the Legislative Analyst, after having visited a number
of counties, indicated to the Assembly Committee on Local Government in November that:
"... the growth rate of [county] discretionary revenue is lower than the rate at which
inflation and population are increasing. In combination with the higher rates of growth in
the cost of county matches, this appears to be causing significant reductions in service
levels in some locally controlled programs."
Superimposed over all of this is the prospect of the federal Gramm-Rudman expenditure
reductions. In his testimony before the Senate Committee on Budget and Fiscal Review
earlier this week, Mr. Hamm, the Legislative Analyst, indicated that Californians could
suffer up to $180 million in lost federal funds. The combined impact Gramm-Rudman and
the already deteriorating fiscal health of counties cannot withstand the prospect of federal
tax reform as contained in HR 3838. Mr. Chairman we ask your assistance in modifying
federal tax reform to preserve the fiscal integrity of California's counties.
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STATEMENT OF

RICHARD B. DIXON
TREASURER AND TAX COLLECTOR
OF LOS ANGELES COUNTY

SUBMITTED FOR
THE RECORD OF THE HEARING

BEFORE THE
LOCAL GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE
OF THE CALIFORNIA STATE SENATE
ON
JANUARY 29, 1986
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I am testifying as Treasurer of the County of Los Angeles,
ic o Treasurer of various districts, including ninety-six

f

chool districts, and as a member of the California Debt Advisory
Commiss on.

This testimony concerns the impact of federal income

tax reform as contained in HR 3838.

There are three main areas

of interest to State and local government:

tax-exempt public

f nance, tax favored savings plans, and the deductibility of State
and local taxes.

I would like to address each of these areas in

what I believe is their order of importance.

TAX

XEMPT PUBLIC FINANCE
R 3838 contains four major provisions which would seriously

impa t our ability to finance local operations.

These are:

1)

troactive effective dates, which cause uncertainty and
orresponding rate increases; 2) arbitrage limits, which require a
"rebate" of arbitrage earnings to the federal government; 3) the
so-called "ten percent rule," which would hold any bond issue to
co s st of taxable
pe c

~~nongovernmental

bonds

11

if the lesser of ten

or $10 million of the proceeds were nused" directly or
ectly by any person other than a State or local government

se o

a facility financed by the proceeds would be considered

use of those proceeds); and 4) elimination of pension bonds, which
are annuity contracts, purchased with bond proceeds, that fund
all or part of an agency's unfunded pension liability.
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These measures are intended to put an end to practices which
some observers feel are abuses of the current system; but they
are overly broad and will accomplish far more than closing
loopholes.

Adoption of these measures will have the unintended

effect of making it difficult for local governments to finance
many activities which are undoubtedly governmental, even in the
strictest sense of the term, and will also prevent business-like
efficient financial management.
1.

Tax Ref rm Effective Oat
HR 3838 contains an effective date of January 1, 1986
(September 26, 1985 for pension bonds).

It is critical that

the Senate quickly act to approve a prospective effective
date, as announced in the congressional resolutions.

Unless

this occurs, there will be tremendous uncertainty in all sectors of the economy, until the date of enactment, as to how
the economy is supposed to function.
Senate failure to clarify its intent to make public finance
reform provisions prospective will not slow debt issuance,
as projects and services must continue.

What will occur is

that uncertainty will cause increased rates, thereby
enlarging issue size.

This clearly works to the detriment of

both the Treasury and State and local governments.
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A County wishes to build a jail.

The cost of the project is

$100 million, and the jail will take three years to build.
Ordinarily, the County, on day one of the three year
construction period, would issue $100 million in "jail
bonds".

Since this is a public purpose project, the issue

would carry a tax-exempt interest rate.

For our purposes,

such a rate in today's market would be 7%.

The $100 million,

once received by the County from the sale of the bonds, would
be invested in U.S. Treasury securities.

Over the course of

the three year construction period, the $100 million would be
drawn down to pay off construction costs.

At the end of the

three years, all $100 million would be spent and the jail
would be built and ready for operation.

During the period of

construction, those funds invested in the Treasuries which
have not yet been disbursed would be earning interest at
market rates (in today•s market, roughly 9%).

The difference

between the "reinvestment" rate and the tax-exempt rate
(i.e., 9%-7% or 2%) is arbitrage income.

Because $2 million

will be earned in arbitrage income, the County will only need
to issue $98 million in jail bonds to generate the $100
million needed to build the jail.

Accordingly, the County's

jail bond issue will be sized at $98 million.
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On this last point, the Federal government has noted that
whatever loss of revenue arises from increased debt in the
marketplace will be more than offset by revenue in the form
of arbitrage rebated to the Federal government pursuant to
the new provision.

This argument, thought logical, is simply

not born out by the facts.

A review of the date available

form recent IDB issues shows that there will be no arbitrage
to be rebated to the Federal government.
As derived from a wide sampling of major IDB issuers around
the country, including such agencies as the New Jersey
Economic Development Authority, the Massachusetts Industrial
Finance Agency, and the Economic Development Corporation of
Los Angeles County, the following picture has developed with
respect to IDB issues and arbitrage income.

That is, such

borrowers, faced with having to reinvest bond proceeds at a
higher rate, monitor the additional interest, and rebate it
to the Federal government have forsaken higher rates in favor
of reinvesting at rates equal to those on the bonds themselves.

As a result, there has been no arbitrage generated

and no rebate of such funds to the Federal government.

This

is precisely the same result that will be reached with
respect

to~

municipal issues if the rebate provision is

enacted as proposed.

Accordingly, there will be no arbitrage

revenue offsetting the loss of revenue arising from the
issuance of more tax-exempt public purpose debt.
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Opponents of so-called "private-purpose" bond issues argue
that they distort the economy, cause relocation of business
and jobs, and erode the federal income tax base.

Supporters

of these bonds claim that they are an efficient way to
stimulate the economy, have a positive effect on our balance
of payments problems by encouraging investments located in
the United States rather than overseas, and in practice have
little, if any, negative impact on Federal revenues.

The economic arguments on both sides are quite complex and
will not be resolved by this testimony.

Even if one were to

ignore the favorable arguments and accept the anti-bond
arguments, however, the ten-percent test would be the wrong
way to address the problem.

This is because it hits a far

broader target than that at which it is aimed.

It does not

merely prevent the possibility of private concerns benefiting
unfairly from favorable financing available to local
governments; rather, it would do away with a whole range of
financings, including those where the primary or sole purpose
of the project is undeniably governmental, no matter how
narrowly that term is construed.

For example, consider bonds issued to finance the
construction of a new county office building.

Presumably no

one would argue that this is anything other than a
governmental function.

But even so, the bonds would lose

16 -

at

t

en pe c n

f

the

bu ld ng were used by a nongovernmental

h

Sue

more tha

a situation is not hard to conceive.

For

sta ce, for the convenience of county employees, the
ding could contain a c
c uld contract

eter a.

In addition, the county

or such services as security, housekeeping,

c , where such services could be
the private section.
ying space,

ore economically provided

With these private enterprises

t would be easy for the county to run afoul of

en-percent test and the bonds would lose their
x-e empt statu •

mply d es not make sense to appl
ct on to

ch situa ions.

any user-based

Regardless of who runs the

et ria, it is obviously in the government's interest to
rovide a convenient place for its employees to have lunch.
t e

a e

r a is operated by a private company, the

oposal

s a m d (such as unfair

efficie t a locat on o
s) si p y a e no
0

subs

zation o

business locations

resent in this case;
a private

nterest.

he biggest pro lem with the ten-percent rule is that it will
a ay with the innovative, economically efficient and
apidly growing practice of "privatization."
im

Privatization

means that a governmental unit and a private firm
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work together in partnership to provide services for the community.

Privatization is rapidly spreading because it is

efficient and beneficial for both parties.

For instance,

sewage and solid waste disposal has become a highly complex
process.

It makes sense for local governments to contract

with private firms, which have expertise in the subject, to
design or operate complex disposal facilities.

This allows

the locality to have state-of-the-art facilities without
having to undergo the costly, time consuming, and wastefully
duplicative process of developing its own expertise in the
field.

In addition, the local government can shift the eco-

nomic risks of the transaction (for instance, a plant that
initially fails to meet performance specifications) to the
private party.

Finally, some of the most modern methods are

actually proprietary, and not available except through the
company which has developed the technology.
Similarly, many localities have found that the undeniably
governmental function of operating criminal correction
facilities is more efficiently carried out by private
contractors.

Indeed, the United States Department of Justice

recently sponsored a seminar encouraging such privatization.
Under HR 3838, however, such programs would be sharply
curtailed, at least for new facilities, since whatever
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eco omies would otherwise result from privatization could be
e than offset by increased borrowing costs resulting from
oss of tax-exempt status.

The examples offered are just the tip of the iceberg.

Indeed, Los Angeles County alone has saved more than $60
million over the last six years through effective use of privatization.
I

focusing on who uses the facility, as opposed to what

function the facility serves, the bill goes far beyond the
intention of preventing private exploitation of State and
local tax-exempt bonds.

Regardless of the views on the

propriety of funding shopping centers or industrial parks
with bond issues, local government must be able to continue
to use such financing for essential governmental services,
and should be free to decide the most efficient means of
roviding such services without worrying about running afoul
of the ten-percent rule.

nds
Under HR 3838, Pension Bonds are eliminated.

Elimination of

tax-exempt pension bonds increases costs and leaves large,
unfunded pension liabilities, America's "hidden deficit",
unaddressed.
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as a $2.7

o e

Los Angeles Coun y

llion unfunded pension

liability, the size of which dictates use of a prudent
financing mechan sm such as pension bonds.
share this problem, having

Other agencies

n many instances far more serious

unfunded liabilities.
Pension bonds offe

a mechanism for retiring these critical

"hidden deficits" which so commonly occur with defined
benefit pension plans.

This financing mec anism offers a

practical way by which government can retire liabilities and
transition to defined contribution plans such as 40l(k)
Savings Plans.
TAX-FAVORED

PLANS

Except for certain grandfat ered plans, HR 3838 prohibits the
public sector from using 40l(k) plans.

These plans permit

deferral of income tax and have proven to be a very popular method
for employees to take responsibility for their own futures.
While comprehensive stat sties are not available, the October 29,
1984 issue of

contains a survey

showing that 322 of the Fortune 500 firms maintain Section 40l(k)
plans, with some 30 additiona
a plan by 1985.

firms expecting to establish such

A recent survey of some 228 companies, which was

conducted by the Association of Private Pension and Welfare
Plans, shows that over 80 percent of those firms maintain Section
40l(k) p1ans, that almost 70 percent of their employees are

eligible to participate in such plans, and that of those eligible
employees, over 60 percent have elected to participate.
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Pension and Investment Age also reports that state and local
governments have established Section 40l(k) plans under which
more than 750,000 public sector employees are or soon will be
eligible to join.

For instance, Los Angeles County, the city of

Dallas, and the states of Tennessee, Colorado, Mississippi, NortW
Carolina, South Carolina, Utah, and Texas, have all either
implemented or are implementing such plans, or have received
determination letters form the Internal Revenue Service approving
plans which will be implemented soon.

It stands to reason that

even more states and localities would implement such plans if
they are not excluded for the public sector.
Under Section 40l(k), the employee can designate a portion of
his salary to be invested in a qualified profit sharing plan or
stock bonus· plan.

Federal income tax on the amount thus invested

is deferred until eventual withdrawal, as is tax on any amounts
earned out of the funds contributed.

The income is fully taxed,

however, upon withdrawn from the plan.

In addition, employers

but are not required to) make matching contributions to the
p a

~

as long as various nondiscrimination requirements are met.

The particularly appealing feature of the Section 40l(k) plan
is that it provides security; not just in the sense that amounts
set aside for retirement provide a measure of security, but in
the safeguards which the Code provides.

Amounts in a Section

40l(k) plan are placed in trust and are inviolate.

Thus, they are
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not subject to claims of creditors, whether of the employee or
the employer.

This insures that the employee wil

when he needs it.

get his money

In these days of budget deficits and financial

uncertainty for some public sector empl

ers, such protection is

not to be taken lightly.
In addition to security, Section 40l(k) plans provide a
number of benefits as compared to other types of retirement
plans.

Under Section 401(k), an employee is entitled to

contribute up to 25 percent (with a cap of $30,000) of his or her
salary per year, and the employer is permitted to make matching
contributions as
limits.

ong as t e combined total does not exceed those

In contrast, Ind vidual Retirement Accounts and

annuities only allow deferral of $2,000 per emp oyee, and there is
no matching feature.

Sect on 40l(k) plans are ful y funded,

"defined contribution" plans.

Thus, th

present a desirable

alternative to the possibility of unco trolled growth, and
corresponding inability to pay benefits when due, which is
associated with unfunded or underfunded public sector

11

defined

benefit" plans.
Let me illustrate this cruc al
as an example.

t

using Los Angeles County

Our defined be efit p an currently has assets of

$4.9 billion, with over $2.7 billion in unfunded liabilities.
Our 1985-1986 budget calls for $33 .1 mil ion in employer
contributions.

Roughly one-third of tha

employer contribution
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is to be applied this fiscal year pursuant to a 30-year
amortization schedule to fund our unfunded liabilities, based on
current mortality tables, with every likelihood that unfunded
liabilities will grow as lifespans lengthen.

Therefore, Los

Angeles County alone is spending over $100 million per year to
finance the unfunded liabilities its defined benefit plan has
already assumed.

A defined contribution plan, in contrast, would

not present any unfunded liability to future taxpayers.
Given all of these undeniable advantages, it would appear
that there would have to be compelling reasons for any scheme to
limit or eliminate Section 40l(k) coverage for public sector.
The one reason offered in support of this proposal is that, since
deferred compensation plans are available under Section 457,
"extension" of Section 40l(k) plans to public employees would be
"unnecessarily duplicative."
Section 457 is in no way an acceptable substitute for a
Section 40l(k) arrangement, since a Section 457 plan is unfunded,
and not protected by a trustee arrangement.

Amounts set aside

under Section 457 are available to general creditors of the
governmental employer.

The employee merely has an unsecured

contractual claim for his or her account.

As discussed

previously, I feel that defined contribution plans are far more
desirable than defined benefit plans from the employee•s -- and
taxpayer•s -- perspective; but the security provided by the
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trustee requirement of Section 40l(k) will be absolutely crucial
to achieving employee and union acceptance of any transition from
defined benefits to defined contributions.

For these reasons, it

is simply inaccurate to imply that availability of Section 457
would, in some way, make up for the

ass of Section 40l(k).

As shown above, relegating state and local government
employees to Section 457 would result in a real decrease in their
possibility for retirement security.
follow.

But other ill effects also

As demonstrated, the proposal has offered no rational

basis for distinctions between public and private sector
employees in this area.

Such discrimination will make it even

harder for state and local governments to get or keep a
high-quality work force.

If the states increase other pension

plans in order to counteract this effect, either local taxation
will have to be increased to provide the necessary revenues, or
already understaffed offices will have to be cut back even more.
Dedicated, productive public servants could not be blamed for
wondering whether they are indeed second-class citizens in the
eyes of the Federal Government.

DEDUCTIBILITY OF STATE AND LOCAL TAXES
There has been a great deal of publicity surrounding the
issue of the deductibility of state and local taxes.

The

administration proposal eliminated the deductibility of state and
local sales, income, real estate, and property tax.

HR 3838,

however, retains full deductibility of state and local taxes.
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I believe that the significance of the deductibility of state
and local taxes in California has been overstated.

Elimination of

the deductibility of tax is predicted to:
increase public resistance to taxation.
attract growth and development to low-tax states at the
expense of high-tax states.
Relatively speaking, California is not a high-tax state.

As

shown on Exhibit B, we rank 24th among states in regard to
state and local taxes as a portion of personal income.

Thus,

proportionately we would not suffer like Alaska and New York,
which ran number one and number three, respectively.

CONCLUSION
HR 3838 provisions concerning tax-exempt bonds and, to a
lesser degree, tax-favored savings plans, seriously impact state
and local government.

While there may be abuses which must be

curbed, these provisions extend far beyond any abuses, and will
impact directly and catastrophically upon financing for the very
ty e of fundamental governmental services which no one would
argue should be curtailed.
In effect, the inadvertant results of these proposals seem
to be that local governments are to be treated as just another
special interest which must be disciplined.

But, far from being
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a foe to be vanquished, State and local governments are
valuable partners to the Federal government, with both striving
for the same goal

the general health and well being of our

common constituency, the citizens of the United States.
This basic goal can best be met by each partner perfoming the
functions for which it is best suited, utilizing those tools most
particularly designed to effect those functions.

Tax-exempt

financing is a long established, efficient mechanism which
enables us to meet our duties to our citizens and tax-favored
savings plans provide a prudent alternative to defined benefit
pension plans with their growing unfunded liabilities.
should be retained.

They both

Exhibit A
1985-86

FACE RATE
DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT

(BASIS)
-----

ISSUE
DATE

NOTES AND BONDS

MATURITY

PAGE 1 of 3

REGISTERED/
BOND COUNSEL
-------

UNDERWRITER
------

PAYING AGENT
-----

COMMENTS/

BEARER
------

1l phur Springs
1ion School Dist.
lection 1970,
'ries C *

$

2,870,000

Various
6/1/85
6.5419% net
(360)

Multi-year
O'Melveny
June 1 and
& Myers
December 1
of each year
1986-1990

Bank of America,
NT & SA; Dean
Witter Reynolds,
Inc.; Stone &
Youngberg.

Treasurer (or
other fiscal
agencies of
County)

Registered
(Treasurer)

Rating:

Moodys-A

'whall School
lection 1970,
!ries F Bonds

$

3,165,000

6.65648%
Net 360

8/1/85

Multi-year
8-1 of each
1986-1992

First Interstate
et. al.

Treasurer (or
(other fiscal
agencies of Co.)

Registered/
(Treasurer)

Rating:

Moody s-A-l

4.90%
(30/360)

7/2/85

Merrill Lynch
Capital Markets
and Company

Security Pacific
National Trust
Comp. (New York)

Bearer

Rating:

MIG-1 SP-1+

Variable
(Act/365)

7/1/8'3

Merrill Lynch
Capital Markets
and Company

Bank America
Trust Comp. of
(New York)

Bearer

Rating:

MIG-1 SP-1+

Merrill Lynch
Capital Markets
and Company

Security Pacific
National Trust
Comp. (New York)

Bearer

Rating:

MIG-1 SP-1+

*

\ County 1985 TANs

600mm

' County TECP (TRANs)

,

County~Jb985

TRANs

250mm

lOOmm

N

6/30/86

O'Melveny

& Myers

O'Melveny

& Myers

6/30/86

O'Melveny

& Myers

50% of Prime 7/2/85
(Act/365)

6/30/86

O'Melveny

& Myers

rl

endale USD
85 TRANS

$

9,250,000

4.50%
(30/360)

7/1/85

6/30/86

Rutan & Tucker

Merrill Lynch
Capital Markets

Mfrs. Hanover/
Treasurer

Bearer

Rating:

MIG-1

Canada USD
85 TRANS

$

1,365,000

4.75%
(30/360)

7/1/85

6/30/86

Rutan & Tucker

SPNB

Mfrs. Hanover/
Treasurer

Bearer

Rating:

MIG-2

Paid by Auditor-Controller
m/B-36

PAGE 2 of 3

DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT

Pasadena USD
1985 TRANS

$ 11 ' 200 '000

Los Angeles USD
1985-86 TRANS

$115,000,000

FACE RATE
(BASIS)

ISSUE
DATE

MATURITY
DATE

4.55%
(30/360)

7/1/85

7/31/86

4.70%
(30/360
Series B)

7/2/85

BOND COUNSEL

PAYING
AGENT
-----

REGISTERED/
BEARER

COMMENTS/
STATUS

O'Melveny
Myers

Security Pacific
Capital Markets
Group

SPNB/Treasurer

Registered
(SPNB)

Rating:

MIG-1

O'Me1veny
Myers

Bank America
Captial Markets
Group; Merrill
Lynch Captial
Markets; Security
Pacific Capital

Bank America,
Trust Co. of
New York

Bearer

Rating:

MIG-1

&

7/1/86

UNDERWRITER

&

West Covina USD
1985 TRANS

$

1,850,000

4.98%
(30/360)

7/8/85

6/30/86

Brown, Wood,
lvey, Mitchell
& Petty

Crocker National
Bank

Treasurer

Bearer

Rating:

MIG-1

Covina-Valley USD
1985 TRANS

$

3,675,000

4.90%
(30/360)

7/24/85

6/30/86

Brown, Wood,
Ivey, Mitchell
& Petty

Crocker National
Bank

Treasurer

Bearer

Rating:

MIG-1

Las Virge~ USD
1985 TRANSN

$

2,600,000

4.90%
(30/360)

7/24/85

7/23/86

Brown, Wood
Ivey, Mitchell
& Petty

Crocker National
Bank

Treasurer

Bearer

Rating:

MIG-1

William S. Hart
Union High School
District 1985
TRANS

$

3,200,000

4.85%
( 30/360)

7/24/85

6/30/86

Brown, Wood
Ivey, Mitchell
& Petty

Crocker National
Bank

Treasurer

Bearer

Rating:

MIG-1

Torrance USD
1985 TRANS

$

4,750,000

5.4%
(30 /360)

7/31/85

7/30/86

Brown, Wood
Ivey, Mitchell
& Petty

Crocker National
Bank

Treasurer

Bearer

Rating:

MIG-2

.-I

mtm/B-37
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DESCRIPTION

-------

FACE RATE
{BASIS)

ISSUE
DATE

MATURITY
DATE

BOND COUNSEL

UNDERWRITER

-------

PAYING AGENT

------

REGISTERED/
BEARER

COMMENTS/
STATUS

a1nut Valley USD
985 TRANS

$

1,300,000

5.8%
( 30/360)

8/30/85

8/29/86

Brown, Wood
lvey, Mitchell
& Petty

Crocker National
Bank

Treasurer

Bearer

Rating: MIG-1

nte lope Valley
nion High School
istrict 1985
RANS

$

2,500,000

5.95%
(30/360)

10/1/85

6/30/86

Brown, Wood
Ivey, Mitchell
& Petty

Crocker National
Bank

Treasurer

Bearer

Rating: MIG-1

alos Verdes
eninsu1a USD
985 TRANS

$

3,690,000

5.75%
(30/360)

10/17/85

6/30/86

Rutan & Tucker

Citicorp Investment
Bank & Association

MFRS. Hanover/
Treasurer

Bearer

Rating: MIG-1

laremont USD
985 TRANS

$

1,325,000

6.35%
(30 /360)

12/23/85

12/22/86

Brown, Wood,
Ivey, Mitchell
& Petty

Crocker National
Bank

Treasurer

Bearer

Rating: MIG-2

.A. Community
ollege District

$ 21,700,000

6.10%
(30/360)

12/31/85

12/30/86

Browm, Wood,
Ivey, Mitchell
& Petty

Ehrlich Bober &
Company, Inc.

Citibank/
Treasurer

Bearer

Rating: MIG-1
Fiscal Agent:
Citibank
Letter of Credit:
Mitsubishi Trust

f~

7JilA45

EH:e

tm/B-37.
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N
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TOTAL STATE AND LOCAL TAX COLLECTIONS - 1983

Per $1,000 of Personal Income

3•
4.

Alaska
Wyoming
New York
D. C.

$330.26
202.34
15 3 . 49
144.62

29.
30.
31.
32.

Illinois
Connecticut
Georgia
North Dakota

5•
6.
7.
8.

Minnesota
Wisconsin
Hav-Jaii
Montana

132.21
131. 83
128.73
125.53

33.
34.
35.
36.

Ohio
Oklahoma
Nevada
North Carolina

102.60
102.56
102.51
101.83

9

Michigan
Vermont
Maine
Rhode Island

124.52
121.77
120.99
120.32

37.
38.
39.
40.

Kentucky
Mississippi
Virginia
Idaho

100.69
100.33
99.70
99.27

regon
Massachusetts
New Mexico
Washington

119.48
117.56
116.58
114. 42

41.
42.
43.
44.

Colorado
Kansas
South Dakota
Alabama

97.75
96.64
95.81
93.62

Utah
West Virginia
New Jersey
Maryland

113.03
111.80
111.74
111.31

45.
46.
47.
48.

Texas
Arkansas
Missouri
Tennessee

93.04
92.34
91.90
90.93

De a are
IFORNIA

109.18
108.53
108.37
108.32

49.
50.
51.

Indiana
Florida
New Hampshire

90.48
90.39
89.35

Neb aska
Pennsylvania
South Carolina
ouisiana

108.08
106.99
105.29
104.48

u. s . Average

10.
11 .
12.

.

15 .
16.

7
18.

.

2

izo a

.

2

27.
8

$104.09
103.77
103.23
102.68

$110.67

Public Securities Association
40 Broad Street
New
NY 10004-2373
(212) 809-7000
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PROVISIONS ON MUNICIPAL BONDS IN TAX-REFORM PROPOSAL COULD INCREASE
STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT BORROWING COSTS BY $43 BILLION BY 1990

NEW YORK CITY--Local and state governments might have to pay an
additional $43 billion in interest costs by 1990 if provisions on
municipal bonds in the recently passed House of Representatives
tax-reform bill becomes law.
The Public Securities Association (PSA) released today a
preliminary cost analysis of the impact of these provisions on
local and state governments based on 1985 bond volume.
Every state, and the governments therein, would be adversely
affect

Increased borrowing costs could range from a high of

more than $4 billion in California to $30 million in Idaho.
Provisions relating to municipal bonds were part of a tax
reform bill passed by the House in late December.
provisions would
tax-exempt bo

ohibit local

s for a wi

These

state governments from issuing

variety of activities, such as

pollution control; would sharply ration the amount of bonds that
these governments could issue for an even larger area of public
interest activities such as health care, housing, and job
creation; would include the interest income earned by investors
from these rationed bo

s in the proposed alternative minimum tax;
(more)
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a wide variety of other restrictions, regulations and

1

e

i

ements that would affect essentially every municipal bond

ssue.
se provisions would have one inexorable result," said

II

at

r Ruth, Executive Director of the Public Securities

sociation -- "they would sharply drive up the cost of borrowing
local and state governments regardless of the project,
regardless of the purpose being served."
She pointed out that the House Ways

& Means Committee

estimated that the provisions on municipal bonds would raise less
than $4 billion by 1990 to the Federal Treasury.
"In arriving at the projected $43 billion increase in
borrowing costs for local and state governments, we used the same
pre

tions employed by House Ways and Means and the Treasury

partment in forecasting revenue gains at the Federal level," Ms.
th noted.

"A. first observation," she said, "is that no rational person
1 eve that

ca

i

ion in revenues.
t si

i

fate of reforming the Federal tax code rests

t

A second observation is equally

ly is not fair for state and local governments,
s, to have to pay so high a price when it is

solutely unnecessary."
PSA analysis of the 1985 municipal bond volume, compared
to t

House proposal that would limit the number of many bond

issues, shows that three times as many bonds were issued last year
f r

alth care and private higher education than would be

rmitted under the House proposals.
(more)
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Forty eight states and the District of Columbia (Mississippi
and Wyoming are the exceptions) would have to curtail their
support of non-profit hospitals, in most cases drastically.
Five states - California, Texas, Pennsylvania, Florida, and
New York, issued more tax-exempt bonds last year to support
non-profit hospitals and other private sector health care than
would be permitted nationwide.
"Another observation is obvious from reviewing these numbers,"
Ms . Ruth sa i d .

"The co s t of the he a 1 t h care de 1 i v e r y s y s t em i n

this country could increase while the quality of its delivery
could decrease."
Not reflected in these cost estimates are provisions relating
to arbitrage, advanced refunding, or, except for public power
issues, the impact of the "10 percent" rule.
The PSA analysis is based on preliminary 1985 volume numbers
which will increase as the reporting process works its course.
Thus, the projected increased borrowing costs for local and state
governments will probably rise.

11-11-11

Note:
Included with this release are two tables.

One shows the

increased borrowing costs, were the House proposal to become law,
for each state by 1990.

The second table shows the proposed

rationing system compared to the preliminary 1985 bond volume on a
state-by-state basis.

Public Securities Association
40 Broad Street
New York, NY 10004-2373
(212) 809-7000
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FINANCIAL IMPACT OF HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
PROPOSAL ON MUNICIPAL BONDS
Projected Increased Interest Costs Through 1990
Based on 1985 Municipal Bond Volume

u.s.

California
New York
Texas
Pennsylvania
Florida
Arizona
Illinois
Massachusettts
Georgia
Michigan
Minnesota
Virginia
Tennessee
Ohio
Indiana
North Carolina
Connecticut
Maryland
Oregon
Louisiana
Kentucky
Utah
Colorado
Missouri
Alabama

$43.7 Billion*
$4188 MM
2484
2245.5
2038.5
1910.5
1105
1104.5
979.5
971.2
870
804
715. 5
702
700.5
653.8
6 52. 5
622.5
604.5
584.3
538.5
508.5
496.5
481. 5
478.7
454.5

New Jersey
South Carolina
Mississippi
Kansas
Nebraska
New Mexico
Alaska
West Virginia
Washington
Arkansas
Oklahoma
Nevada
Wisconsin
Maine
Iowa
Rhode Island
South Dakota
Hawaii
Delaware
Montana
Wyoming
New Hampshire
District of Columbia
North Dakota
Vermont
Idaho

441
434.5
318.9
280
225
225
190.5
190.5
178.5
177.2
174
147
147
139.8
131
130.5
123
120.
108
103.5
102
97.5
87
66
49.5
30

*Includes the sum of the individual states plus $13.5 billion
through 1990 in higher interest charges because of the proposed
loss of bank deductability.
These are preliminary figures subject to change as additional
information becomes available.
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COMPARISON OF 1985 MUNICIPAL BOND V9LUME TO
PROPOSED STATE VOLUME CAPs(l
Proposed
$150.00/CapitaC2)
Volume Cap
$598.5M-1

$675.~

436.4

170

Columbia

Proposed
$25.00/CapitaC4)
1985 VolumeC3)
Volume Cap 1985 Volume
$99.~

$598.4M-1

30

105.7

457.9

1331.2

76.3

657

2.3

389.2

58.7

132.3

3843.3

5155.3

640.5

476.7

963.2

79.4

230.9

473.1

1312.3

78.8

261.6

2395

170

43.9

30

283

170

203.7

30

130.2

1

.4

3568

274.4

1821.9

.5

1744.4

145.9

240.1

278.4

30

120.8

60.7

30

110.4

1726.6

1945.6

287.7

1060.4

824.7

1329.2

137.4

443.6

436.5

324.9

72.7

255.3

365.7

435

60.9

166.6

558.4

936.3

93

280.1

669.3

1188.5

111.5

825.9

.4

354.8

28.9

84.5
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State
Maryland

Proposed
$150.00/CapitaCZ)
Volume Cap
$652.3MM

Proposed
$25.00/CapitaC4)
1985 VolumeC3)
Volume Cap
1985 Volume
$1548.2~

$108.7MM

$ 243 MM

869.7

1573.2

144.9

1249.8

Michigan

1361.2

1504.6

226.8

850.5

Minnesota

624.3

1589.9

104

514.1

Mississippi

389.7

609

Missouri

751.2

Montana

Massachusetts

64.9

50.3

904.5

125.2

613.1

170

164.6

30

137.3

Nebraska

240.9

573.9

40.1

91.5

Nevada

170

357.3

~0

69.5

New Hampshire

170

193.1

30

121.6

New Jersey

1127.2

1951.7

187.8

956.6

New Mexico

213.6

457.4

35.6

93.3

3350.5

443.3

2259.9

New York

2660

North Carolina

924.7

627.5

154.1

409.8

North Dakota

170

199.1

30

52.8
956.4

1612.8

1148

268.8

Oklahoma

494.7

86

82.4

139

Oregon

401

1200.4

66.8

153.6

Pennsylvania

1785.1

2584.3

297.5

2451. 3

Rhode Island

170

357.2

30

South Carolina

495

803.5

82.5

284

South Dakota

170

257.8

30

114.4

Tennessee

707.5

1351.5

117.9

669.1

3254.8

399.7

2376.7

Ohio

Texas

2398

89.1

Utah

247.8

456.6

41.3

60

Vermont

170

187.3

30

46.7

36 -

2

(4)

(3)$2
762.

1

40.9M
.5

1

2.7

140.5

•7

56,

.9

Volume

48.8

323.4
360

119

154.6

30

4.5

8,256.3

26,306.9

5 volume numbers which are subject to change as
available. The volume cap figures are
state populations. 1985 estimated population
lable until later in 1986.
include multi-family and single
loans, resource recovery
, redevelopment programs, and small
listed in Footnote (2). Not
power projects, which would be
Representatives' proposal, and airport
under
volume cap restrictions, but
.,.v.::.m-.,1" status, and, in part, apply to
1985 volumes of projects that would
it hospi
s
non-profit organiz~tions.

bonds were issued in 1985 for the
permitted under the House proposals.
municipal bonds issued in 1985 would lose
tion under the House proposals.
municipal bonds were issued for public power
or refundings, in 1985. A portion of these
House proposals.
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Addenda - continued
o

More than $3.5 billion of municipal bonds were issued in 1985 for airport
and port facilities. A portion of these issues would be affected by the
House proposals.

o

Forty eight states plus the District of Columbia issued more municipal
bonds for health care, private higher education, and other non-profit
purposes in 1985 than would be permitted under the House proposals.

o

Forty states issued more municipal bonds for the other "non-governmental 11
purposes than would be permitted under the House proposals.

o

Forty six states plus the District of Columbia issued more total
"non-governmental" municipal bonds than would be permitted under the House
proposals.

o

In 1985, 14 states issued more municipal bonds for housing alone than
their entire proposed state volume quota. Another 21 states issued more
than half of the proposed volume quota for housing programs.

Association, 1110 Vermont Avenue, N.W., Suite 1075, Washington, D.C. 20005 • (202) 659-5850

January 10, 1986

A Brief Summary of the House of Representatives' Proposals Affecting
Local and State Government Bonds
and state governments could no longer issue tax-exempt
s for the follo~ing purposes:

l.
0

Sports facilities;

0

Convention centers and trade show facilities;

0

Parking facilities except at airports;
Facilities for the local furnishing of gas and electricity
by investor-owned utilities;

o

District heating or cooling facilities;

o

Air and water pollution control facilities;
str al

s.

vernments could no longer issue tax-exempt
10
rcent or $10 million, whichever is less,
s were to
used in a trade or business of
enti
1 other bonds are called
1 unctio
b
s, historically known as general
igation bonds and traditional revenue bonds.
te:

This provision would
projects where up to
in such a way; i.e.,
governmentally-owned
utility.

adversely affect public power
25 percent of proceeds can be used
the sale of electricity from a
power plant to an investor-owned

809-7000
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It would also adversely affect a wide array of government
activities that involve a public-private partnership such
as operation of bus systems, maintenance and operation of
public parks, zoos, libraries, and golf courses,
sanitation systems, management and operation of jail and
prison systems, repair and maintenance of street lighting
systems, and many others.
This provision also means that the intended use of all or
part of a municipal bond issue becomes the dominant
factor in determining its tax-exempt status and not
whether that issue is supported by the taxing powers of a
government or the revenues to be raised by the project.
3.

The Federal Government would permit tax-exempt bonds, as an
exception to the "10% rule", to be issued for the following
purposes but only under a severe and complex rationing system
based solely on the population of a state. The "ration card"
for these projects imposes a total volume ceiling of $175.00 per
person broken down into two volume caps-of $150.~0 and $25.00
for each state. (A different formula would apply to states with
low populations.) These bonds ar~ called "non-essential
function" bonds in the House proposal.
The $150 CaQ:
o

~ulti-family

o

Single-family housing for first-time home buyers;

o

Mass commuting facilities;

o

Sewage and solid waste disposal systems;

°

Facilities for the furnishing of water, except for
irrigation programs;

o

Small issue industrial development bonds, including
agriculture bonds;

o

Student loan bonds;

o

Veteran's mortgage bonds;

o

Veteran's land bonds;

Note:

rental housing;

Unless overridden by the State Legislature, half of this
cap would have to be issued for housing, and at least $6
per capita (a different formula applies for small
population states) is required to be reserved for
qualified redevelopment bonds. This applies only to
states that issued more than $25 million in tax-increment
financing bonds between July 18, 1984 and Dec. 31, 1985.
Half would come from the housing portion of the cap and
half from the non-housing portion.
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In 1985, more bonds were issued for housing and
industrial development alone nationwide than would be
permitted, for all the projects listed above. This was
true for 40 states.
The $25 Cap:
A different rationing allotment of $25.00 per person would be
subscribed for tax-exempt bonds issued to support non-profit
hospitals, private universities and colleges, and other
non-profit organizations. No state could use this allotment for
any other purpose, but ~dditional bonds for this purpose coulj
be issued under the $150 cap.
tionwide in 1985, three times as many bonds were issued for
these purposes than would be permitted. And 48 states issued
more bonds for these purposes than would be permitted.
4.

ternative minimum tax rovisions: The-House proposal would
also impose, or the irst time, a Federal tax on certain
tax-exempt bonds. Interest income earned on all the bonds
listed in No. 3 above, plus bonds issued for airports and port
facilities, would be subject to a proposed new alternative
minimum tax for some investors.
ther rationing provision would force states to subtract from
ir state volume allotment a dollar amount over $1 million of
general obligation and traditional revenue bond that went to
a private person or activity.
te:

This provision could have a significant impact on the
amount of "non-essential function" tax-exempt bonds a
state could issue.

ax-ex
t bonds could be issued for airport and port work, as
non-essential function" bonds, and such work, at least in part,
uld
exempt from the state volume caps. However, tax-exempt
could not be part of any work related to airport
e s, ood preparation facilities, restaurants, gift stores
other commercial facilities located at an 3irport. Further,
a
portion of a tax-exempt bond issued to finance
reight-handling facilities at an ai~p0rt, or allowed storage
facilities at a port, would have to be applied to the state
volume cap.
7.

Advance refundings would not be allowed on "non-essential
function" bonds. Advance refundings on general obligation and
traditional revenue bonds would be permitted with the following
restrictions:
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Advance refundings would be included under the $150 volume
cap.

0

Each original issue of bonds could be advance refunded no
more than two times, including refundings which occurred
prior to the effective date of the bill.

0

Unless the present value of interest savings exceeded the
cost of issuance, the amount of refunding bonds could not
exceed 250 percent of the amount of the refunded bonds.

0

Refunded bonds would have to be called for redemption no
later than the earlier of the dates they could be redeemed
at par or at a premium of 3 percent or less.

8.

Arbitrage restrictions would be tightened and would apply to all
bonds, and would not allow an issuer to earn back its cost of
issuance on invested bond proceeds.

9.

Information reportin~ requirements similar to the present law
rules would be exten ed to all tax-exempt bonds.

10. The

o

for all
acquired after
The present rule permitting deduction of 80% of such
carrying costs would be permitted to continue for
''essential function" bonds and short-term tax anticipation
notes for a three-year period beginning January l, 1986.
Such bond issue may not exceed $3 million per project with
a $10 million total limit per year per political
subdivision, and is subject to certain other limitations.

- 142 COMMENTS OF MORRISON & FOERSTER
ON H.R. 3838
SENATE LOCAL GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE HEARING
JANUARY 29, 1986

We appreciate the opportunity to offer comments on
the impact of certain of the tax-exempt bond provisions of
H.R. 3838, 99th Cong., 1st. Sess.

(1985) ("H.R. 3838" or ''the

Bill") on local governments in California.

We will focus

this paper on the impact of H.R. 3838 on the issuance of
bonds to finance facilities to furnish water, which is one of
this State's most important, and increasingly scarce, natural
resources; the comments will also extend to the impact of
the Bill on the issuance of tax increment bonds by California
redevelopment agencies.

In general, we are concerned that

H.R. 3838 will make it more difficult, and in some cases,
impossible, for local governments to finance water projects
and to complete existing redevelopment projects on an economically sound basis.

This would endanger, and possibly, fore-

close, appropriate economic development of many regions and
cities of the State.
H.R. 3838 would replace the present Internal Revenue
Code with an entirely new statutory scheme identified as the
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Revenue

85.

of
Code

on obli
s ons.

The tax-exempt bond provialtered in

be restruc

that interest would no longer be generally

to
tax-

1

their political sub-

ions of states

Under

New Code, interest on such bonds would
if the bonds were either:

(1)

"essential

bonds or (2) "non-essential function" bonds which
ified bonds.

11

"Essential function" bonds are bonds

are not considered "non-essential function" bonds.

These

nclude bonds for traditional governmental functions such as
construction of curbs,

, sewers and other infrastructure.

ssential function" bonds are bonds more than ten percent
the proceeds of which (or $10,000,000 for an issue in excess

,000,000) are to be
re
an issue

5

ent

u

in a trade or business by,
of which (or $5,000,000

f the proc

excess of

100,000,

) are to be "loaned"

than governmental units.

Bonds whose pro-

so used or loaned are "essential functi

, a volume cap

sent cap but app

ly equal

ng to many more bonds is

The revised sections contained in the proposed New Code
will be referred to
this statement as "New Code"
sections from time to time as may be appropriate.
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added under the New Code, and some of the restrictions formerly applicable only to small issue IDB's are applied to
certain qualified bonds.

The new rules would also inhibit

advance refundings and apply the IDB arbitrage rules to all
bonds as well as add certain additional restrictions.
The impact of the New Code on the ability of local
governments to issue bonds to finance water projects and
facilities (sometimes referred to herein as "water bonds") is
critical because of the fundamental economic importance to
California of having a plentiful water supply in all areas of
the State.

Tax increment bonds play a similar role in the

revitalization of our cities.
As noted above, under the New Code, interest on
water bonds would be tax-exempt only if the bonds were either:
(1) "essential function" bonds or (2) "exempt facility" water
bonds (a form of "qualified bonds") that comply with the volume cap and other applicable restrictions.

The tax exemption

of "exempt facility" bonds is only a partial one because
interest on such bonds is viewed as a tax preference item
which is subject to H.R. 3838's new alternative minimum tax.
This feature of H.R. 3838 probably will result in higher
borrowing costs to state and local governments for both
water and tax increment bonds.
Although non-essential function bonds which qualify
as exempt water facility bonds are also tax-exempt, such bonds
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will be subject to the new volume cap and other burdensome
restrictions which do not apply to essential function bonds.
In light of the small volume cap allocations of many local
governments which will not increase appreciably under H.R.
3838, these restrictions may very well preclude some exempt
water facility financings.
quali

Nor will tax increment bonds

as essential function bonds under the New Code if

they are used to assemble land for redevelopment for ultimate
private use.

Therefore, they too will be subjected to many

restrictive new rules and requirements, many of which cannot
be met in existing California redevelopment project areas.

A

more detailed analysis of the issues and problems created by
H.R. 3838 follows.

WATER BONDS
p

Under present law, bonds issued for the constructi

of many water facilities are exempt as traditional gov-

ernmental bonds.

Notwithstanding, use of the proceeds for

debt service or in a trade or business often requires such
bonds to achieve exempt status as industrial development bonds
(IDB's).

Tax exemption is generally denied to state and local

issues of IDB's unless they meet certain tests.

A state or

local government bond is an industrial development bond if
{1) all or a major portion of the proceeds (more than 25 per-
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cent) of the issue are to be used in any trade or business
not carried on by a state or local government or a tax-exempt
organization; and (2) a major portion of the debt service
payments is secured by an interest in, or derived from payments
with respect to, property used in such a trade or business.
However, certain industrial development bonds qualify for tax
exemption, where the proceeds of the bonds are used to provide
"exempt facilities."
Facilities for the furnishing of water are "exempt"
if (i) such water is or will be made available to members of
the general public, including electric utility, industrial,
agricultural, or commercial users; and (ii) either the facilities are operated by a governmental unit or the rates for
the furnishing of the water have been established or approved
by a state or political subdivision thereof, by an agency of
the United States, by a public service or utility commission
or other similar body of any state or political subdivision
thereof (IRC §103(b)(4)(G)).

2

The provisions of IRC §104(b)(4)(G) were redefined
in this regard in the Revenue Act of 1978 which amended the
general public use test which had always been part of this

2

All IRC references are to the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 as amended.
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provision.

3

This amendment became necessary because during

1970's the Internal Revenue Service had interpreted the
exemption for facilities for the furnishing of water as being
inapplicable where a substantial amount of the capacity of
of the facility was committed to use by a small number of
indu

al users.

The IRS interpretation was premised on the

public use requirement of present law and on the view that
industrial users are non-exempt persons who may not be
regarded as members of the "general public."

4

These rulings also revealed the Service view that a
governmental unit was not permitted to finance water facilities
with tax-exempt bonds unless the system component so financed
served the general public directly, notwithstanding that it
may be part of an overall facility or system operated by the
governmental unit to serve the general public in its service
area.

The 1978 legislation overruled the IRS on this point

as well.
The legislative history of the Revenue Act of 1978
states that the exemption of bonds issued to provide facilities under the new provision was to be governed by the fol-

3
4

Revenue Act of 1978, Pub. L. No. 95-600, §333, 92 Stat.
2840, reprinted in 1978 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News ("U.S.
Code").
See Rev. Rul. 76-494, 1976-2 C,B. 26, Rev. Rul. 78-21,
1978-1 C.B. 26.
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lowing three tests.

Such facilities:

(i) must be for the

furnishing of water;

(ii) must be operated by a governmental

unit or a regulated investor-owned public utility; and (iii)
must make water available to members of the general public.

5

In applying the first test, the legislative history
distinguished between facilities for the furnishing of water
and those for the use of water in a production process, as in
the case of a "cooling pond" or a "hydroelectric dam."

6

(The

latter facility could qualify if substantially all the water
were used for other purposes as well as for the furnishing of
hydroelectricity. 7 )

The test of governmental or regulated

utility operation would be deemed met if such an entity was
responsible for repairs and maintenance with respect to the
facility in question.

8

The requirement for general public

use could be met notwithstanding that the users included
electric utility, industrial, agricultural or other commercial
users. 9

5
6
7

8
9

Meeting this test necessitated making the water

See H. Conf. Rep. No. 1800, 95th Cong., 2d Sess.
("Conference Report") 237-38, reprinted in U.S. Code at
7237-38.
See Sen. Rep. No. 1263, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. (''Senate
Report") 142, reprinted in U.S. Code at 6905.
See Conference Report at 238, reprinted in U.S. Code at
7238.
See IRC §103(d) which qualifies hydroelectric
irrigation dams as meeting the tests of IRC §103(b)(4)(G).
Apparently the New Code would repeal this provision.
See Senate Report at 142, reprinted in U.S. Code at 6905.
See Senate Report at 142-43, reprinted in U.S. Code at
6905-06.
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available to all segments of the general public, including
residential users and municipal water districts in the service
area.

Requirements contracts or "take or pay" fixed payment

contracts with commercial or industrial users could be entered
into, provided that a "substantial portion" (defined as 25
percent or more "if a considerable quantity in absolute terms")
of the capacity of the facility is made available to other
members of the general public.

In applying the general public

use test, it was said that a particular facility is to be
viewed as an organic component of the system of which it is a
part:

if the system serves the general public, so does the

. 1 ar f ac1' l1' t y. 10
par t 1cu
The legislative history of the Revenue Act of 1978
makes it clear that there is no requirement that a water
facility serve the general public immediately after it is
constructed if,

(i) the facility is available to serve the

general public; and (ii) the general public has an opportunity
. 1'
t o t a k e water f rom th e p1pe
.1ne. 11

Thus, a pipeline built to

meet expected need in a sparsely populated region will be
deemed to satisfy the general public use doctrine even though
it may not do so immediately as long as it will serve the

10
11

Id.
Id.
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general public that, attracted by a new source of water,
moves into the region.

12

If the system serves the general public as a whole,
construction of a component part such as "an individual water
line or canal, for transportation of water from the main system to a single industrial user" is financeable. 13

Finally,

the legislative history provides that a water facility does
not have to serve all segments of the general public to qualify as an exempt facility !DB financing. 14

It was deemed

sufficient for residential and agricultural users to be served
even if commercial and industrial were not. 15

Nor was there

any requirement that the water be made available to "all
. 1 users 1n
.
th e serv1ce
•
res1. d en t 1a
area. II 16
Proposed Regulations §1.103-8(h)(3) require that,
in meeting the general public use test under these rules,
water must be made available to residential users and to
municipal water districts within the service area.

Use for

recreational purposes only is not, sufficient to meet the
general public use test. 17

12
13
14
15
16
17

Id.
See Conference Report at 238, reprinted in U.S. Code at
7238.
Id.
Id.
Id.
See Prop. Reg. §1.103-8(h)(3)(i).
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Problems Arising Under H.R. 3838
Listed hereafter are uncertainties and questions
arising with respect to water bonds under H.R. 3838 and its
accompanying House Committee Report.
1.

Problem:

"Essential Function Bonds" are bonds

which are not within the ten percent use or fiv.e percent loan
tests of New Code §141(a)(1).
use test, however,

In applying the ten percent

"use as a member of the general public" is

not to be taken into account.

The Bill contains language

which, on occasion, conflicts with that intent.
a.

Issue:

This reference is confusing with

respect to water bonds previously exempt under existing IRC
§104(b)(4)(G), since those bonds had to meet a well-defined
public use test to be exempt from the small issue IDB rules
of IRC §103(b)(6).

Are those same "general public use" rules

to be applied in determining whether a water bond constitutes
an "essential function bond?"
Tentative Conclusion:

Presumably, the

intended answer to this question is "no," since the existing
rules require only a 25 percent general use for IRC 103(b)(4)(G)
to apply whereas New Code §141(a)(l) states that use of "10
percent" (or, if less $10,000,000) of the bond proceeds in
any "trade or business" carried on by a non-governmental
person will cause the bonds to constitute "non-essential
function" bonds.

Thus the general public use test of existing
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law appears incompatible with that of the proposed new statute.
Nonetheless, it seems reasonably clear that the traditional
municipal water district bond is intended to constitute an
"essential function bond," absent special circumstances.
One special circumstance which probably might cause
a water bond to become a "non-essential function bond" would
be a "take or pay" contract for ten percent or more of the
output of the water facility in question.

In that case,

exemption of such bond could be under New Code §142(a)(4) as
an exempt facility bond for the "furnishing of water."
California water districts typically do not furnish water
under "take or pay" contracts and, therefore, most should be
able to issue essential function bonds.

If this conclusion

is correct, the legislative history should confirm that most
water bonds will constitute "essential function bonds" absent
special circumstances.
b.

Issue:

Why doesn't the general public

use test of New Code §141(a)(l) also modify the five percent (or if lesser, $5,000,000) loan prohibition of
§14l(a)(l)(A)?
Tentative Conclusion:

The Bill's failure

to do so appears to be the result of a drafting omission which
should be corrected by substituting the words "paragraph (1)
for "subparagraph (B)" in the flush language at the end of
§141(a)(l).

11
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c.

Issue:

Section 141(a)(4) states that any

activity by a "person other than a natural person" shall be
treated as a "trade or business".

Presumably, the purpose of

this provision is to cause bonds issued by or on behalf of
IRC §501(c)(3) organizations to become non-essential function bonds the exemption of which is to be governed by the
"qualified bond" rules contained in New Code §144(a){l).
Tentative Conclusion:

If this analysis

is correct, the language of New Code §l41(a)(4) is overbroad
and should be revised to apply only to activities carried on
by a "non-governmental person" and not to to activities which
amount to "use as a member of the general public."

Otherwise,

a public Wqter district which sells its water only to other
municipal water districts could be treated as able to issue
only "non-essential function" bonds, a result which appears
unintended, assuming the water district customers of the
selling public district themselves furnish water to the
general public.

A cross-reference in New Code §l41(a)(4)

ing use as a member of the general public is necessary
in order to make it clear that New Code §l41(a)(4) is not
intended to override the general public use exception of New
Code §141(a)(l).

Otherwise any use by a non-governmental

person could be aggregated with other such uses to cause the
bonds to fail the ten percent use or five percent loan tests.
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2.

Problem:

If a water bond meets the ten percent

use or five percent loan test of New Code §141(a)(l), it must
constitute an "exempt facility bond" as defined in §142(a)(4)
and satisfy the volume cap rules and other applicable requirements of New Code §§145 and 146 to be exempt.

Section 142(a)(4)

of the Bill indicates that water bonds qualifying under its
provisions must meet the following tests:

(i) be issued to

provide facilities for the furnishing of water;

(ii) which

make water "available to members of the general public (including electric utility, industrial, agricultural, or commercial users) but not for the purpose of irrigation"; and,
(iii) the facilities must be operated by either a governmental
unit or an investor-owned regulated utility.

The language of

New Code §142(a)(4) appears to have been lifted from the body
of IRC §l03(b)(4)(G) except that use "for the purpose of
irrigation" has been prohibited.
Neither the Bill nor the accompanying House Committee Report contains any cogent explanation of the exclusion
of irrigation from the permitted general public uses of the
proceeds of exempt facility water bonds.

Because this qual-

ification represents an important policy change for many
western states, including California, which will have a significant impact on farming and other activities in these
states, it should not be

made before Congress has been able

to review the matter thoroughly.

Possibly, the House's intent
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is to prohibit the use of exempt bond proceeds to construct
facilities to transport water in special purpose districts to
irrigation users (such as feeder pipes or canals) unless the
bonds in question constitute qualified "small issue bonds."
"Small issue bonds" under H.R. 3838 are derived from those
under IRC §103(b)(6) of present law; these bonds involve a
number of difficult technical issues, some of which may be
avoided if the bonds constitute "exempt facility bonds."
Thus, the prohibition of irrigation use in New Code §142(a)(4)
creates several difficult technical questions,

in addition to

the significant policy issues relating to the need to finance
irrigation in arid farm states such as California.
a.

Issue:

What is the relationship between

the general public use test contained in the definition of
"non-essential function bond" and that contained in New Code
§ 142 (a) ( 4).

For example,

is it intended that any direct or

indirect irrigation use of water furnished through facilities
constructed with bond proceeds will taint the qualification
of water bonds as essential function bonds?

Alternatively, is

it intended that irrigation use constitutes a disqualifying
use only if the use is under a direct contract and only if it
constitutes use of ten percent or more of the bond proceeds?
Tentative Conclusion.
latter is the intended technical solution.
approach,

Presumably, the
Under this

and in order to be consistent with the "general
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public use" rules of present IRC §l03(b)(4)(G) (which permit
trade or business use as long as 25 percent or more of the
bond proceeds are used to construct facilities which make
water available to the general public) under New Code
§142(a)(4)(A) irrigation bonds would fail to constitute
"exempt facility bonds" only if more than 75 percent of the
bonds were used to construct irrigation facilities as long as
a 25 percent general use were also present.

Because of the

similarity of the language of New Code §142(a)(4) to the language of present IRC §103(b)(4)(G), this interpretation of
the proposed new statute seems appropriate.
If the irrigation exception of §l42(a)(4) is to be
retained, we recommend that language distinguishing non-public
irrigation use from general public uses be added to the flush
language of New Code §14l(a)(l).

As altered, that language

could read as follows:
"For purposes of paragraph (1), use as a
member of the general public shall not be
taken into account unless the use is directly for the purpose of irrigation."
The concept of direct use is intended to require privity
between the irrigation user and the operator of the bond
financed facilities for the furnishing of water and not to
imply a requirement for a "take or pay" contract for the
water in question.

Otherwise, the bonds may be impacted
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unfavorably by uses of the water made by third persons as to
whom the operator has no control or knowledge.
b.

Issue:

What is the relationship between

an "agricultural" use which is said to be permissible and a
"use for the purpose of irrigation" which is not permissible
under New Code §142(a)(4)(A).
Tentative Conclusion.

Presumably, refer-

ence to the term "agricultural" is an oversight which should
be stricken from the Bill.

If agricultural uses other than

for irrigation are to be permitted, the legislative history
should define what they are.
c.

Issue:

What is the definition of "irri-

gation" under New Code §l42(a)(4)(A)?
Tentative Conclusion.

Presumably, this

term does not refer to residential, non-profit or governmental
irrigation of lawns, parks and gardens but only to irrigation
of farms and orchards and similar acreage used in the conduct
of a trade or business.
d.

Issue:

What is the definition of "general

public use" for purposes of new §142(a)(4)(A)?
Tentative Conclusion.

The Committee

Reports and other legislative history of the Bill should conform that definition to that contained in the proposed regulations.

Thus, the following rules should be provided within

that definition:
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(i)
e

The "general public" will include

tric utility, industrial, commercial and residential users.

Agricultural uses other than for irrigation may also be
included if deemed appropriate.

Recreational use for swimming

boating or fishing is to be excluded.
(ii)
test,

To meet the "general public use"

"a facility must make available to residential users
[and] municipal water districts within its service area

or, any combination thereof, at least 25 percent of its capacity (which must be a considerable quantity in absolute terms).
Except with respect to residential users and municipal water
districts, a water facility is not required to make available
water to all segments of the general public in order to qualify .

11

Furthermore, "a water facility is not required

to make its water available to the general public immediately
after its construction in order to qualify

., it is suf-

ficient that the facility is available to serve the general
public.

For example, if a pipeline is built to serve a

sparsely inhabited region which lacks water, the pipeline
meets the requirement .

. if it will serve the general

public that the new source of water reasonably may be
expected to cause to move into the region."
e.

Issue:

The House Committee Report indi-

cates that "functionally-related and subordinate" facilities
may no longer be financed with the proceeds of exempt facility
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bonds as is permitted under IRC §103(b)(4)(G).

Therefore it

becomes important to distinguish clearly between components
of an exempt water system and facilities which are "functionally related and subordinate" to the water system.
Tentative Conclusion.

Generally speaking,

all facilities which are for the gathering, storage, purification, or transport of water for use by the general public
should be included as components of a water system even though
such components may serve only one commercial or industrial
water customer as long as the water is furnished to that customer on the same basis on which it is furnished to the general
public (e.g. no special contract or pricing).

The provision

of a volume discount to a customer will not violate this rule
as long as such discount is available to all customers of the
water district on the same basis.
3.

Problem:

A conflict exists between New Code

§l42(a)(4)(B) and New Code §142(b)(l).

The latter states

that a facility can qualify as an exempt facility only if it
is owned by or on behalf of a governmental entity (with certain exceptions which are not relevant here).

However, the

former subparagraph provides specifically that a regulated
investor-owned utility may own water facilities which may be
financed with the proceeds of exempt facility bonds.
Tentative Conclusion.

To eliminate this

conflict, we suggest that the words ''Except as provided in
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subparagraph (B) of paragraph 142(a)(4) 11 be added at the
beginning of paragraph (1) of subsec
4.

Problem:

on 142(b).

New Code §149(c) raises certain tim-

ing problems for an issuer.

It requires that all issuers

spend at least five percent of the net proceeds of a bond
issue within 30 days of the date of issue and all of the net
proceeds (except for reserve funds) within three years.
Failure to comply with these restrictions renders the interest on the bonds taxable retroactive to the date of issue.
Tentative Conclusions.
The first requirement could impair an issuer's
ability to choose the most advantageous time to take a bond
issue to market.

Furthermore, it is not clear that a prudent

issuer would secure contract bids, let alone, execute a binding contract to expend public funds, prior to the proceeds of
an issue being available to be expended.

Thus, as a practical

matter, it may be impossible to issue bonds, pick a winning
bid, execute a contract and spend five percent of the proceeds
within 30 days.
The second requirement will substantially restrict
and in some cases even preclude the financing of projects
with a construction period of more than three years.

This

may necessitate additional transaction expenditures for the
issuance of a later series of bonds which may not necessarily
be treated as a separate issue.

(See,

~~

H.Rept. No. 426,
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99th Cong., 1st Sess. 556 (1985).

Furthermore, such a rule

may not be a practical alternative because contractors may be
unwilling to begin construction of a project without assurances that adequate funding for completion will be provided.
In addition, the bond market may reject, or require a high
interest rate for,

an issue to finance a project whose suc-

cessful completion will depend on a second bond issue at a
future date.

As a practical matter, these provisions appear

to be unworkable in their current form.

TAX INCREMENT BONDS

What Are Tax I

Bonds

Tax Increment Financing ("TIF") is a traditional
method of municipal financing that many cities use to redevelop blighted areas.

TIF essentially is used to improve a

blighted area, e.g. a slum, by recapturing the increased tax
revenues resulting from redevelopment that would not have
occurred but for public involvement.
TIF begins with a public finding by a governmental
unit that redevelopment is necessary in the public interest.
California requires that redevelopment be limited to deteriorated areas,

(~_9:_:-'

called a "blighted area").

The state

standards for a blighted area are generally rigorous because
competing users of local tax revenues (e.g., the county or
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local school district) will assure that these scarce tax dollars are judiciously used.

The California statute requires a

public finding that "redevelopment of the project area would
not be reasonably expected to be accomplished by private
enterprise acting alone without the aid and assistance" of
the redevelopment agency.
The city then generally determines a boundary to
the redevelopment district and prepares a publicly approved
plan.

In California, a redevelopment agency is created as a

separate governmental unit to prepare and carry out the plan.
The plan must be approved by elected public officials and is
usually subject to public hearings.
The essence of TIF is that the city and other
taxing jurisdictions,

~·

a county or public school board,

agree to forgo any taxes generated by the redevelopment
activities.

This works as follows:

after the plan is

approved, the city or redevelopment agency calculates the
property taxes being generated in the redevelopment district.
Any increase in taxes (i.e., the "tax increment") over the
taxes generated in this "base year" is available exclusively
for redevelopment purposes.

Since various governmental units

elect to forgo part of their tax revenues that would otherwise be used to pay for other traditional municipal services
such as fire and police protection, it is certain that all
TIF projects are subjected to close public scrutiny.
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Once a plan has been approved, the city may use the
"tax increment'' in one of two ways:

(1) on a pay-as-you-go

basis, using tax increments each year as they are collected
or (2) by issuing TIF bonds (called "tax allocation bonds" in
California) in advance of the actual collection of the tax
revenues so that a larger sum is available up front, thus
accelerating the redevelopment process.
Under the pay-as-you-go method, the city is assured
that it will not spend more for redevelopment than it collects.
However, unless the city receives a federal grant for a project or otherwise has the financial resources for start-up
costs, often the pay-as-you-go method will not spur private
investment in a blighted area on a timely basis.

After

sufficient increment has been generated with "seed money,"
usually from public sources, TIF bonds secured by anticipated
future increment may be issued.

Cities often find that such

financing is the only feasible way of actively creating
redevel
The use of TIF bond proceeds vary depending on the
underl
area.

ng causes for the urban decay of the redevelopment
Part of most TIF bonds are used for infrastructure

improvements (streets, sidewalks, sewers, public lighting,
etc.) designed to assure the private sector that the local
government has made a commitment to redevelop the blighted
area.
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Perhaps the most common use of TIF bond proceeds
in California is to assemble land parcels through the power
of eminent domain or the threat thereof.

The land often

comes with deteriorated and/or vacant buildings that are not
reusable.

Private developers have not purchased these par-

cels for many reasons.

Perhaps developers were not willing

to purchase land in an area until the local government evidenced an intent to redevelop the entire district.

Perhaps

it would not be economic for the redeveloper to both purchase
and clear the land, i.e. the acquisition and demolition costs
exceed the land's value.

Or perhaps the developer could not

acquire all of the parcels needed to assemble one large
package.
Whatever the reason, the city or redevelopment
agency may use the TIF bond proceeds to acquire the land,
demolish the buildings and prepare the site for eventual resale to the private sector (sometimes a particular developer
is identified when the land is acquired, other times one is
not).

It is important to note that the city or redevelopment

agency may not use its eminent domain powers primarily to
benefit a private developer because the public purpose doctrine under constitutional law requires that any taking of
land serve a public purpose such as the redevelopment of a
blighted area.

For example, California courts have denied

the use of eminent domain pursuant to two redevelopment plans
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's intervention was not required to protect

the public welfare (in one case, a city's plan to redevelop a
golf course into a shopping center was invalidated because
the golf course was not a truly blighted area, and in the
other case, the court found that the targeted area was
loping under private initiative).
Often the cleared land is worth less than the
city's acquisition and clearing costs.

Indeed, this could

well be the reason why a private developer did not purchase
the land on its own.

In such case, the city will sell the

cleared land below its cost but at fair value, as determined
the uses permitted by the redevelopment plan

(~.

a par-

cel on which only low income housing may be constructed will
valued according to such use instead of by reference to a
high rise office building use).

Typically, the TIF bonds are

not secured by these sales proceeds or by the profits of the
purchaser; they are backed only by the "tax increment" of
redevelopment in the entire project area or by some other
governmental obligation.
Other uses of TIF bond proceeds include construction
0

icly owned buildings such as convention centers and
facilities,

grants to encourage low income housing

(in California, 20% of all tax increment revenues must be
used for low income housing), construction of replacement
housing as required by state law (as in California), reloca-
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tion of occupants from demolished buildings located in a project area and rehabilitation of certain exi
in a project area.

structures

Office and commercial structures may not

be constructed with TIF bond proceeds in California.

1.

Section 103(b) of the Internal Revenue Code ("Code"
defines an industrial development bond ("IDB'') as an obligation that satisfies both the ''trade or business" use test and
the "security interest" test.
As explained before, the trade or business test is
met if 25 percent or more of a bond's proceeds are used in
the trade or business of a "nonexempt person", i.e. an entity
other than a governmental unit or a charity.

Treasury regu-

lations adopt an extensive definition of "use" to include,
among other arrangements, a lease recognized as such under
applicable tax law and a sale of property that a government
unit acquired

th the bonds proceeds or a loan of bond pro-

ceeds to finance the construction of a facility.
The security interest test is met if, either by the
bond's terms or any "underlying arrangement," the payment of
principal or interest is secured by property used in a trade
or business or by payments in respect of property used in a
trade or business

., a lease).
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2.

TIF Bonds.

In 1973, the IRS concluded in Revenue Ruling 73-481
that interest on a TIF bond, issued to acquire land in a
redevelopment area and to sell it at below cost to a private
developer, was not taxable under Code section 103(a)(l).
Although the ruling did not expressly state why the bond was
exempt under Code section 103(a) rather than Code section
103(b) (relating to IDBs), cities and bond counsel generally
assumed that the holding was based on the security interest
test.
Several years later, the IRS attempted to revoke
the 1973 revenue ruling on the theory that the security test
was satisfied.

However, in 1977 the Treasury Department con-

eluded that the security interest test was not in fact met in
the revenue ruling, and the IRS accepted the Treasury Department's conclusion in 1979.

Since then, the IRS has ruled

that TIF bonds are not IDBs and therefore interest on TIF
bonds is tax exempt as a public purpose bond.
3.

Tax Reform Act of 1984 (DEFRA).

The House Bill did not contain any provisions that
would have affected the exempt status of TIF bonds.
the Senate Finance Committee voiced concern about:
the growing use of tax-exempt bonds to
finance loans for personal expenses of
higher education (including tuition,
fees, books, and personal living expens-

However,
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es) and the poss le use of tax-exempt
bonds to finance other personal loans.
To address this concern, the Senate Bill contained
a "consumer loan bond" provision, the language of which went
beyond the student loan issue.

This provision would have

taxed the interest on any consumer loan bond, defined as:
an obligation [other than IDBs, "qualified" student loans, mortgage bonds or
veterans' mortgage bonds] which is issued
as part of an issue all or a significant
of the proceeds of which are reasonably
expected to be used directly or indirectly to make or finance loans .
. to persons-who are-not exempt persons.
[Emphasis added].
The Finance Committee report indicated that a
part" meant 5%.

11

significant

There was no discussion or analysis in the

Senate Report that indicated a purpose other than to restrict
the amount of bond proceeds that could be used to make loans
to nonexempt persons.

Although the definition of "person" in

the present Internal Revenue Code is broad enough to include
entities as well as individuals, it is fairly clear from the
legislative history that the Consumer Loan Bond provision was
intended to cover only individuals when it was first conceived.
The Conference Report merely stated that the
conferees accepted the Senate version with certain modifications regarding student loan bonds.

Code section 103(o) sub-

stantially codifies the Senate version of the consumer loan
bond provision.
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During and after the Senate's consideration of
DEFRA, the National League of Cities and other organizations
were told that the consumer loan bond provisions should not
affect traditional municipal financing methods.

There is no

evidence the Senate Finance Committee intended these provisions to apply to TIF bonds unless the TIF bond proceeds were
loaned to a private person as the term "loan'' is ordinarily
understood, i.e. including an installment sale disguised as a
lease.

It is inconceivable that the Senate intended these

provisions to apply to the ordinary land write-down situation
as described by Revenue Ruling 73-481.

Tre

. 3838
Retroactivity
Section 1569(a) of H.R. 3838 would merely make a

nomenclature change; Code section 103(o) would be retitled
"Private Loan Bonds."

Of course, this change in and by it-

self is not objectionable.
However, the description of this provision in the
House Committee Report suggests that Code section 103(o) has
a much broader scope than anyone thought when the Senate approved it in 1984.

Specifically, the descriptive language

suggests that typical uses of TIF bond proceeds

(~.,

a land

write-down) could render a TIF bond taxable as a private loan
bond because such uses would be considered a trade or busi-
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ness use for purposes of the IDB rules.

Clearly, Code sec-

tion 103(o) was not intended to apply to TIF bonds unless the
bond proceeds are used to make a loan as defined by traditional standards.
Because this analysis of the consumer/private loan
bond provisions is categorized as a mere "clarification'' of a
"technical amendment," section 1569(a) of H.R. 3838 would be
retroactive to the original enactment date of Code section
103(o), i.e. bonds issued after July 18, 1984.

The House

evidentally realized the impropriety of retroactively applying these provisions to the more than $1 billion of TIF bonds
issued after DEFRA's effective date because section
1569(c)(5) of H.R. 3838 would exempt certain pre-1986 TIF
bonds issued after DEFRA from its new interpretation of Code
section 103(o).
However, there are several serious flaws in the
House's approach to the retroactive issue.

First, H.R. 3838

would grandfather only those TIF bonds that were used for a
limited number of purposes.

For example, TIF bonds that were

used for construction of replacement housing as required by
California law or for publicly owned parking facilities that
were subject to long-term leases apparently would not be covered by the transitional rules.
Second, section 1569(c)(5) of H.R. 3838 contains
severe technical flaws that render it useless.

For example,
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section 1569(c)(S)(C) requires that the security of a grandTIF bond be the tax increment attributable to the
redevelopment resulting from a particular issue.

No TIF bond

would satisfy this condition because repayment of each such
bond is secured by the total tax increment resulting from
redevelopment in the entire project area.
Third, the special transitional rule for TIF bonds
would apply only to bonds issued before 1986.

If the final

effective date for the tax-exempt bonds provisions of the tax
reform bill is postponed, there would be a ''window" period in
which Code section 103(o) could apply to TIF bonds.
The following transitional rule for TIF bonds is
suggested:
The amendment made by section 626(a) of
the Tax Reform Act of 1984 should not
apply to any tax increment financing obligation issued before January 1, 1987 if
substantially all of the proceeds of the
obligation were or will be used to finance redevelopment activities authorized
by state law in connection with a blighted area, as determined under such law.

The fundamental flaw with the House Bill's treatment
of TIF bonds is that its interpretation of its 5 percent loan
and 10 percent use tests would render TIF bonds ''nonessential
function bonds," thereby subjecting TIF bonds to the same
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volume limitation cap as small issue IDBs and other bonds.
This approach is incorrect for several reasons.
First, redevelopment of blighted urban areas has
been recognized as a valid governmental purpose since Congress
enacted the first urban renewal laws in the 1940s.

These

urban programs often provided the seed money for redevelopment
project areas in California (which started TIF in 1952) and
created the first incremental taxes upon which later redevelopment projects were based.

Thus, TIF bonds have long been

interrelated with public purpose federal redevelopment
efforts.
Second, unlike IDBs, TIF bonds are governmental
bonds that are backed by government, not private, revenues.
In tax increment financing, the city or redevelopment agency
is the responsible borrowing party and continues to remain
responsible for the generation of the tax revenue to pay debt
service on the obligations.

In some states such as Minnesota,

TIF bonds are further secured by the full faith and credit
of the issuing governmental unit.

In IDB financing,

the city

has no further responsibility after the closing of the bond
transactioni the obligation is that of the private user.
Congress need not worry that localities would use TIF bonds
for activities now financed by IDBs because state law would
not allow it

(~,

TIF bonds cannot be used to construct an
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industrial plant) and because local officials would not risk
ocal tax revenues on a business venture.
Third, no benefit is passed through to a nonexempt
person by a TIF bond because private developers pay fair value for any land assembled and cleared with TIF bond proceeds.
I understand that the Treasury Department agrees that TIF
bonds should be considered essential function bonds because
of this absence of a pass-through benefit to a private person.
Fourth, there is no need to place TIF bonds under a
volume limitation cap because their issuance is limited by
scarce local tax revenues.

Local officials zealously guard

nst any improper or unnecessary use of local taxes and
this close scrutiny by our counterparts on the local levels
acts as a self-enacting limitation on the volume of TIF
bonds.

The fairly steady volume of TIF bonds in California

over the last several years disregarding the rush to market
ate last year caused by H.R. 3838) is proof that TIF bonds
ld not proliferate out of control (as IDBs and other types
f bonds have) without further limitations in the Internal
Revenue Code.

Substantive and Technical Problems of TIF Bonds Under H.R. 3838
The definition of ''Qualified Redevelopment Bonds"
presents many problems.

First, the requirement in New Code

§144(d)(3)(D) that a designated blighted area be no smaller
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that many smaller and medium sized cities could not issue any
lified Redevelopment Bonds because

~

square mile would

necessarily represent more than 10 percent of the city's
assessed value.
Third, proposed Code section 144(d)(4) would not
allow a redevelopment agency to issue a tax increment bond if
there were any special tax districts, market rate single-family
housing and residential rental property, or retail food and
beverage or entertainment facilities located in the redevelopment area, even if the housing or facility was not bondfinanced.

Further, the limitation on entertainment and other

facilities would be stricter than those imposed on small
issue bonds.

These restrictions make no sense and would pre-

vent cities or redevelopment agencies from attracting private
capital (without any subsidy whatsoever) to invest in blighted
areas or to enliven downtown areas with mixed-use property.
Fourth, the definition of Qualified Redevelopment
Bonds in New Code §l44(d)(l)(B) is technically deficient
because it requires any increase in real property tax revenues
resulting from use of the bond proceeds to be reserved exclusively for debt service on each separate bond issue.

This

language betrays a misunderstanding of the tax increment
process because typically, tax increment bonds issued with
respect to a particular redevelopment project area are secured
by increased tax revenues throughout the entire project area,

76 -

not just

th those which result from redevelopment generated
, proposed New Code §l44(d)(l)(B)

a particular
would allow a ci

incremental real property

only to pledge

Several states such as

taxes generated by redevel

Colorado and Florida allow sales or other local taxes to secure TIF bonds.

Sales taxes are revenues of a city as much

as real prope

taxes, and cities in Colorado and Florida

should be allowed the flexibility of selecting the type of
tax revenue stream to use as security for TIF bonds.
Fifth, New Code section 145(i) contains many technical deficiencies

could vitiate the volume cap set-aside

for Qualified Redevelopment Bonds established by H.R.
For

, proposed

that an eli

section 1

le State

ment bonds between July

is

3838.

(i)(3) would require

$25,000,000 of tax incre-

8

and

r 2 , 1985

(December 31, 1985, according to the

& Means Committee

Report).

than States, issue

Since local governments,

tax increment bonds, the net effect of this statutory language
would be to

cities in any state (inc

Minnesota and Iowa

from

i

ng California,

for the set-aside.

The last technical

lem is that New Code §146(d)(l)

would extend the existing property rule for small issue bonds
IDBs to tax increment bonds.

Such rule would prevent bond

proceeds from being used to
Because tax increment bonds are

re previously used property.
cally used to acquire
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land containing substandard structures, this provision apparently would prevent tax increment bond proceeds to be used to
acquire land on containing existing buildings that the redevelopment agency intends to demolish.
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Dan W 1
House Tax Reform Proposals

January 28, 1986

EFFECTS OF HOOSE TAX REFORH PROPOSALS ON PLACER COONTY

The proposal to require rebating of all arbitrage earned in
connection with a municipal issue is of great concern. We believe
at good money management for local governments should be
encouraged, not penalized. Placer County exercises good money
management by borrowing on lagging reimbursements from the federal
and state governments as well as on semi-annual property tax
payments to finance monthly expenditure cash flow requirements.
The difference between the amount of interest paid on these
short-term borrowings and the amount earned on investing the
proceeds is arbitrage. If these earnings must be rebated to the
federal government as proposed, then Placer County will be
unlikely to continue short-term cash flow financing. The net
effect will be ng additional earnings to be applied to the federal
deficit and~~ interest income to the county for governmental
operations.

Likewise, the proposed percentage or dollar limitations on
"non-governmental" bonds could further 1 imi t economic development
or even the provision of residential services to new housing
developments, even at the more liberal 5 percent or $5 million
(whichever is less) rate offered by the Committee.
ore, we believe that "non-governmental" bonds is an
ar
assification that will penalize the more rural or
growi
counties that may have real need for tax-exempt
financ ng.
orms have already curbed any abuses from industrial
opment bonding; further restrictions seem unnecessary at
st.
We suggest that locally elected officials, accountable
directly to the residents of their areas, are most capable of
determining those facilities and improvements that are needed for
their communities. When those facilities and improvements serve
the larger public interest, tax-exempt financing must be preserved
as a means of securing them. ·
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IRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE PANEL, THANK YOU
F

IS OPPORTUNITY TO SPEAK TO YOU.

I AM A PARTNER IN THE

LAW FIRM OF O'MELVENY & MYERS, AND I WILL DISCUSS TODAY THE
I

IMPACT ON CALIFORNIA WATER AGENCIES OF THE TAX BILL RECENTLY
PASSED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
HR

3838

IN ITS PRESENT FORM WOULD SUBSTANTIALLY

ALTER THE STRUCTURE OF FINANCING FOR CAPITAL PROJECTS BY
CALIFORNIA WATER AGENCIES.

IT WOULD IMPAIR OR OBSTRUCT THE

FINANCING OF CERTAIN FACILITIES AND INCREASE THE NET COST FOR
ALL WATER PROJECTS. MY PRESENTATION WILL ADDRESS JUST A FEW
PROVISIONS OF THE BILL WHICH POSE A SERIOUS PROBLEM FOR
PUBLIC-ENTITY ISSUERS; THESE PROVISIONS WERE CLEARLY NOT
D WI

I

DI

I

THE FINANCING NEEDS OF CALIFORNIA PUBLIC WATER

IN MIND.
BEFORE DISCUSSING THE BILL ITSELF, LET ME POINT OUT

THAT MY USE IN THIS PRESENTATION OF THE TERMS uwATER DISTRICTu OR uwATER AGENCYu INCLUDES ALL OF THE MYRIAD TYPES OF
ENTITIES THAT ARE CREATED UNDER THE VARIOUS CALIFORNIA WATER

ACTS.
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METROPOLI

WATER DISTRICT IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA,

TYPICALLY HAVE ONGOING, CONTINUOUS CAPITAL EXPENDITURE REQUIREMENTS, A PORTION OF WHICH ARE FINANCED WITH BONDS.
THESE BOND ISSUES TAKE ON A CONTINUOUS NATURE CONSISTENT WITH
THE CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS BEING FINANCED. SOME MONTHS BEFORE
CAPITAL FUNDS ARE DEPLETED, AND WHILE THE MARKET RATES APPEAR
FAVORABLE, THE WATER DISTRICT WILL CUSTOMARILY REVIEW ITS
CONSTRUCTION PLANS AND GO TO MARKET TO RAISE THE NECESSARY
FUNDS.
BECAUSE THERE IS NOT NECESSARILY A SINGLE, IDENTIFIABLE PROJECT BEING FINANCED WITH ANY SPECIFIC BOND ISSUE,
THE BILL'S REQUIREMENT THAT 5% OF BOND PROCEEDS BE SPENT
WITHIN
CH
TO

DAYS MAY BE DIFFICULT OR IMPOSSIBLE TO APPLY WITHG

PATTERN OF BORROWING. THERE IS OFTEN NO
CONSTRUCT!

IN ORDER TO MEET THIS ARBI-

TRARY REQUIREMENT. THE ONLY OBVIOUS ALTERNATIVE FOR THE
ISSUER IS TO "CUT UP" LARGE BOND ISSUES INTO A NUMBER OF
SMALLER ONES, SUBSTANTIALLY INCREASING THE TRANSACTION COSTS
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ARBITRAGE
UNDER CURRENT LAW, ALL MUNICIPAL OBLIGATIONS ARE
SUBJECT TO SOME ARBITRAGE LIMITATIONS, AND MOST INDUSTRIAL
DEVELOPMENT BONDS ARE, IN ADDITION, SUBJECT TO A GENERAL
REQUIREMENT THAT ALL "EXCESS" YIELD BE REBATED TO THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT.

HR 3838 CARRIES OVER THIS REBATE REQUIREMENT TO

"ESSENTIAL FUNCTION" BONDS SUCH AS THOSE ISSUED BY MOST CALIFORNIA WATER DISTRICTS. BECAUSE THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE
YIELD ON THE TEMPORARY INVESTMENT OF SUCH BOND PROCEEDS AND
THE YIELD ON THE BONDS THEMSELVES HAS BEEN CUSTOMARILY FACTORED INTO THEIR BOND FINANCING ANALYSIS, THE LOSS OF THIS
DIFFERENCE WILL RAISE THE TRANSACTION COSTS TO WATER BOND
TO THE PUBLIC SERVED BY SUCH ISSUERS. FURTHERB

AGAIN I

CES

RESTRICTIONS APPARENTLY

SINGLE-PROJECT FINANCINGS BUT INAPPROPRIATELY
APPLIED TO MULTIPLE-PROJECT ISSUERS AS WELL.
FOR EXAMPLE, THE 3-YEAR TEMPORARY PERIOD WHICH
REMAINS AS AN EXCEPTION FROM THE YIELD RESTRICTION
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LUSIVELY IN ORDER TO ACCELERATE THE END OF lHE
IOD EXCEPTION.
BANK NON-DEDUCTIBILITY
OF GREAT CONCERN TO All CALIFORNIA WATER BOND ISSUERS IS THE PROVISION OF THE NEW TAX LEGISLATION WHICH REPEALS
THE EXISTING DEDUCTION ALLOWED TO BANK-HOLDERS OF MUNICIPAL
OBLIGATIONS OF A PORTION OF THEIR INTEREST COSTS INCURRED IN
CARRYING SUCH OBLIGATIONS. THE MERE SPECTER OF THIS REPEAL
HAS ALREADY HAD A DAMAGING EFFECT IN THE MUNICIPAL BOND MARKET GENERALLY, WITH BANKS NOW BIDDING TAXABLE RATES FOR
SHORT-TERM MUNICIPAL OBLIGATIONS. THIS CHANGE IN THE TAX LAW
AFFECTS ESSENTIAL FUNCTION AS WELL AS NONESSENTIAL FUNCTION
ISS
y p

S, AND CALIFORNIA WATER BOND ISSUERS HAVE HISTORIA SIGNIFICANT AMOU

OF THEIR BONDS WI

BANKS

NONESSENTIAL FUNCTION BONDS
MOST OBLIGATIONS CURRENTLY ISSUED BY CALIFORNIA
WATER AGENCIES, INCLUDING BONDS, NOTES AND OTHER SECURITIES,

CONSTI
THE RESTRICTIONS

I
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F

AT ARE
OR BUSINESS OF ONE OR MORE NONGOVERNMENTAL

ITI

, EVEN IF THE BONDS ARE NOT NONESSENTIAL FUNCTION

. CONTRARY TO CURRENT LAW, BONDS MAY BE DEEMED NONESF

I

ION BONDS <AND SUBJECTED TO THE RESTRICTIONS
OBLIGATION IS SECURED

EVEN IF NO PART OF

>

AN INTEREST IN PROPERTY USED IN A TRADE OR BUSINESS.
S, A TRADITIONAL GENERAL OBLIGATION ISSUED BY AWATER
DI

ICT COULD FALL WITHIN THE NONESSENTIAL FUNCTION CLASSI-

FIC ION THROUGH THE ARGUABLE "USE" OF Sl MILLION OF BOND
PROCEEDS BY A NONGOVERNMENTAL ENTITY, EVEN IF NO PORTION OF
DEBT SERVICE ON SUCH BONDS IS PAYABLE FROM THAT ENTITY.

c

A

I

A WATER DISTRICT
CONSTRUCT A POWER

I

IN

I

ICITY FOR SALE TO A

IVATE DISTRIBUTOR SUCH AS THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON
ANY.
IN

ANY SUCH ARRANGEMENT INVOLVING MORE THAN $1 MILLION
PROCEEDS COULD PRESENT SERIOUS PROBLEMS FOR THAT
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WATER DISTRICT WI

RESPECT TO

ENTIRE BOND ISSUE, REGARD-

LESS OF THE PUBLIC BENEFITS THAT MAY ACCRUE FROM SUCH
ARRANGEMENT.
WATER AGENCY BONDS THAT ARE DEEMED TO BE "NONESSENTIAL FUNCTION BONDS" WI

BE SUBJECT TO THE EARLY ISSUANCE

AND ARBITRAGE RESTRICTIONS DISCUSSED PREVIOUSLY, WHICH ARE
APPLICABLE TO ALL MUNICIPAL BONDS.

IN ADDITION, HOWEVER,

SEVERAL MAJOR LIMITATIONS APPLY EXCLUSIVELY TO NONESSENTIAL
FUNCTION BONDS. THE AVERAGE MATURITY OF SUCH BONDS MAY NOT
EXCEED 120% OF THE AVERAGE REASONABLY EXPECTED ECONOMIC LIFE
OF THE FACILITIES FINANCED. NO MORE THAN 25% OF NET PROCEEDS
MAY BE USED FOR LAND ACQUISITION. THERE ARE RESTRICTIONS ON
ACQUISITION OF EXISTING PROPERTY; A REQUIREMENT THAT A PUBLIC
HEARING BE HELD; AND A PROHIBITION OF ADVANCE REFUNDINGS.
CONTRARY TO CURRENT RULES APPLICABLE TO IDB'S, THE PROCEEDS
OF SUCH BONDS MAY NOT BE USED TO FINANCE FUNCTIONALLY RELATED
AND SUBORDINATE FACILITIES, EVEN THOUGH SUCH FACILITIES ARE
FUNCTIONALLY RELATED TO THE ELIGIBLE FACILITIES.
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IN SUMMARY, HR 3838, AS PRESENTLY DRAFTED, WOULD
CHANGE THE LANDSCAPE FOR CALIFORNIA WATER AGENCY FINANCING.
THE EARLY ISSUANCE RESTRICTIONS AND ARBITRAGE RULES, IN PARTICULAR, WOULD HAVE A SERIOUS ADVERSE IMPACT.

IN ADDITION,

THERE WOULD BE AN INCREASED DANGER THAT CERTAIN WATER BOND
ISSUES-- HISTORICALLY TREATED AS ESSENTIAL FUNCTION, GOVERNMENTAL OBLIGATIONS -- COULD BE DEEMED NONESSENTIAL FUNCTION
BONDS.
I THANK YOU AGAIN FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO DISCUSS
THESE PROBLEMS IN THIS FORUM.
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM A. WITTE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
SAN FRANCISCO MAYOR'S OFFICE OF HOUSING & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
on

FEDERAL TAX REFORM ACT OF 1985:
IMPACT ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT

SENATE COMMITTEE ON LOCAL GOVERMENT
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
JANUARY 29, 1986
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's Office of Housing and Economic Development under

D

instein, I am responsible for the administration of all
economic development programs for the City and County of San

inclu
si

e-

the sale of tax-exempt mortgage revenue bonds for

1y housing, and of small issue industrial development

multi-

bonds.

I will con ne my remarks to the effects of the Federal Tax Reform Act of
1985, as passed by the U.S. House of Representatives, on housing and

development activities in San Francisco.
demons

As I believe my remarks will

te, this legislation is both an extreme and inequitable attack on

ability of not just San Francisco, but of local governments throughout
li

ia, to finance affordable housing and to retain and create jobs.

e most devastating provision of the House bill is its
tor

11

Cap'' on all permitted nonessential

se") function bonds.

In theory, this unified volume cap wil1

to make policy priorities in allocating bond issuing authority
uses.

96 -

In practice, the bi11

1

S

volume cap will effectively mean the end of local

development in California.
Let me explain why:

Under the proposed volume cap, Cali

ia would be entitled to sell $4.4

billion in tax-exempt bonds in
tax allocation bonds,

cili
revenue

, veterans mortgage bonds,
1

student loan bonds, non-profit

ization

among others, all will fall under

is

, and small-issue IDBs,
In 1985, over $5 billion in

mortgage revenue bonds alone were sold

In San Francisco, wi

llion in

its Redevelopment

is was

effort by Mayor

California.

perhaps the most

not the Country, over

n

bonds, redevelopment or

ing crunch in the state, if
were sold by the City and
on of an intense 5-year

increase

s

supply in a City with a
cost of a home last

rental vacancy
year was $165,000.

I can foresee no p ausi
devised to accommoda
under this volume

e

in

a rational allocation scheme can be

i

ing needs of the state

even a
Ci

guarantee a fight among loca

p

inst city, and I can almost
agencies, and the
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ia Housing Finance Agency, for the few dollars of bonding authority
vail

le.

More importantly, it would be almost impossible for developers to

plan projects, given the uncertainty in obtaining financing.
'

These are decisions that no state legislature should be forced to make.

In San Francisco, the effects of this uncertainty have been immediate.

At

sk are the following housing proposals, each of which combines a number of
public purpose objectives:

1)

Polytechnic High School site:

Last year, the City contributed $2.5

million from its general fund to prepay a long-term lease from the
School District for the site of this long-vacant, surplus high school in
the Haight-Ashbury neighborhood.

Bids are due next week from developers

to build up to 180 units of housing, 30% of which must serve low- and
another 30% moderate-income households.

2)

Gartland site:

The nonprofit Mission Housing Development Corp. plans to

ild up to 50 units of affordable family housing on this site in the
Mission district, a long-time eyesore purchased with Community
lopment Block Grant funds.

_ 3)

Rincon Plaza:

The City has been working for almost two years with a

developer to build 290 apartments on a site near the foot of the Bay
Bridge in the newly rezoned Rincon Hill neighborhood.

An area of old

warehouses and lots South of Market Street, it has just been rezoned
from nonresidential to residential use, to protect it from office
development.
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4)

Van Ness Plaza:

Similarly, the City is rezoning its Van Ness Avenue

corridor to promote resi

ial development.

available, a developer will

ild the

If tax-exempt financing is

rst apartment development, of

202 units, under this plan.

SINGLE-FAMILY MORTGAGE BONDS/TAX ALLOCATION BONDS

The volume cap problem is so compelli

in California to local governments

that other problems pale by comparison.
particular concern in

1.

Two other problems, however, are of

lifornia:

Income limits for single-family bonds:

The House bill imposes for

the first time at the federal level income limits for first-time
homebuyers in singl
half

ly

issues.

It would require that

buyers in an issue have incomes below 115% of the area

median, and the other

lf have incomes below 90% of the median.

This Committee has taken the lead in setting state income limits (a
maximum of 150%
are a
new con

area
for Cali

instructive:

single-family bond issues that

ia's hi

costs and desire to promote

bi 1 would render most programs in the

ion.

state unworkable.

an)

In this regard, San Francisco's situation is

In order to serve as many lower-income buyers as

possible, San Francisco has set aside a number of surplus public

and redevelopment sites for affordable housing.
donated at no

a

the units for low-income

The land is

who, in turn must aside 30% of
of area median) buyers, and 30% for
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moderate-income (120% of area median).

The program has been a

tremendous success, but is economically

feasible~

because the

developer can sell a portion of the homes to families with incomes
up to the state maximum of 150% of median.

The provision in the

House bill would thus have the ironic effect of making it
impossible for San Francisco to target a portion of its bond
proceeds to lower-income people.

In addition, it would favor

states in which bond issues are used largely to finance the
purchase of less costly existing homes; in California, where 60% of
the bond proceeds must be used to finance new units, the proposed

-------------------

income limits will prove largely unworkable.

2.

Tax Allocation Bonds:

I believe other witnesses will address in

more detail the problems presented by the House bill for
Redevelopment Agencies planning to finance land clearance and
improvements, housing, and other activities through the
allocation bonds.

sal~

of tax

I can confirm that the proposed restrictions in

the House bill would severely hamper San Francisco's redevelopment
efforts, particularly in the pioneering Verba Buena and South Beach
redevelopment areas.

~

It is clear that the House tax reform bill will impact California severely,
particularly through its ill-conceived and inequitable volume cap.

I would

urge the Committee to ask Senators Cranston and Wilson either to push for the
removal of housing from the volume cap, or at least to see that a

hold-harmless"
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now
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